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Summary 
This work is concerned with two examples of the interactions between differential 
geometry and analysis, both related to spinors. The first example is the Dirac operator 
on conformal spin manifolds with boundary. I aim to demonstrate that the analysis of the 
Dirac operator is a natural generalisation of complex analysis to manifolds of arbitrary 
dimension, by providing, as far as possible, elementary proofs of the main analytical 
results about the boundary behaviour of solutions to the Dirac equation. I emphasise 
throughout the conformal invariance of the theory, and also the usefulness of the Clifford 
algebra formalism. The main result is that there is a conformally invariant Hilbert space 
of boundary values of harmonic spinors, and that the pointwise evaluation map defines a 
conformally invariant metric on the interior. Along the way, many results from complex 
analysis are generalised to arbitrary (Riemannian or conformal spin) manifolds, such as 
the Cauchy integral formula, the Plemelj formula, and the L2-boundedness of the Hilbert 
transform. 
The second example concerns the geometry of the twistor operator and the analysis 
of differential operators arising in twistor theory. I study the differential equations on 
a complex quadric induced by holomorphic vector bundles on its twistor space. In 4 
dimensions, there is already a beautiful example of such a relationship, the Ward cor- 
respondence between holomorphic vector bundles trivial on twistor lines, and self-dual 
connections. There are many generalisations of twistor theory to higher dimensions, but 
it is not clear how best to generalise the Ward correspondence. Consequently, I focus on 
6 dimensional geometry, and one possible generalisation proposed by Atiyah and Hitchin, 
and investigated by Manin and Minh. I study a number of differential equations produced 
by this 6 dimensional twistor construction, with a view to reconstructing the holomorphic 
vector bundle on the twistor space from these equations. While this aim has not been 
realised, some progress has been made. 
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Introduction 
This thesis, which might equally have been called `Analytical aspects of spinor and twistor 
geometry', is concerned with the mutual interaction between analysis and geometry of dif- 
ferential operators on manifolds. I concentrate on two particular differential operators, the 
Dirac operator and the twistor operator, which are the two conformally invariant first order 
differential operators acting on spinor fields. 
The thesis is divided into four Parts, each of which has its own introduction. Therefore, 
here I will only briefly review the contents of each Part and the relationships between them. 
Part I contains the background material used throughout the other three Parts. This 
material is purely expository, but is included in order to set up the Clifford algebra formalism 
in a way that makes it easy to use later on. 
Part II consists of my work on the Dirac operator. I have tried to write it in such a way 
that it is self-contained, and consequently, I have included an exposition of the well-known 
elliptic theory of the Dirac operator on a closed manifold before going on to the boundary 
behaviour. 
Part III is a development of some techniques for analysing integrability obstructions for 
first order differential operators. While the theory of integrability obstructions is well un- 
derstood, it is usually presented in a form too general and abstract to be easy to apply to 
examples. The version of the theory I have devised was developed to tackle problems occuring 
in my work on 6 dimensional twistors, but I believe it is also of interest in its own right, and 
to illustrate this I apply it to a number of other examples, and also try to set it in a wider 
context. 
Part IV is concerned with my work on twistor correspondences in 6 dimensions. My 
results here are not conclusive, and so the presentation differs slightly from the rest of the 
thesis, in that I concentrate on the methods I have used in my investigation of this area, 
rather than presenting a definitive theory. 
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Part I 
Clifford Algebras and Spinors in 
Conformal Geometry 
In this first Part, I will introduce the essential background of Clifford algebras, spinors and 
conformal geometry. None of this material is new, except in terms of the presentation, which 
is based on Gilbert and Murray [36]. 
The first section concerns Clifford algebras. Here I establish, with brief proofs, their main 
properties, such as the relationship with the orthogonal groups, and 1-1 periodicity. 
In section 2, I outline the facts I will need from the theory of Clifford modules. I focus on 
the natural representation of the Clifford algebra acting on itself by left multiplication, and 
also the irreducible complex representations in even dimensions. 
In the following section I turn to conformal geometry, and show how a conformal structure 
on a manifold is given by a (normalised) metric on the weightless tangent bundle. I also 
emphasise the line bundle associated to the conformal structure, since this gives an easy way 
of keeping track of the conformal weights which will be used later on. 
Finally, I discuss the manifold S' = R7 U {oo} in more detail. Here, I pay particular 
attention on the natural role of Clifford algebras in describing the geometry. This leads to 
the well-known identification of the group of Möbius transformations with a group of 2x2 
matrices of Clifford numbers, which proves to be invaluable in computations. I will show that 
this relationship arises out of the many different ways of looking at Si', which as a conformal 
manifold is most naturally the space of null lines in R'+l, i, but can also be represented as a 
projective space of pure spinors. 
1 Clifford algebras 
Clifford algebras were introduced independently by W. K. Clifford in [24] and H. Grass- 
mann in [39]. In this section I will describe their main properties, essentially as presented 
in [36]. Proofs will be kept brief, the emphasis being on understanding the algebras heuris- 
tically. The key point is that the Clifford algebra of Euclidean space is an extremely natural 
object capturing the geometry of the space in an algebraic form. Because of this, one should 
not be surprised that it makes an appearance and proves to be very useful in a variety of 
contexts. 
One way to introduce Clifford algebras is to pose the following problem: given an inner 
product space V (or more generally, a vector space with a quadratic form), find an associative 
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algebra describing (in some sense) its geometry. An immediate observation is that the linear 
space Il V can be made into an algebra, since ]R acts on V by scalar multiplication, and the 
inner product gives a map from VxV to IR. Unfortunately, this algebra fails to be associative 
when the dimension of V is larger than one, and furthermore it fails to contain information 
about the higher dimensional structure of V. In order to get an associative algebra, the 
requirement that vw = (v, w) for all v, w in V needs to be relaxed. 
1.1 Definition. Let V be an linear space and q: V -4 JR a quadratic form. A Clifford algebra 
for (V, q) is an extension of the linear space R®V to an associative algebra A with identity 
1E ll such that 
(i) A is generated (as a ring) by IR ®V 
(ii) v2 = q(v) for all vEV. 1 
In fact there is essentially only one Clifford algebra associated to (V, q), which will be 
called the Clifford algebra for (V, q); it is a maximal and universal extension of IE8 ® V. More 
precisely, define a Clifford map to be a linear map t from V into an associative algebra such 
that t(v)2 = q(v) for all v, and let ir: V -+ Cl(V, q) be a universal Clifford map. Such a 
universal map is unique up to (natural) isomorphism, and will have the following property. 
1.2 Proposition. Let (V, q) and (W, r) be quadratic spaces, T: V -+ W an isometry (that is, 
r(Tv) = q(v) for all vE V), and Aa Clifford algebra for W. Then there is a unique algebra 
homomorphism T,: Cl (V, q) -* A extending T, in the sense that T. o, r =LoT, where i. is the 
inclusion of W into A. 
There are several ways of defining Cl(V, q) explicitly. In order to prove the above propo- 
sition, the following definition, expressing it as a quotient of the tensor algebra by an ideal, 
is particularly convenient. Another, perhaps more intuitive, definition will be given shortly. 
1.3 Definition. Cl(V, q) :=® V/ (v 0v- q(v)) =®V /(v 0w+w0v- 2q(v, w)), where 
®V is the tensor algebra of V, and q(v, w) (which will sometimes be written v. w) is the 
bilinear form induced by q. 
NOTE. It is not immediately clear that Cl(V, q) is a Clifford algebra, since it has not been 
shown that the quotient map zr : ®V -* Cl (V, q) is injective on R®V . 
The other properties 
of a Clifford algebra clearly do hold. In particular ir(1l (D V) generates Cl (V, q). The fact 
that 7r embeds II8 ®V into Cl(V, q) will follow from the Proposition once (V, q) is shown to 
have a Clifford algebra. 
'Warning! There are other sign conventions-see 1.9 for a discussion. 
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Proof of Proposition 1.2: Let T: V -* W be an isometry. Since WCA, T is a linear map 
from V into an associative algebra. Therefore, by the universal property of the tensor algebra, 
there is an extension of T to an algebra homomorphism T.: ®V --> A. But T is an isometry, 
so T, (v®v) = T(v)2 = r(Tv) = q(v) = T. (&)), so T,, descends to the quotient Cl(V, q). The 
uniqueness of T. is an immediate consequence of the fact that 7r (R (D V) generates Cl (V, q) 
and the action of T. on this space is predetermined by T. Q 
REMARK. The same method can be used to show that there is also a unique algebra anti- 
homomorphism T# from Cl(V, q) to W. Also note that if T is surjective, so is T. 
The above abstract algebra is not central to this section, but will prove useful in estab- 
lishing some of the properties of the Clifford algebra. First, a more geometrical construction 
of a Clifford algebra will be carried out. This will establish that every quadratic space has a 
Clifford algebra A, and thus the injectivity of r follows from Proposition 1.2 applied to the 
identity isometry of V. 
1.4 Proposition. Let End(A(V)) be the algebra of linear transformations of the exterior 
algebra A(V) of V (note that A(V) = Cl(V, O)) and let A be the subalgebra generated by 
{c(v) = e + t, :vE V}, where E(vo n... Avk) = vAvo A... Avk and tv is the operation 
of contraction by q(v,. ) E V*, which is adjoint to e (with respect to q) and is defined by 
tv(1) =0 and 
k 
, 
(-1)i q(v, vj) vo A ... vj ... n vk. t (von ... AVO_F j=o 
Then A is a Clifford algebra for (V, q). 
Proof: First note that c(v)(1) =v so 1l ®V embeds into A and generates this associative 
algebra. It remains to show that c(v)2 = q(v). To do this note that ev =0 since vAv=0 
and t=0 by an elementary computation (when q is nondegenerate this also follows from 
the fact that tv is adjoint to e). Thus c(v)2 = te + evc,,, and direct computation shows 
that tvEw (vo A ... A vk) = q(v, w)vo A ... A vk - ew tv 
(vo A ... A vk 
). 13 
REMARKS. The operators e, and c are known in the literature as exterior and interior 
multiplication by v. They are also referred to as creation and annihilation operators by 
analogy with the theory of the quantum harmonic oscillator, and c: V -4 A is a quantisation 
map, 2 its inverse being evaluation at 1E IR, ev i: A -* A(V). More straightforwardly, for 
v, w in V, c(v)c(w) (1) = c(v) (w) =vAw+v. w, so Clifford multiplication is the sum of the 
outer (wedge) and inner (dot) products. Since the latter is commutative and the former 
2see [121 for this point of view. 
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anticommutative, they may easily be recovered from the Clifford product as symmetric and 
antisymmetric parts. 
1.5 Proposition. If V is finite dimensional then evl is a linear isomorphism from A to 
A(V). Furthermore A and Cl(V, q) are isomorphic algebras. 
Proof: (c(vo) ... c(vk))(1) = vo A ... A Vk + 
I: ý_o xj where xj E AS(V). Since im(evI) con- 
tains A°(V) and A'(V), a simple inductive argument shows that ev1 is surjective. Next 
note that if el.... e, is a quasiorthonormal basis (i. e., a basis diagonalising q with q(ej) E 
{-1,0,1}) then any Clifford algebra for (V, q) is spanned by {e"' ... e, n : nj E ,, 
{0,1} `dj} 
(since ejek _ -eked for j 54 k) and so has dimension no bigger than 2n. By 1.2, there is 
a surjective algebra homomorphism from Cl (V, q) to A, and therefore 2n > dim Cl (V, q) 
dim A> dim A (V) = 2n and so equality holds all the way through and the surjective linear 
maps are all bijective. Q 
1.6 Corollary. If el.... e,,, is a quasiorthonormal basis of V, then {ec. :aC {1, ... n}} is a 
basis for Cl(V, q), where eq = ei"' ... en n and mj =1 if jEa and 0 otherwise. 
REMARK. This proposition finally illuminates the geometric structure of the Clifford alge- 
bra. As a linear space it is isomorphic to Grassmann's exterior algebra A(V) (the algebra of 
subspaces of V), but the wedge product has been `quantised' by adding the inner product, 
so they are not isomorphic as algebras. 
1.7 Notation. Henceforth Cl (V, q) will be used to denote either of the Clifford algebras 
defined above. When q is induced by the inner product on Euclidean n-space, the shorthand 
Cl,, will be used. More generally if q is nondegenerate with signature (p, m) (i. e., in a 
quasiorthonormal basis, p vectors have positive square and m vectors have negative square), 
Cl(V, q) will be written Clp, m. 
1.8 Definitions. The elements of Cl (V, q) are sometimes called Clifford numbers or multi- 
vectors. Now that Cl(V, q) has been identified with A(V), the subspace Cl(V, q)A' can be 
defined as the space of k-vectors i. e. those multivectors corresponding to elements of A"(V) 
(2-vectors are also called bivectors). Next, it is easy to see from either definition of Cl(V, q) 
that the even multivectors form a subalgebra Cl(V, q)'" called the even subalgebra. Alterna- 
tively, denote by xH x* the `twisting' automorphism of Cl(V, q) induced by v i-* -v (see 1.2). 
Then Cl (V, q)e2' is the fixed point set of *, which is a subalgebra since * is an automorphism. 
The decomposition of Cl(V, q) as Cl(V, q)eT' ® Cl(V, q)od corresponds to the decomposition 
A(V) = A+ (V) ® A- (V). 
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The operation x '-+ i is defined as the extension of the identity on V to an antiautomor- 
phism, and is called reversion since it maps vo ... vk to vk ... vo. The composite xH7= , ý* 
is called conjugation and is the antiautomorphism induced by vH -v. These operations are 
all involutions. 
1.9 ASIDE. Because Clifford algebras have been rediscovered so many times, there is a confusion 
of conventions and terminology in the literature. For example, different authors use different 
symbols and names for the three involutions. More confusingly, however, there are different sign 
conventions used in the definition of the Clifford algebra. When working with Euclidean Clifford 
algebras, there are essentially four possible sign conventions. Firstly, one can use either positive 
or negative definite quadratic forms. Secondly, one can define Clifford algebras using either the 
relation v2 = v. v or v2 = -v. v (where the dot denotes the inner product). My two main references 
on Clifford algebras, namely Gilbert and Murray [36] and Lawson and Michelsohn [56], both use 
the v2 = -v. v convention. Benn and Tucker [10], Crumeyrolle [25], Plymen and Robinson [66], 
and Hestenes (e. g. [46]) all use the v2 = v. v convention. Brackx, Delanghe and Sommen [17] also 
use the v2 = v. v convention, but then work with a negative definite quadratic form. I have chosen 
the v2 = v. v sign convention (and prefer positive definite quadratic forms) for several reasons: 
" In the Euclidean case, I prefer vectors to have a positive square in the Clifford algebra, 
since this distinguishes them from bivectors (which always have a negative square in Eu- 
clidean Clifford algebras)-the historical reason for the extra minus sign (which is present in 
Clifford's papers) was that the imaginary complex numbers and quaternions could then be 
identified as vectors, but this is a misinterpretation of their geometrical role: they are more 
naturally bivectors. 
"I prefer zero order operators to be self-adjoint and first order operators to be skew-adjoint, 
if possible. In my chosen sign convention Clifford multiplication by vectors is a self-adjoint 
operation, whereas the Dirac operator is skew-adjoint. In index theory, a self-adjoint Dirac 
operator is often prefered, as in [56] for example. 
"I see no reason to distinguish the square of v from the norm squared of v. This is related to 
my point of view that the vectors in the Clifford algebra are the vectors in Euclidean space, 
not some skew-Hermitian matrix representation. If vectors of negative square are needed, I 
prefer to use a negative definite quadratic form. 
Of course, these are just my own preferences, and as with all sign conventions (such as the related 
difference in sign between the "geometer's" and the "analyst's" Laplacian3) it makes no difference 
to the mathematics which convention is used. 
Examples. The relation of the Clifford algebras Cln to Euclidean geometry is most simply 
illustrated in two and three dimensions. 
3my Laplacian is, of course, a sum of squares, but I'm not sure whether that makes me a geometer or an 
analyst... 
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(i) The Clifford algebra Cl2 of the plane R2 is four dimensional, Cl2" being isomorphic to C 
and Cl being I[82 itself. Clifford multiplying vectors by complex numbers identifies C* 
as the group of rotations and dilations of the plane. The usual identification of C with 
JR2 can be made only after choosing a unit vector in 1R2 (the `real' axis). 
(ii) The algebra C13 is eight dimensional, Cl" being the quaternions K It is well known 
that H* may be used to describe rotations and dilations of R. Also, the wedge product 
may be identified as the cross product via a unit `pseudoscalar' in Cl3 (a choice of a unit 
pseudoscalar is equivalent to a choice of orientation, explaining why the cross product 
of two `polar' vectors is an `axial' vector - `axial' vectors are really bivectors). This 
has led Hestenes [46] and others to suggest that Clifford algebra provides a more natural 
language for vector algebra than the usual approach of Heaviside and Gibbs, since it 
combines Hamilton's quaternions and Grassmann's wedge product in a more natural 
way. 
In both of these examples, the relevance of Clifford algebras to rotations and dilations is 
evident. The next step is to establish such a relationship in the general context. For the rest 
of this section I will restrict attention to a nondegenerate quadratic form of signature (p, m), 
where p+ rn = n. 
Now, since any isometry of V= RP, ' extends to an automorphism of CIP, m (by 1.2), it 
seems likely that the automorphisms of the Clifford algebra will play an important role. 
1.10 Definitions. Let Cl;,,, l 
be the Lie group of invertible elements of Clp ,,, and let cC,,,, 
be its Lie algebra (which is Cl under Lie bracket [x, y] = xy - yx). The adjoint action 
Ad: Clý,, 
ý -> 
Aut(Clp, m) is given by Adý(y) = xyx-1, but if x is odd, it is often useful to 
incorporate the grading of Clp, m and define the twisted adjoint action Ad*: Cle";,, U Clod* P, M 
Aut(Clp, m) by Ad* = Adx for x even, but Ad*(y) = xy*x-1 for x odd. This is still a 
representation, ' but only of the subgroup Cl t)* U Cl0 * of C1* ,,,. L. However, there is an 
"action" of Clem on CO mU Clp;,,, given by yH xyx-1 for y even and yH xyx*-1 for y odd, 
which will also be denoted by Ad, *. 
1.11 Lemma. Let xE Clp, m. 
Then 
(i) xv=vx* Vv EV ifxER 
(ii) if dim V is even then xv = vx Vv EV if xE IR 
4In their presentation of infinite dimensional Clifford algebras, Plymen and Robinson [66] remark that the 
usual definition of the twisted adjoint action, namely yH x' yx-1 is unsuitable for their purposes, because 
x does not act by algebra automorphisms. The definition I have given is such an action, and can be used to 
simplify Plymen and Robinson's treatment of automorphisms of Clifford algebras in infinite dimensions. 
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(iii) if dimV is odd then xv = vx Vv EV if xE 1R ® Cln, m. 
Proof: Let ea he a basis for Clp, m and 
let x= ýa \aea. Then for each j, 
xej = ej 
E(-1)1aIAaea 
jVa jEa 
The result follows from this. 13 
1.12 Corollary. ker Ad* = R*, whereas ker Ad = JR* only if dim V is even. When dim V is 
odd, the centre of Clr,,,,,, is JR ® Clp, m. 
1.13 Definition. The Clifford group I'p, m of Rn'm consists of those x in Clp ,1 such that 
Ad*(v) EV Vv E V. 
1.14 Proposition. For xE I'r,,, Ad* (v) defines an isometry of V. In particular if w is 
an invertible vector (i. e., w2 54 0) then vH -wvw-1 is a reflection T,, in the hyperplane 
perpendicular to w. 
Proof: As an element of V, xv(x*)-l =- (xv(x*)-1)* = -x*(-v)x-l = x*vx-1. Therefore 
(xv(x*)-1)2 = x*vx-lxv(x*)-l = x*v2(x*)-l = v2 and so this is an isometry. Finally 
-wvw-1 = vww-' - 2v. ww-1 =v- 2v. ww/w2.11 
1.15 Theorem. Any isometry can be written as a composite of reflections. 
Proof: This is an elementary and well-known result. Briefly, any two vectors x, y of the same 
nonzero length are related by the reflection Tý_y (if x-y is non-null) or the transformation 
Ty o Tx+y. If T is an isometry and xa non-null vector, this gives a composite of reflections S 
such that Sx = Tx, so S-1 oT fixes x and its perpendicular hyperplane. The result follows 
by an inductive argument. Q 
1.16 Corollary. Ad*: I'p,,,, 0 (p, m) is a surjective group homomorphism with kernel R* 
and xEI, p, m if x can be written as a product of invertible vectors. Also , ýx E IR* . 
1.17 Definition. The Clifford semigroup Ap, m consists of those elements of 
Clp, m which can 
be written as a product of vectors, so I'p,,,,, _ {x E Ap, m : ix # 0}. Define: 
Pin(p, m) ={xEAp, miýx=±1} 
Spin(p, m) = {x E Aý m: ix = ±1} 
Spin+(p, m) ={xeA m:, ýx=1}. 
1.18 Corollary to Theorem 1.15. Ad* defines a two-fold cover of O(p, m) by Pin(p, m), 
SO(p, m) by Spin(p, m) and SO+(p, m) by Spin+(p, m). 
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REMARKS. These results establish the relationship between the Clifford algebra and the 
rotation group. For example SO(3) is homeomorphic to RP(3) and its two-fold cover is 
S3 =' Spin(3), the group of unit quaternions. More generally, note that in the Euclidean 
case ; ýx is always positive so Spin(n) = Spin+(n). It is now possible to represent conformal 
linear transformations (see section 3) by elements of F since xv(x*)-l = xv: r. /(xx) and 
so v i-+ xvT is a conformal transformation, and an isometry when ýix = 1. This gives a 
two-fold cover of CO(n) by F. 
I will finish this section by describing briefly some of the relationships between Clifford 
algebras in different dimensions. 
1.19 Proposition. Let w be a unit vector in V= ]f8p, m C Clp, m and W its perpendicular 
hyperplane. Then 
(i) if w2 = 1, W has Clifford algebra Clp_ l, rn C Clp,, n and w defines an embedding t,,, of V 
into ll ® Clp MC 
ClP 
2 via v '-a vw. 
This determines an algebra isomorphism 8,,, from 
Cl' v to Cl,,,,,, p_i, the Clifford algebra of t,,, 
(W) C Clý, 
n. 
Furthermore, for any vEV, the 
equality v2 = (twv)(t,,, v) = (twv)(t,,, v) holds in Clp, m, and 0(i--v-) = 8,,, (twv) = 6,,, (t,,, v)* 
in Cl,,,., p_ 1. 
(ii) if w2 = -1, W has Clifford algebra Clp, rri_l and a similar result holds, but this time 
Clev = Cl p,,,, -,, 
the Clifford algebras of W and t,,, (W) are identified by t,,,, and v2 = P'M 
-(ý--v)(twv) = -(Twv)(t v) 
Proof: Since Cl 
m 
is an associative algebra generated by R®t . (W) and (vw)2 = vwvw = 
-w2v2 for all vEW, the existence of the algebra isomorphism 8,,, is a consequence of 1.2. 
The rest is immediate. Q 
In case (ii), the isomorphism can be written quite explicitly in terms of the natural 
inclusion of Clp, m_1 = Cl(W) into Clp, m: namely if r+ sui E Ch m with rE Clp;, t_1 and 
sE Clod m_1 then the corresponding element of 
Clp, m_1 is just r+S. 
In case (i), an alternative approach is (replacing p by p+ 1) to identify Clp+l,,, t with an 
algebra of graded 2x2 matrices with values in Clp,,,,. More precisely, r+ Sw E Clp+l, m with 
r, sE Clp,,,,, = Cl(W) may be identified with the 2x2 matrix 
rev - Sev sod + Tod 
ISod 
- rod rev + Se'J 
Rather than prove this, I will establish a more general result, relating Clp+I,,,,, +1 to Clp,,,,,. 
This involves choosing a pair of orthogonal vectors v+ and v_ in I[8p+1, m+1 with vt = +1. 
= Such a pair can also be obtained from null vectors w, w' with (w, w') =2, by setting v-± 
w±W'. 
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1.20 Theorem (1-1 Periodicity). For 0 in Clp+1,,, L+1 write 
b=r+ sv+ + tv_ + uv+v_ 
with r, s, t, uE Clp,,,,. Then the map 
rr 
-us +t U: HI (s - t)* (r + u). 
is an isomorphism from Clp+l, m, +1 to the algebra of 2x2 matrices 
[ad] with a, b, c, dE 
Clp, rn. Also note that the principal automorphism 
* of Clp+l, m+l becomes the automorphism 
[ab] ,4[ a*. ý6` ], and so the even subalgebra consists of those matrices with a, d even, and 
b, c odd. 
Proof: It is clear that U is a linear isomorphism. The image of a vector v+ Av+ + µv_ is 
[ 
Avis 
a+v ] which squares to [v2+ OZ-µ2 v2+A2_µ2 
] and so there is certainly an algebra inclusion 
of Clp+l,, +1 into the matrix algebra by 1.2. That this is the isomorphism stated can be 
verified by checking that /(v + Av+ + µv_) is mapped to the corresponding matrix product. 
The last part is immediate from the fact that 0* = r* - s*v+ - t*v_ + u*v+v_. Q 
This result can be found in slightly different form in Chevalley [23], Gilbert and Mur- 
ray [36], and also Lawson and Michelsohn [56]. These works give the isomorphism implicitly 
(using the universal property), although it is then a simple matter to write out the explicit 
version. There are several possible such isomorphisms and the one chosen here is not the 
usual one: see the end of this Part for further remarks. 
2 Clifford modules and spinors 
In this section, I will outline those aspects of the theory of Clifford modules which I will 
need later. Further information can be found in [4], [12], [10], [22], [23], [44], and [56]. 
2.1 Definition. A Clifford module for Clp,.,,,, is a vector space E on which Clp,. m acts as an 
algebra i. e. an algebra homomorphism Clp, m -4 End(E) is given. Often E is equipped with 
an inner product such that vectors in Cl",, are self-adjoint. Elements of a Clifford module 
will be called spinors. 
Warning. If different sign conventions are used, it is natural to focus attention on a Clifford 
algebra in which the vectors have a negative square (corresponding here to the Clifford algebra 
of a negative definite quadratic form). In this case, definite inner products on Clifford modules 
give rise to skew-adjoint actions of vectors. This change in sign appears throughout the theory, 
leading for example to a self-adjoint Dirac operator, rather than a skew-adjoint one. 
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Examples 
1. Clp, m acts on itself by left multiplication, making Clp,. m into a Clifford module. 
Since 
Clp,, n is A(IEBP, m) as a vector space, this may also be viewed as the natural action of 
Clp, m on A(I1 P''n ). In the positive definite case 
(x 
, y) _ 
(may) is an inner product on 
Cln, where (. ) denotes the scalar part. Clearly (vx , y) _ 
(ivy) = (x , vy) 
for vE lR '', 
so vectors are self-adjoint. (Note also that it is not necessary to take the scalar part, 
in which case the inner product takes its values in Cl,,,. ) 
2. Let v+ be a unit vector in V with v+ =1 in Ch, m. Then 2 
(1 + v+) is an idempotent 
in Clp, m and so Clp, m(1 + v+) is a left ideal. The left action of Clp, m on this ideal 
gives it a Clifford module structure. The same of course holds for 1- v+ and Clp,, n = 
Clp, m(1 + v+) ® Clp, m(l - v+). It will be seen in section 4 that this Clifford module 
may he interpreted using the conformal geometry of S. 
For most applications, it is not important which Clifford module is used, in which case, the 
first example seems most natural, because of its canonical construction. However, sometimes 
it is necessary to restrict attention to irreducible Clifford modules, which unfortunately cannot 
be constructed canonically in general. There is a mysterious period 8 pattern to these irre- 
ducible representations, which shows up most clearly in the irreducible real representations, 
but is also present in the complex case. Here only the complex irreducible representations in 
even dimensions will be considered, and I will state the results without proof. 
In even dimensions, there is only one irreducible Clifford module E (up to isomorphism), 
and it is graded. It splits into the direct sum of two inequivalent irreducible representations 
IE} for the even subalgebra. These are also irreducible representations of the Spin group. 
IE possesses an inner product, which in dimensions congruent to 2 mod 4, induces a pair- 
ing of ]E+ and E-, whereas in dimensions congruent to 0 mod 4, it restricts to inner products 
on IE±, which are symmetric in dimensions congruent to 0 mod 8 and skew-symmetric in 
dimensions congruent to 4 mod 8. 
In the case of a pairing of the two spinor bundles, the Clifford action of vectors between 
them turns out to be skew-symmetric. I will make use of these spinors in Part IV. 
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3 Conformal geometry 
Conformal geometry concerns the concept of angle without that of length. A conformal 
structure on a vector space is essentially an equivalence class of inner products which have the 
same notion of orthogonality. Such inner products must be related by a scalar multiple. This 
section begins with the basic definitions concerning conformal structures on vector spaces and 
manifolds. Of crucial importance here is the remarkable way that the line bundle describing 
the conformal structure relates to the density bundle. This means that there is an intimate 
relationship between integration on the manifold and a choice of metric, which will lie at the 
heart of later arguments. 
This material is all entirely elementary, and I have not followed any particular sources. 
3.1 Definition. Two inner products ql, q2 on a vector space V are said to be conformally 
equivalent if there is a real number A such that ql (v, w) = \2g2(v, w). Given an inner product 
on V, a conformal linear map with scale factor AE IR+ is an invertible linear map T such 
that (Tv, Tw) = A2(v, w). The group of all conformal linear maps is denoted CO(n), and 
the connected component of the identity is denoted CO+(n). Since IT is an orthogonal map, 
CO(n) ^_' O(n) x R+, and SO(n) x R+ is the identity component. Conformal linear maps 
between two inner product spaces are defined similarly. 
REMARKS. Note that the notion of a conformal linear map depends only on the conformal 
equivalence class of the inner product. Also if two vectors have the same length in one inner 
product, they have the same length in any conformally equivalent inner product. Thus any 
vector v is an element of an orthogonal basis of vectors with the same length as v (called a 
conformal frame), and this defines an element CV (v) of A' (V) which depends (up to a sign) 
only on v and the conformal equivalence class of the inner product. Choosing a particular 
inner product is equivalent to assigning a (positive) length to v, which is equivalent to 
assigning a (positive) volume to CV(v). 
A map assigning a volume to an n-vector is usually called a density and the above shows 
that the set of densities is closely related to the conformal equivalence class. 
3.2 Definition. A density p on an n-dimensional vector space V is a map from A"(V) to 
R such that p(Aw) = , \Ip(w) for all AE III and wE A"(V). The set of densities on V is a 
one dimensional linear space denoted l An* (V ), or An* I for short. Also define IA* (=I A* I (V ) 
to be the space of maps p from A'(V) to JR such that p(. Aw) = 1. AI1/np(w). Note that 
JA*(" = JA* 0 ... 0 IA*I (n times) is canonically isomorphic to jAn*I and so the square of the 
evaluation map defines a map from A"(V (g IA*I) '= An(V) ®JA*In to R. 
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3.3 Proposition. A conformal equivalence class of inner products on V defines an inner 
product q on V0 IA* I and conversely. 
Proof: The converse is clear: an inner product (. , .) 
is in the equivalence class if there 
is an element l of IA* I such that (v, w) = q(v ® 1, w (9 1) for all v, wEV. For the main 
implication it suffices to define the associated quadratic form. If v®1 is an element of 
V® IA* I then CV(v) ®l" is defined (up to a sign) independently of the representation of v®l 
(here l72 = 10 ... 01 E 
IA*In). Therefore q(v 01) may be defined to be the the real number 
obtained by evaluating l" on CV(v) and squaring (the canonical map An(V) (g IA*In -+ I[8), 
then taking the positive nth root. Q 
REMARK. Note that the volume form of the inner product q constructed in the above 
proof corresponds to 1E IR under An (V 0I A* I) =' R. Such an inner product on V0I A* 
will be called a normalised inner product. The above proposition shows that there is a 
bijection between conformal equivalence classes of inner products on V, and normalised 
inner products on V0 IA* 1. 
3.4 Definition. Let M be a smooth manifold. Then the weightless tangent bundle is defined 
to be the bundle TM ®L where L is the trivialisable line bundle whose fibre at xEM is 
I A* I (TM). A conformal structure on M is a normalised metric on the weightless tangent 
bundle (i. e., a smooth choice of a normalised inner product on TAM 0 L', for each xE M), 
which (by the above proposition) defines a conformal class of inner products on each tangent 
space. M is then said to be a conformal manifold. A trivialisation of L defines a Riemannian 
metric on M and L is the density bundle I An*I (M). A conformal transformation of M is a 
diffeomorphism of M whose derivative is a conformal linear map at each point xEM. 
4 Möbius transformations of Sn 
I will now focus on the particular case of S" with its usual conformal structure (i. e., the 
equivalence class of the metric induced by the usual embedding of S' in 1Rn+1). The following 
well-known feature of S" will be used in the following: 
4.1 Definition. Let v be a unit vector in III"+' (so vE S'). Then stereographic projection 
from S" , {-v} to IR" is defined to be the map 
2- (x, v)v 
2H 
1+(x, v) 
which is conformal, has an inverse 
2z + v(1 - z2) zH 
1+ z2 
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and sends (n-1)-spheres in S'-, {-v} to hyperplanes or (n-1)-spheres in 1R' . This 
identifies 
Sn with 1R7 U fool, where oo denotes -v. It also shows that Sn is conformally flat, in the 
sense that it has conformal charts. 
4.2 Definition. The group of Möbius transformations of S7 , 
M(n), is defined to be the 
group generated by reflections in n-planes through the centre of Si', together with reflections 
in (n - 1)-planes in IRR (the former generate the group of spherical isometries, while the 
latter fix oo and generate the group of Euclidean isometries of Ifn ). Note that since the 
spherical isometries act transitively, this group is independent of the choice of v and is the 
group generated by `reflections' or `inversions' in (n - 1)-spheres in S'. 
Clearly the Möbius transformations are all conformal. The following theorem asserts the 
converse, and is given (without proof) to justify restricting attention to Möbius transforma- 
tions. 
4.3 Theorem (Liouville). The conformal transformations of Sn preserve (n - 1) -spheres 
and for n>2 they are all Möbius transformations. 
REMARKS. This is not the full strength of Liouville's Theorem, which states that for n>3 
conformal transformations defined on a domain S2 C Sn are restrictions of Möbius trans- 
formations. Of course, when n=1 any diffeornorphism is conformal so the subgroup of 
Möbius transformations is more interesting. Also note here that a dilation of Rn is confor- 
mal, and hence is a Möbius transformation - indeed the composite of spherical inversions 
which produce a given dilation can be constructed quite explicitly. 
Discussion. The group M(n) has two components, the identity component being the group 
M+(n) of orientation preserving Möbius transformations. This group turns out to be iso- 
morphic to SO+(n + 1,1) because S" can be represented as the space of null lines in R+1'1 
(it is `the sky' in (n + 1,1)-dimensional space-time) and SO+(n + 1,1) preserves the null 
cone. Furthermore, in one and two dimensions, Möbius transformations can be represented 
by matrices in SL(2, IR) and SL(2, C). From an algebraic point of view, this corresponds to 
the special isomorphisms SL(2, I[2) ^_ Spin+(2,1) and SL(2, (C) Spin+(3,1), while from a 
geometric point of view, it corresponds to the diffeomorphisms S' ' IRP1 and S2 ^-' (CPI 
At any rate, this representation proves to be extremely convenient and a higher dimensional 
generalisation would be very useful. The generalisation I present here involves describing 
Spin+(n + 1,1) as a group of 2x2 matrices, using 1.20. To do this, a pair of orthogonal unit 
vectors v+, v_ in R+ 1,1 will be chosen, one of each sign. 
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The timelike vector v_ identifies I[8n+1,1 with IR ® R'+1 in Cln+l (and v_ is identified 
with 1E IR). Also, by 1.19, it may be used to identify Cl; +l, l with Cl,, +l. I will use this 
identification when it is convenient, although it will not be strictly necessary to do so. Finally 
v_ may be used to identify S" C R"+1 with the space of null lines in R7+1,1 = RE) R7+1 (by 
means of the translate 1+ Sn in the null cone). This is a more natural way of viewing S' as 
a conformal manifold. 
The spacelike vector v+, on the other hand, determines a distinguished origin in Sn, its 
antipode -v+ being the point at infinity. It also gives rise to the the following representation 
of S". 
4.4 Lemma. F1 acts transitively on S" by rotations and the stabiliser of v+ is a copy of 
rev. Thus S7 ^' rý+1/rte ^_' Spin(n + 1)/ Spin(n) by the orbit-stabiliser theorem. 
This result is immediate, and generalises the isomorphisms S' ^_' S' /S° and S2 =' S3/S1. 
I will now turn to a related way a viewing S'. 
The projective representation 
Consider the map 
(W) H 
(A12+w2)+2. ßw+v+(A2- w2) 
- 
(1+y+)A2+2Aw+(1-v+)w2 
A) A2 + w2 A2 + w2 
where AE I1 and wE IR = v+ C R+1 are not both zero. When A=1 this map is the inverse 
of stereographic projection from the copy of Sn in the null cone, so thinking of z as w/A, one 
sees that this is a projective representation of S", the preimage of oo being {(ö) :w# 0}. 
The crucial observation is that this works for much more general pairs 
4.5 Definition. Let I={ (ý) =x+ yv+ _E An ® (A°v+) N {O} : yi E Rz } and define 
P: F -+ S" by 
_ 
(Y) (l+v+Wý +yý+Xy+(1-v+)yy 
_1 
((x+y)(1+v+)(+)) 
x xx+ xx+yy yy 
_ W1+v+))/ýo 
=1+ ov+o-1 = ss/(ss), 
where s= 02(1 + v+) (see section 2). Note that yý =x and that v+ commutes with 
x, but anticommutes with y. Also note that if x#0 then P(xy) = P(? ), and projects 
stereographically back to z= y/x E IE8". 
4.6 Lemma. IF =F1, so P comes from the action on Sn described in Lemma 4.4, except 
that here Sn has been translated so that it lies in the null cone (since P: 4H1+ /v+'-1 E 
1+SnCI[8ED 1I8n+1). 
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Proof: It is clear that rCF1, since if x+ yv+ E I', then (x + yv+): ýx = (xxv+ + y5)xv+, 
a product of vectors. Conversely any cE Fn+l can be written q5 =x+ yv+ with x, yE Cln C 
Cln, +l. But the projective representation is surjective, so there exists X=A+ wv+ E I'n+1 
with Ov+0-1 = Xv+X-1. Therefore 0 and x differ by tEF, so x= At, y= wt and it follows 
that 0EF. EJ 
REMARK. The above shows that S' can be represented as `A" P1', the projective space of 
`A" -subspaces' of An +l, or as a projective space of spinors 
in F 1e. 
It remains to describe the action of 'E Spin+(n + 1,1) on the null cone (i. e., yH 
'y(O*)-1) in terms of 2x2 matrices, a result which goes back to Vahlen [78] (although 
the modern incarnation comes from Ahlfors [1]). To do this, I will use the fact, immediate 
from 4.5, that the action induced on F1e is Oe H 00e, where e is the idempotent 2 (1 + v+) 
and I have freely identified 0 with an element of Cl,, +l. I shall also make use of Theorem 1.20 
of section 1. 
4.7 Theorem. Write 0 in Cln+l, I as V=r+ sv+ + tv_ + uv+v_ with r, uE Cl' and 
s, tE Cl', oso that the corresponding element of Cln+l is r+t+ (u + s)v+. 
Recall from Theorem 1.20 that U: H[ s-t r+u ] is an isomorphism from Cln+l, l to the 
algebra of [ad] with a, dE Clri and b, cE Cl°d. 
Under this isomorphism, F, +1,1 consists of matrices satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) a, dE A" and b, cE A°d 
(ii) ab, cd, bi, at E 1R" 
(iii) da - be E IR* . 
Furthermore O(x + yv+)e =[ s-i T4 ] (Y) e, and the determinant da - be gives the norm 
Thus SL(A ® Ao v+), the subgroup of those matrices with determinant one, is isomorphic 
to Spin+(n+1,1). These matrices act by Möbius transformations on S7', and Spin+(n+ 1,1) 
is a two-fold cover of M+(n). 
Proof: The image GL(Ari ® Ao v+) of r', consists of products of matrices of the form 
wä with a, /3 E Ifs and iv E If8", and such products preserve the defining properties of 
(Y) E re+1: for example (ßy + wx).: ix = (/3yi + wx! )x E Ae and (ßy + wx)(wy + ax) _ 
/3yyw + wxyw + , ßayi + awx- E R. Now observe that since v+e = e, the 
following holds: 
(r +t+ uv+ + sv+) (x + yv+)e 
= ((rx + uxv+) + (ryv+ - uy) + (tx + sxv+) + 
(tyv+ - sy))e 
= ((r+u)x+(r-u)yv++(t+s)xv++(t-s)y)e. 
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This means that the action of GL(An ®A°dv+) on F1 by matrix multiplication corresponds 
to the action of In+l, l on the null cone by conjugation. Matrices in this group satisfy 
conditions (i)-(iii) since if [a b] satisfies the three conditions, so does [. b][wä]: for example 
(Qa + bw)bb = (ßab + bwb)b E A" . 
Conversely, the following decompositions show that any 
matrix satisfying the three conditions is in GL(A' ®An v+): 
] b 
Lo dJ = Lo 
bý 1J 
Lo d] 
[d-la 
10 
La db J- L0 
ac-1] 
1 
[0 
ý 
cJ 
L 
ad 
0 
c6 
I 0l 
rý 
it 
dI 
' c 
the second decomposition being for c i4 0. Note that d-la = da/(dd) and that c (ebO`L) _ 
b- c-1 hd =b- ac-'d (because ac-1 E R). These decompositions also show that matrices in 
GL (A" e A°`w+) act by Möbius transformations on S. The diagonal matrices are rotations 
and dilations of R", the upper triangular matrices are translations of IRR, and if c=fw with 
fEF and wER, then [° 0c] =[ of] 
[w ö. ], where the final matrix acts like wv+, which 
is a composite of two reflections. All sense-preserving Möbius transformations are obtained 
as elements of Spin+ (n + 1,1) since even products of reflections (either in R or through the 
origin of S') are in the latter group. Finally the elements of Spin+(n + 1,1) preserve the 
orientation of the null cone and null vectors span, so the kernel of the homomorphism into 
M+(n) is ±1. Q 
4.8 Notation. The Möbius transformation represented by the matrix [°d acting on (ü) 
will be written z ti az+d, where z= v/u E 1R'ß U fool. 
The representation of Möbius transformations of S" as fractional linear transformations 
is very useful in practice. It can be used, for example, to show that the Dirac operator on the 
sphere is conformally invariant (see e. g. [21]). The above line of proof is a minor modification 
of [21], which in turn was taken from [36] pp. 275-282. In my formulation of this result, 
I have tried to maintain as many geometric distinctions as possible. Consequently, the 1-1 
periodicity isomorphism I use is slightly different from that in [36], so that the grading of 
Clp+l,,,,, +1 would be reflected in a graded structure for the 2x2 matrices. Also, it is possible 
to introduce a third distinguished vector (analogous to the real axis in the plane), and obtain 
a more direct generalisation of the two dimensional result, but such a choice seems artificial 
and unnecessary. 
Finally, note that the above theorem applies with only minor changes, to other quadrics 
(i. e., spaces of null lines in RP, "n for arbitrary p, m)-see for example Porteous [68]-but I 
shall only need the Euclidean version. 
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Part II 
The Analysis of the Dirac Operator 
On a Riemannian manifold with a spin structure, there is an important and natural differential 
operator: the Dirac operator. This can be defined directly using spin representations IE+ and 
IE- of the group Spin(n), together with an action of 1R'ß from ]E+ to ]E-. However, in some 
ways such a definition is too direct because it obscures the natural algebraic, geometrical, and 
analytical context for the Dirac operator. More precisely, the algebra here is Clifford algebra, 
the geometry is conformal geometry and the analysis is harmonic analysis. This claim can 
be justified briefly as follows. Firstly, the action of JRn from E+ to IE- can be interpreted 
more naturally as the restriction of a representation of the Clifford algebra on some Clifford 
module. Secondly, by assigning conformal weights "21 to the induced spinor bundles E±, 
the Dirac operator can be made conformally invariant. Thirdly, the Dirac operator is a 
square root of a Laplacian (second order elliptic scalar differential operator), and so it is an 
analogue, for arbitrary spin manifolds of any dimension, of the Cauchy-Riemann operator, 
which is intimately related to harmonic analysis in the plane. 
My aim in this Part is to present a thorough study of the analysis of the Dirac operator 
on manifolds with boundary, with particular reference to conformal invariance, and also to 
the potency of Clifford algebra as a language in which to express the results. The analysis of 
the Dirac operator is presented here in a way that directly generalises some of the approaches 
used for the Cauchy-Riemann equations. In flat space, the Dirac operator lies at the heart of 
the rapidly developing fields of Clifford and hypercomplex analysis (see for example, Gilbert 
and Murray [36], and Brackx, Delanghe and Sommen [17]). Here I would like to emphasise 
that this function theoretic point of view on the Dirac operator is also extremely useful on 
arbitrary manifolds. 
It is well known that any elliptic pseudodifferential operator on a manifold with boundary 
has many of the properties of the Cauchy-Riemann equations on the unit disc, using ideas 
developed by Seeley [73]. In their recent book [15], Booß and Wojciechowski show that these 
ideas are particularly natural in the case of Dirac operators, and use them to present an 
extensive study of elliptic boundary problems for Dirac operators. However, for one of the 
main parts of their proofs, they follow the technical computations of Seeley. Here I wish to 
demonstrate that there is another approach. Indeed, using only integral Sobolev spaces, no 
pseudodifferential operators, and very few coordinate computations, I present proofs of the 
crucial boundary ellipticity properties of Dirac operators. One remarkable aspect of these 
proofs, which apply to arbitrary Dirac operators on arbitrary (Riemannian or conformal spin) 
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manifolds, is that they are recognisable even in some of the details as generalisations of proofs 
used in complex analysis. In particular the line of proof in section 10, is based quite closely 
on a recent textbook on complex analysis in the plane (Bell [11]). This is not to say that 
generalising these proofs is completely trivial, since one needs to have at ones disposal potent 
tools such as the Bochner-Weitzenböck and Green formulae. (I present these tools in the first 
four sections, following Lawson and Michelsohn [56], Roe [69], and Gilbert and Murray [36]. ) 
As a consequence of the methods used, many of the results obtained along the way are 
direct analogues of classical results in complex analysis and I shall therefore simply name 
them after their classical counterparts. The results generalised include Cauchy's theorem, 
the Cauchy integral formula, the Borel-Pompieu representation theorem, the Plemelj formula, 
the Kerzman-Stein formula, and the L2-boundedness of the Hilbert and Cauchy transforms. 
Of course, most of these results are already known in some form or other, and indeed many 
are known to have generalisations for arbitrary elliptic operators, but there is some novelty 
in the approach taken here. For although in some sense the proofs are not original in that 
they follow complex analytical ones such as those of Bell [11], to the best of my knowledge, 
these methods have not been used in this context before, a context which, I believe, sheds 
light upon the 2 dimensional results. Furthermore, I claim that these methods are not only 
illuminating, but also useful, in that they present the tools in a way that makes them easy 
to apply. To illustrate this, I develop some of the further analytical properties of the Dirac 
operator in section 11. 
The final section is devoted to an application of these tools in conformal geometry. On 
a conformal spin manifold, the Dirac operator is conformally invariant in such a way that 
the boundary values of its solutions lie in a conformally invariant Hilbert space, which is a 
generalisation of the Hardy space H2 of harmonic and complex analysis. The fact that a 
genuine L2-norm is obtained `for free' leads to a trivialisation of the density bundle on the 
interior of the manifold. The result of this analysis is that given a conformal structure on 
a compact spin manifold with boundary, the Dirac operator defines a conformally invariant 
metric on the interior, which is complete and has negative scalar curvature. In the case of 
the unit ball, it reduces to the Poincare metric. This surprising result may have applications 
in the theory of hypersurfaces in conformal manifolds. 
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5 Dirac operators and conformal invariance 
Let M be a Riemannian manifold. Then the Clifford bundle Cl (M) is the vector bundle 
whose fibre at xEM is the Clifford algebra Cl(TTM). Using the metric this is isomorphic 
to Cl(TTM) and hence, as a vector space, it is isomorphic to ATEM. 
Now suppose E is a bundle of Clifford modules on M, so that on each fibre E, there is 
a Clifford action c: Cl(TTM) ® E., -> EE, written c(a 0 s) = c(a)s. Let DE be a covariant 
derivative on E such that the Clifford action is parallel, in the sense that DX(c(a ®s)) _ 
c(D la0 s) + c(a 0 DE s), where D is the Levi-Civita covariant derivative. 
5.1 Definition. The (generalised) Dirac operator associated to (E, DE) is the differential 
operator V=co DE :E -+ E. 
Slightly more generally, if E= E- ® E+ is a bundle of graded Clifford modules, then 
there are chiral Dirac operators V: E' -+ E}. Even if E is ungraded, the notation Et = 
E provides a useful way of distinguishing between the domain and codomain of a Dirac 
operator. The Dirac operators between E} will then be "nonchiral" if there is a distinguished 
equivariant isomorphism E+ ^_' E- identifying them. 
A section in the kernel of a Dirac operator will be called Dirac harmonic. Other terms in 
common use are monogenic or Clifford analytic functions, and harmonic spinors. 
The bundle E will also generally be assumed to possess a (fibrewise) inner product com- 
patible with the covariant derivative, the Clifford action, and (in the chiral case) the grading. 
This induces inner products on the bundles E}. However it is sometimes of interest to work 
instead with a nondegenerate pairing of E+ and E-. I will not consider this possibility ex- 
plicitly, 5 although all the constructions work in this case, which in many ways is like the 
nonchiral case. 
5.2 Historical remarks. After the Cauchy-Riemann operator, perhaps the first Dirac oper- 
ator to be introduced was the quaternionic V operator of Hamilton and Tait (a Dirac operator 
in 3 dimensions). The associated function theory of quaternions was not explored until the 
work of Fleeter [33] in the thirties. The Dirac operator in (3,1)-dimensional space-time was 
introduced by Dirac [28], who also took the key step of identifying the spinor transformation 
law with respect to which the operator is conformally invariant (see below). Brauer and Weyl 
generalised his construction to arbitrary dimensions [18]. Perhaps the earliest works on the 
function theory of Dirac operators in Euclidean space of arbitrary dimension are Bosshard [16] 
and Haefeli [42], but more intensive studies began in the sixties, when Dirac operators were 
'Except in the occasional footnote. 
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rediscovered by Delanghe [26], Gay and Littlewood [34], Hestenes [45], Iftimie [50], and Stein 
and Weiss [76]. Around the same time, the importance of the Dirac operator in differen- 
tial geometry was made evident by the Atiyah-Singer index theorem [5] and the work of 
Lichnerowicz [58]. 
Examples 
1. Let E be the bundle AT*M. The action of the Clifford algebra on itself induces a 
Clifford module structure on the fibres of E. The Levi-Civita connection then induces 
a (generalised) Dirac operator on E, which is easily seen to be the d+8 operator, where 
d is the exterior derivative, and 6= -d* is the exterior divergence. This will be called 
the Hodge-Dirac operator. 
2. In the case that M is a spin manifold, there is an extremely important special case of the 
Dirac operator construction. For if E is a (possibly graded) Clifford module for Cl, then 
by restriction it is a representation of Spin(n) and therefore may be attached to M using 
the spin structure to give spinor bundles Et (which are isomorphic in the nonchiral 
case). The Levi-Civita connection induces a compatible covariant derivative, and hence 
there is a Dirac operator, which will be called the Dirac operator on M (associated to 
the Clifford module IE). The significance of Dirac operators, as opposed to generalised 
Dirac operators, is that they are conformally invariant in a very interesting way. 
5.3 Definitions. Let M be a conformal spin manifold, so that M has a principal Spin(n) x R+ 
bundle I(M), and let E be a Clifford module. Then associated to r(M) are the following 
vector bundles: 
(i) the tangent bundle, TM ^ F(M) xp, IR7, 
where pl is the standard representation of Spin(n) x ]I8+ on II (i. e., (a, A) :xH Aaxa-1) 
(ii) the weightless tangent bundle, TM ®L= F(M) xP2 IR72, 
where p2 is the spin representation with R+ acting trivially (i. e., (a, A) :x ý-4 axa-1) 
(iii) the Clifford bundle, Cl(M) =' F(M) xP3 Cln, 
where p3 is the extension of p2 to Cl,,, (i. e., the adjoint action of Spin(n) on Cl,, ) 
(iv) the density bundle with weight w, Lt" F(M) x1 , 
R, 
where µ,,, is the action (? P, A) :aH A-'a 
(v) the spinor bundles with weight w, Ew 'IF(M) xo,, E}, 
where au, is the action (a, A) : VJ H A-1Da4/1. 
Because P3 extends P2, and acts by algebra automorphisms on Cl,,, it is clear that Cl(M) 
is a bundle of algebras, whose fibre Cl(M)x is the Clifford algebra of TAM ® L., with its 
normalised inner product. L" is the density bundle of M, which is the bundle of n-forms on 
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M because M is oriented, and L' =L is the 1-density bundle. The Clifford action on E is 
spin invariant, and so, for each w, E,,, is a bundle of modules for Cl(M), and therefore there 
is a Clifford action cw : T*M ® E -+ Ew+l. If E is equipped with an inner product such 
that vectors are self-adjoint, then this inner product is spin invariant and so the pointwise 
inner product of a section of E,,,, with a section of E,,, 2 
is a section of L"+"'2, tensored with 
a trivial bundle (e. g. C or Cl,, ) if the inner product is not real valued. 
It follows from the above that, using the Levi-Civita covariant derivative of a metric in 
the conformal class, the Dirac operator may be defined as an operator from E7 to Ew+l with 
conformally invariant symbol c,,,. Furthermore, provided that the weight w is chosen correctly, 
the Dirac operator itself is independent of the choice of Levi-Civita covariant derivative, and 
is therefore canonically associated to the conformal spin structure. 
To see this, suppose D and b are Levi-Civita covariant derivatives on the tangent bundle 
resulting from a metric (. , .) and a conformally equivalent metric e2° 
(. 
, .) respectively, where 
a is a smooth real-valued function. 
5.4 Lemma. The covariant derivatives are related by the formula 
DxY = DxY + da(X )Y + dv(Y)X - (X, Y)Vo, 
where Vu is the gradient of o, with respect to (. , . 
). 
Proof: Simply apply the product rule for directional differentiation to the formula for the 
Levi-Civita covariant derivative. Note that the last term can also be written using the other 
metric, provided that the gradient is also taken with respect to this metric. Q 
5.5 Corollary. The difference D-DE C°°(M, T*M 0 End(TM)) is given by 
Dx - DX = du ®X- (X,. ) ® Va + da(X )I E co(TM) C End(TM), 
where co(TM) = IF(M) xpco(n) and p is the adjoint action of Spin(n) x I[8+ on its Lie algebra. 
From this transformation rule for the Levi-Civita covariant derivative, it is easy to estab- 
lish the following important result (which appears, for example, in Hitchin [47]). 
5.6 Theorem. The Dirac operator does not depend upon the choice of metric in the confor- 
mal equivalence class. More precisely c,,, o (DE - DE) =0 if w= n21, where DE, DE are 
the induced covariant derivatives on E. 
Proof: The tangent bundle is attached to M using the action of Spin(n) x 1R on IR given 
by vH Aava-1, and so the action of its Lie algebra spin(n) ® IR (obtained by differentiating) 
is vH ýv -vý+µv (where ýE C12 ^_ spin(n) and µE I[8). Hence the element of spin(M) ®IR 
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defined by Dx - Dx is 4 
(XVa - (Va)X) + do, (X). Now the spinor bundle Ew comes from 
the representation 0 1-a A-WaV, with derivative H ýý - wpo. Therefore 
(DX -D 
E)o = 
4c(XVQ 
- (Va)X)O - wda(X)q5 = 
2c(XVa 
- (Va, X))o - wda(X)o, 
and so (contracting the X variable with c,,, ) 
C, 0 (DE - DE)o = 
2cw(nda 
- da)ý - wc,,, (da)ý _ 
(n 
21- w) c., (do, 
) 
This is zero for all o, if w= n21 r-l 
NOTE. It is quite remarkable that the weights which appear out of the above calculations 
are x''21 and T.: for, as observed in 5.3, the inner product on E induces a product between 
sections of E,,, 1 and 
E, 12 giving sections of LW1+"'2, and so the product of two sections of 
E.. -, is a section of Ln-', and the product of a section of En-i with a section of En}, is 222 
a section of L'. This is interesting because the line bundles Ln and LI-1 are precisely the 
line bundles required for integration over the manifold and its boundary, as described in 
the next section. 
The aim now is to develop the analytical properties of generalised Dirac operators, in 
such a way that in the case of the Dirac operator, the formulae obtained are transparently 
conformally invariant. To do this some notation will be useful. 
5.7 Notation. In the conformally invariant case, E} will be used for the weight 21, and 
E} for the weight 'ý21 (so the Dirac operator acts from E- to k'). The L''ý or L'e-1 valued 
pairing of spinors will be denoted (. , . 
). In the case of generalised Dirac operators, it will be 
assumed that the bundle of Clifford modules has a compatible inner product, and (. , .) will 
denote this inner product, multiplied by the natural section of the appropriate (trivialised) 
density bundle. From time to time it will be necessary to have a metric on the manifold. 
The hatted and unhatted bundles are identified by such a metric, as they are for generalised 
Dirac operators. Finally, for brevity, the chiral notation will sometimes be omitted. 
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6 Integration and the Green formula 
Following Berline, Getzler and Vergne [12], 1 will define integration in terms of densities, 
rather than n-forms, although they are equivalent in the orientable case. The divergence 
formula below is the density version of Stokes theorem. 
6.1 Definition/Proposition. Let M be an n-manifold and CC°(M, L') the space of smooth 
sections of L' with compact support. Then there is a unique linear functional 
J: Coo(M, Ln) -* I[8 M 
which is invariant under difeomorphisms and agrees in local coordinates with the Lebesgue 
integral. If pE C°O(M, Ln) then fx1 p= fýEm p., will be called the integral of p. Furthermore 
if X is a vector field and div(X 0 p) is defined to be the Lie derivative L p, then the 
Divergence Formula holds: 
d iv(X ®p) =M (X, p), fMf 
where the boundary integrand is the contraction of X with p along 9M, a section of Ln-1 
over äM which may be defined as follows. Let v be any outward pointing tangent vector 
field along 3M, and a the section of T*M along öM such that a(v) =1 and ker a=T (3M). 
Then (X, p)., = a., (X,, )pý(v,,, -)1OM. Note that if M is a Riemannian manifold then the 
contraction may be written (X, v)p(v, -), where v is the outward unit normal. Also note 
that if D is a torsion-free covariant derivative then div(X 0 p) is the trace of D(X ® p). 
6.2 Green Formula. The Dirac operator is formally skew-adjoint, in the sense that the 
following Green Formula (integration by parts) holds: 
fM 
()+f 
YM `& 
)- 
ýM 
Here are (compactly supported) sections of E-, E+ (of weight n21), and v is the (weight- 
less) outward normal vector. 6 
Proof: First note that both sides are well defined, since the products (Ä+O, V) and (0, V-0) 
are sections of L', whereas the product of c(v)o and 0 is a section of Ln-1 (since in the 
conformally invariant case, v is weightless). To establish the equality, suppose V=coD, 
where D is compatible with the pairing of spinor fields and with Clifford multiplication 
c= Cn-1 . 
The result will follow from the divergence formula applied to the vector field 
2 
6In the case of a pairing of E+ and E-, there are separate Green formulae for t+ and V 
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density (c(. ® 0) , 0). Now since 
both (. , .) and c are covariant constant, 
D (c(. 0 q) ý) _ (c(. ® DO), 5) + (c(. 0 0) ,D) 
= (c(")DO, 0) + (0, c(")DO) 
The divergence is obtained by taking trace of this equation. To calculate the trace of the 
right hand side, observe that VO = c(Dq) = tracec(. )Dq. Thus the resulting equation is: 
div (c(. ® 0), 0) _ (VO' V» + (0, V) 
The theorem is now immediate from the divergence formula, since contracting (c(. 
with v gives the boundary integrand (c(v)O, 0). Q 
6.3 Corollary (Cauchy's Theorem). If VO ='IO =0 on M, then faM (9 , c(v) 
)=0. 
If the manifold has empty boundary, then it is possible to give a more direct meaning to 
the skew-adjointness property implied by the Green formula. More generally, one can work 
with spaces of compactly supported sections which vanish on the boundary. These spaces 
will be denoted by CO .A very general way to 
define an adjoint operator is as the transpose 
between dual spaces. This motivates the introduction of distributions. 
6.4 Definition. The space of distributional sections of a bundle E, denoted V(M, E) is de- 
fined to be the continuous dual of CO (M, E* ® L") with respect to the C' -topology induced 
by the family of seminorms sup I D' f (y) I for kEN, where metrics for TM and E and a 
yEM 
covariant derivative on E have been chosen (the topology is independent of these choices and 
CO (M, E* ® Ln) is the underlying topological vector space of a complete metric space). The 
elements of D(M, E) are called distributions and are thought of as being (generalised) func- 
tions on M with values in E, since any sE C°O(M, E) determines a functional fyEM(s(y) , . 
), 
where (. , .) is the LTh valued contraction of E* ® L' with E. Similarly the continuous dual 
of CO (M, E) is the space D(M, E* 0 L'). For each yE int M and Oy E Ey*, the functional 
By o Sy :fH Oy(f (y)) is continuous and so is a distribution. Thus the delta function Sy is in 
D(M, E* ®Ln) ®Ey. 
6.5 Proposition. In the case of a spinor bundle, (E-)*®L' E-, so the dual of CO (M, E-) 
is D(M, t-), with C°O(M, t-) embedded into D(M, k-) as the linear functionals fm (0, . 
), 
and similarly for the positive spinors. 7 Therefore the Dirac operators V: CO (M, E') -+ 
CO (M, E}) are formally skew-adjoint, in the sense that the adjoint (transpose) of +, when 
restricted to the smooth spinor fields (of weight "21) vanishing on the boundary, is -Ä- . 
'In the case of a pairing of E+ and E-, (E-)* ® L" cl, E+. 
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Proof: The first part is established as follows: certainly there is a pairing of E- ® L' and 
E- = E- ® L. Choosing a metric identifies the two spaces with a single inner product space, 
and the pairing becomes the inner product, so the pairing is nondegenerate. The second part 
of the proposition now follows from the Green formula, since the boundary term in the Green 
formula is zero. Q 
Therefore R1+: CO°(M, E-) --ý C0O(M, E+) C D(M, E+) extends to a linear operator 
D(M, E-) -4 D(M, 
t+) (which may also be thought of as the transpose of the 
formal adjoint). 
The following simple result illustrates how a formal adjoint provides analytical information 
about an operator. 
6.6 Proposition. Let A: V -* W be a linear map between inner product spaces and let A* 
be adjoint to A i. e. (Av, w) = (v , 
A*w) 
. 
Then the orthogonal complement of im A in W 
is ker A*. If W is complete and ker A* is closed (the latter holds, for example, if A* is 
continuous or the kernel is finite dimensional) then W= ker A* ®im A. 
Proof: wE (im A)1 if (v, A* w) = (Av, w) =0 for all vEV. Taking v= A*w shows that 
this holds if A*w = 0. For the last part, consider the bounded quotient map between Hilbert 
spaces W -4 W/ ker A*. Its adjoint is injective with image (ker A*) 
I= im A. Q 
There are two difficulties with this proposition. Firstly, the smooth sections do not form 
a Hilbert space with respect to the L2-norm, and secondly, the proposition does not state 
whether the image is closed. To remove these difficulties, some Hilbert spaces of sections 
need to be defined and the elliptic theory of the Dirac operator must be studied. 
7 Elliptic theory for the Dirac operator 
The Dirac operator belongs to a class of operators called elliptic operators, which are 
`almost' invertible. More precisely, a kth order differential operator from E to F is elliptic if 
its symbol SkT* ®E -* F defines an invertible map E -f F for each nonzero tangent vector 
in T. The symbol of a scalar second order elliptic differential operator is therefore a metric 
on M, and such operators have been very thoroughly studied as the basic examples of elliptic 
operators, because there are no scalar first order elliptic operators, except on one dimensional 
manifolds. There are, though, plenty of first order (nonscalar) elliptic operators, and they 
can sometimes be easier to analyse. The Clifford algebra formalism is ideally suited for 
studying invertible actions of nonzero tangent vectors, and the first order operators obtained 
are precisely the Dirac operators. Because of the Clifford relation x2 = Ix12, the square of 
a Dirac operator turns out to be a second order elliptic operator with scalar principal part. 
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This relationship between first and second order operators enhances the understanding of 
both. It is also the key to the analysis of Dirac operators. For most of this section, M will 
be a Riemannian manifold i. e., if necessary a metric in the conformal class will be used. 
The following theorem is now very well known [36] [56] [69], although the simple coordinate- 
free formulation of the proof given below does not seem to appear in the literature. However, 
despite the apparent simplicity of this theorem, it will prove to be extremely powerful tool. 
7.1 Theorem (Bochner-Weitzenböck). Let 5l1 be the generalised Dirac operator co DE, 
where DE is compatible with the Clifford action and inner product on E. Then 
, 02 = DE + C(2) o RE, 
where DE = trace DE o DE is the covariant Laplacian on E, REO is the curvature Alt(DE o 
DE0) and c(2) is the action of A2T*M on E. 8 
Proof: The compatibility of DE with c means that DE oc= (id 0 c) o DE and therefore 
5ý2 =co (id 0 c) o DE o DE. The result now follows by splitting into antisymmetric and 
symmetric parts, since on the one hand, co (id 0 c)(Alt(DE o DEO)) = c(2)(R' ), while 
on the other hand, because co (id 0 c) (2 (a ®0+Q ®a) 0 q) _ (a, , 
ß) q, it follows that 
co (id (9 c)(Sym(DE o DEO)) = trace(DE o DEq). Q 
The operator trace DE appearing in the above formula is often called the divergence (on 
spinors). It is related to the covariant derivative as follows. 
7.2 Definition/Proposition. The linear differential operator (DE)*: T*M ®E -3 E de- 
fined by the formula (DE)* =- trace DE is the formal adjoint of D' in the sense that 
(0, trace DE (a ®, 0)) + (DES, a (9 V)) = div((0,0) qa). 
7.3 Corollary to 7.1. There is the following equation between pointwise inner products: 
(to, ItiO) +div(Vib, c(")ý) = (DEcb, DES) - (c(2i o RES 0) -div(DEo ,) 
The Bochner-Weitzenböck formula will now be applied to the case of the Dirac operator 
associated to a Clifford module IE, with the induced covariant derivative. 
7.4 Theorem (Lichnerowicz [58]). The square of the Dirac operator is given by the for- 
mula X12 = DE -4n, where r. is the scalar curvature of the metric. 
8Formulas of this form have come to be known as Weitzenböck formulas, although their importance stems 
from the work of Bochner, see e. g. [13]. 
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Proof: Since the covariant derivative on the bundle of spinors is associated to the Levi-Civita 
connection via the spin representation, the curvature RE is given in an orthonormal basis 
by the formula RES = -2 Ek<i(Rek I el)c(ekel), where R is the curvature of the Levi-Civita 
connection. Hence c(2) o RE is given by 
g 
(Re;, 
e; ek , el)c(eiejeket)" -ý c(eiej) 
1 1: (Rei, 
ej ek , el)c(ekel) =-ý 
i<j k<l 
By the Bianchi symmetry (first Bianchi identity with zero torsion), terms with i, j, k distinct 
cancel, and so (writing Rijkl for (Rei, ejek , ei)) the 
formula becomes -8 >(Rijiic(eiejeiei) + 
Rijjic(eiejejei)) = -g E(Rjiijc(ejej) + Rijjic(eiei)), since e? = eý =1 and Rijil = -Rjüd" 
Exchanging i and j in the first term and noting that Rijjl = Rjjji, gives -4 E Rijjjc(eiei) 
-4 F, Rijji = -41,. Q 
7.5 Corollary (Lichnerowicz vanishing theorem). Let M be a houndaryless Rieman- 
nian spin manifold with nonnegative scalar curvature. Then every Dirac harmonic function 
is parallel, and identically zero if the scalar curvature is somewhere positive. 
Proof: Observe that 
f (DO, DO) +1f k(0,0) M4MAf 
which is zero if 0 is Dirac harmonic. Since is is nonnegative, DO =0 from which the result 
follows. Q 
This vanishing theorem is already a clue as to the relevance of the Bochner-Weitzenböck 
formula to the analysis of the Dirac operator. Notice that a similar vanishing theorem can 
be proved for generalised Dirac operators, with stronger curvature assumptions. This kind 
of result goes back to Bochner [13]. 
In order to proceed further, the context for differential operators on manifolds needs to 
be introduced. 
7.6 Definition. For kEN, the k-jet at yEM of a section sE C' (M, E), written jk(s)y, is 
the projection of s onto the quotient space Jk(E)y = C°O(M, E)/Zc(y, E), where Z'(y, E) = 
{s : s(y) = ds(y) = ... = d/`s(y) = 0}. A linear map A: C' (M, E) -> C' (M, F) is said to be 
a differential operator of order k if jk(s)y =0 As(y) = 0. In fact the spaces Jk(E)y are 
fibres of a vector bundle Jk(E), jk(s) is a section of this vector bundle and A is a differential 
operator of order k if it is given by a bundle homomorphism Jk (E) -+ F. Heuristically, 
jk(s)y encodes the derivatives of s at y up to order k, and so a differential operator of order 
k is an operator depending only on the local values of the first k derivatives of a section. 
Note also that a differential operator A is continuous with respect to the C°O-topology and 
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thus induces an transpose operator A*: D(M, F) -* D(M, E). Given metrics on E and F, 
this restricts to an adjoint for A on smooth sections, which is a differential operator whose 
transpose extends A to distributions. 
7.7 Definition. Let E be a vector bundle associated to F(M). Choose a metric in the 
conformal class, which defines a covariant derivative D: C°°(M, E) -* C°°(M, T*M®E). Also 
choose a metric on E and define spaces of sections L(M, E), for 1<p<, oo, consisting of those 
(not necessarily smooth) sections s: M -a E with 11sIlL, = (fyEM 1s(y)I))l/P < oo. Define the 
Sobolev space L? (M, E) to consist of those sections s in L(M, E) such that As E LP(M, E) 
for all differential operators A of order k. This space does not depend on the metric and 
neither does its topology, which (using a metric) is defined by a norm: 
k 
1/n 
IIsIILP =E IID'slIýp 
j=0 
Furthermore Lj is a Hilbert space. 
A linear map A: C' (M, E) -* Cc* (M, F) is said to have order <, k if it extends to 
distributions and is continuous from Lp(M, E) to Lp_k(M, E) for j>k and 1<p< oo. A 
differential operator of order k has order <k provided that the associated bundle homomor- 
phism is bounded (which will always be the case on a compact manifold). 
These tools will now be used, together with Bochner-Weitzenböck, to begin the elliptic 
analysis of the Dirac operator. For the remainder of this section M will be compact and 
boundaryless. Most of the properties of elliptic operators follow from a Sobolev norm in- 
equality called an elliptic estimate. One of the great features of Dirac operators is that this 
estimate is very easy to establish. Note that the proof below (based on Roe [69]) involves no 
technical coordinate chart computation, no Fourier analysis, and no parametrix machinery. 
7.8 Proposition (Girding's inequality/elliptic estimate). Choose a metric in the con- 
formal class. Then there are constants Cj for jEN such that for any 0E COO (M, E), the 
inequality II0IIL? < Cj(II0IIL? + II1ý0IIL2) holds. j+I 
Proof: Firstly, it is clear from 7.1 that IIDfiII2 < const. (IImO0II2 +I fM(c(2)REO, 0)I), where 
the unlabelled norms are L2-norms. Since II, 0IIL2 = (II0II2 + IIDOII2) this gives the result 
I for j=0. Now proceed by induction on j. To estimate 110112+, it suffices to estimate L3 
IIDx0IIL2 for an arbitrary vector field X. By the induction hypothesis, this is bounded by 
Cj-i (IIDx0II 2+ 
II1tDxOII 
Z 
). Since both Dx and [V, Dx] _ ýJDx - Dxý! =co DDX Lß_1 Lj-1 
are first order order operators, the norms IIDxOIIL? 
_ , 
IIDx'ýýIIL? and 11 [V, Dx]4IILz_1 are J -1 
bounded by Lý-norms of 0 and 5ý(k, so the required estimate follows. 0 
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7.9 Corollary. O, toE Lj2(M, S) 0EL,? +1(M, S), and so if 0E L2(M, E) and 
VO is 
smooth, then 0E LJ2 (M, E) for all j. 
The following basic result of Sobolev space theory allows the above regularity result to 
be considerably extended. 
7.10 Sobolev Embedding Theorem. If j-k>p then Lý (M, E) embeds continuously 
into Ck(M, E) (this is the space of k-times continuously differentiable sections with the Ck- 
topology of uniform convergence in derivatives up to order k). 
7.11 Corollary. For 1<p< oo, C°O(M, E) =n Lý (M, E). 
j=1 
7.12 Local Elliptic Regularity. Suppose that 0E L2(M, E) and VO is (represented by) a 
smooth function on an open subset U of M. Then (p is smooth on U. 
Proof: It suffices to prove that for any j >, 0, and for any smooth bump function p with 
support in U, pq is in Lj2(M, E). This may be done by induction on j (elliptic bootstrapping). 
Suppose pq E LJ2 (M, E) for all p and, fixing some arbitrary p, let p be a bump function which 
is identically 1 on suppp. Then Ty(po) = c(dp)pO+ p7q5 is in Lj2(M, E) since all derivatives 
of dp are bounded. Hence pq5 E LJ2+1 (M, E) by the elliptic estimate. Q 
A related result is the following: 
7.13 Proposition. Let U be an open subset of M, and suppose VOj =0 on U and cif -+ 
in L2 (K, E) for all compact subsets K of U. Then Oj -* 0 locally uniformly in all derivatives 
on U, and hence to =0 on U. 
Proof: It suffices to show the uniform convergence in all derivatives of p0j for all smooth 
functions p supported in U. By uniqueness of limits in L2 and the Sobolev embedding, it 
suffices to show that pq5 is Cauchy in LJ2 for all such p. Note that p0j is smooth on M by 
local elliptic regularity, and that V(poj) = c(dp)cbj since to =0 on U. The result follows 
from the elliptic estimate by induction on j, just as in the proof of local elliptic regularity. Q 
Now not only does the elliptic estimate provide local regularity, but it also allows the 
closedness of the image to be established, thanks to the following important result from 
Sobolev space theory. 
7.14 Theorem (Rellich-Kondrachov). For j >, 0, the inclusion Ljý+1(M, E) -- LJ2 (M, E) 
is compact. 
A simple proposition from functional analysis applies to this situation. 
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7.15 Proposition. Let U, V, W be Banach spaces with t: U -+ Va compact embedding and 
A: U -4 Wa continuous linear map. Suppose there is an elliptic estimate Ilf Iju < C(II f II V+ 
II Af II 
yy) " 
Then A has a finite dimensional kernel and a closed image. 
Proof: The inclusion of ker A into V is continuous, and also for fE ker A, 11f 1jU < Cjjf jjV, 
so the U and V norms are equivalent on the closed subspace ker A of U. By the compactness 
of the inclusion, the unit ball in ker A has compact closure in V and hence is compact in 
U. Therefore ker A is finite dimensional, and so ker A has a closed complement U1 in U (for 
example if U is a Hilbert space, Ul = (ker A)1 is such a complement). So U= ker A® Ul 
and AI ul : 
Ul -4 im A is bijective and continuous. U1 is a Banach space, so it suffices to show 
that A is an isomorphism, which will follow if If IIU const. IlAf 1I for fE Ul. Suppose this 
does not hold, so that there exist fn, E Ul with 1= IIf,, IIj> > nllAfn, IlW (and so Af',, -+ 0). 
Then by the compactness of the inclusion of U into V there is a convergent subsequence of 
f,, in V, and by the elliptic estimate 
In - fmIl U< 
C(IIfn - fmII V+ 
IlAfn - AfmII w) 
this subsequence is cauchy in Ul and therefore converges to f in U1. Now A: Ul -- V is 
continuous and injective, so Af =0 and hence f=0, contradicting Ilf,, IIU = 1.0 
Applying this proposition to the Dirac operator, with U= Li (M, E- ), V= L2(M, E- ) 
and W= L2(M, E+) (using Rellich-Kondrakov and Gärding's inequality) gives: 
7.16 Corollary. +: L2(M, E-) -> LZ(M, E+) has a finite dimensional kernel and a closed 
image, and similarly for V-: Li (M, E+) -4 L2 (M, E-). 
The following result for smooth spinors is now easily established. 
7.17 Proposition. V+: C' (M, E-) -3 C' (M, E+) has a closed image and C' (M, E+) _ 
ker r® im V. The analogous decomposition holds for the negative spinors. 
Proof: If SCI 0=0 and 0E C' (M, E+) then 0E C' (M, E-) by elliptic regularity, and so 
imV+jcý = im' +n C°O(M, E+). Also kerb- C C0O(M, E+). The result now follows from 
the skew adjointness property in 6.5, and 6.6. Q 
This gives a straightforward proof of the Hodge Decomposition: 
7.18 Corollary. In the case of the d+8 operator, the above induces the decomposition 
C°°(M, AT*M) = imd® (kerdflker6) ® im 6. 
Finally in this section, the elliptic analysis of the Dirac operator will be reexpressed in 
the conformally invariant notation. 
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7.19 Proposition. )V: C°O(M, E-) -* C°°(M, E+) has a closed image and the orthogonal 
space (annihilator) of imV with respect to the pairing of C' (M, E+) and C' (M, t+) is 
kerV-. The same holds for the negative spinors. 
8 Unique continuation and invertibility 
The previous section was concerned with the local analysis of the Dirac operator. The 
main analytical result was the elliptic estimate. In order to study the boundary value be- 
haviour of the Dirac operator, it will be useful to work with a globally invertible operator. In 
this section, I will discuss ways of obtaining such operators, using another analytical property 
called unique continuation. M will denote a compact manifold with (nonempty) boundary. 
8.1 Definition. An operator A on (sections of) a vector bundle is said to have the (strong) 
unique continuation property if for any section s over a connected open set f with As = 0, 
the vanishing of s to infinite order at some point in 0 implies that s is identically zero on Q. 
It is fairly easy to see that elliptic operators with analytic coefficients have analytic solu- 
tions, and therefore the unique continuation property holds. In the C°° context, proofs that 
a particular operator has the unique continuation property are rather technical, involving 
"Carleman-type" estimates. One of the most important examples is the following. 
8.2 Unique Continuation Theorem (Aronszajn [2]). Let 0 be a second order elliptic 
differential operator whose principal part is a scalar differential operator. Then 0 has the 
unique continuation property. 
The square of a Dirac operator is an example of such an operator, and therefore the Dirac 
operator itself has the unique continuation property. In fact, only a weaker property will be 
needed: 
8.3 Definition. The operator A is said to have the (weak) unique continuation property iff 
for any section s over a connected open set 1 with As = 0, the vanishing of s on some open 
subset of SZ implies that s is identically zero on Q. 
Booß and Wojciechowski [15] give a direct proof that Dirac operators have the weak 
unique continuation property. I will not reproduce any proofs here, but instead, following 
[15], 1 will use unique continuation to deduce a uniqueness result for the Dirichlet problem. 
8.4 Theorem. Let M be a connected manifold with boundary and 0a Dirac harmonic spinor 
which vanishes on W. Then 0 is identically zero. More generally, if 0 is Dirac harmonic 
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on one side of a connected neighbourhood of a point in a hypersurface and vanishes on the 
hypersurface, then it vanishes on that side. 
Proof: After extending the manifold M smoothly beyond its boundary, the proofs of these 
two facts are essentially the same. Simply extend 0 by zero to the other side of the boundary 
or hypersurface, so that it becomes an L2 solution of the Dirac operator vanishing on an 
open set. Then 0 is smooth by elliptic regularity, and so vanishes identically by unique 
continuation. Q 
There are several ways of making use of this result. One of the most convenient is to 
deduce an invertible extension property for the Dirac operator on a manifold with boundary. 
Henceforth, all manifolds will be connected. 
8.5 Theorem (see [15]). Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold with nonempty bound- 
ary and a Dirac operator Ä: E- -4 E+. Then there is a closed manifold M containing M 
as a submanifold of the same dimension, and an extension of V to a Dirac operator on M 
which is invertible. 
Proof: First of all extend M (if necessary) to M' by adding a collar so that the metric is 
a product metric near the new boundary. Now let M+ and M- be two copies of M' with 
outward normals v+ and v-, and choose a normal coordinate u on M} as shown in the 
following diagram. 
As the diagram suggests the closed manifold 117 is now formed by gluing together the 
product collars using the u coordinate. More precisely, for -1 <u<, 1, xE M' as a point 
in M+ with coordinates (u, y) is identified with äE M', the point in M- with coordinates 
(u, y). Next the spinor bundles and Dirac operator may he extended to so that they are 
independent of the normal coordinate along the product collar. The spinor bundles may 
then be glued together by identifying 0E Ex' on M+ with llc(v)4 E Ex on M-, where 11 
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denotes the natural parallel translation in the normal direction on M'. Similarly E- on M+ 
is identified with E+ on M-. If ý= av +, q is a tangent vector to M' at x, then c(o)q E Ex- 
is identified with jjc(v)c(ý)O = c(Ijý)jIc(v)O in E., where ý= av-, /. But jjý is -ý under the 
glueing. Hence Clifford multiplication c on M+ is identified with -c on M-. To summarise 
the bundles E+ _ E+ U E- and E_ E- U E+ are spinor bundles on 
k with Clifford 
c(v) c(v) 
multiplication acting between them. The corresponding Dirac operator t': E- --> E+ is 
given by 1+ on M+ and -V- on M-. The formal adjoint is then 
t- = V- U (-v). 
It remains to verify invertibility. A section ý of t- is a pair of sections ¢-, 0+ of E- over 
M+ and E+ over M-, with 0+ = 11c(v)0- on the product collar in M'. Suppose t+4 = 0. 
Then 51+O- =0 over M+ and ÄI-0+ =0 over M-. Now let M" be the manifold in M' whose 
boundary is the hypersurface n=0 of the product collar. Then 
6+) + " 11 ' 
tt , mil 
by the Green formula. But this last integral is 10-1aM (I2 and so 0t 1aM = 0. Hence by 
uniqueness for the Dirichlet problem, q- =0 on M+. Similarly 0+ =0 and so ý=0. The 
same argument applies to the adjoint Dirac operator, hence both kernels vanish, which is 
enough to ensure that t+ (and also t-) is invertible. Q 
REMARK. Note that the invertible Dirac operator constructed by the above theorem is a 
genuine Dirac operator on a genuine spinor bundle. The change in sign of the Clifford action 
on M- occurs because M- is given the opposite orientation to M+. Hence although the 
proof above used a metric, the Dirac operator on M is conformally invariant if the Dirac 
operator on M is. 
This construction of an invertible Dirac operator on a closed manifold will be extremely 
useful in studying the noninvertible operator on the manifold with boundary. However, 
sometimes the manifold M is naturally given as a submanifold of a closed manifold, and 
the Dirac operator on this closed manifold will not in general be invertible. Of course to 
understand the Dirac operator on M, the rest of the closed manifold can be forgotten and 
the previous construction, although artificial, may be used. There are at least two other 
approaches. One is to introduce a larger manifold with boundary containing M (such as 
the closed manifold with an open set 1 removed) and work with sections vanishing on the 
boundary of this larger manifold. The second is to perturb the Dirac operator on an open 
set as in the following result: 
8.6 Theorem. Let MCM be a codimension 0 submanifold of a closed Riemannian mani- 
fold, 0 be an open subset of M -, M, and 'i(1 a (nonchiral) Dirac operator on M. Then there 
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are invertible operators V: C°O(M, E) --+ C°°(M, 
k) which both agree with Rf on MN SZ and 
differ on 1 by an operator of order <0 (in fact, the difference is a smoothing operator). 
is minus the formal adjoint of V. 
Proof: Given the unique continuation theorem, this is a straightforward construction in 
linear algebra. Let V= {ý E C' (M, E) : supp0 C S2}. Then the linear map C' (M, E) -* 
C°°(M, E)* given by 0 ý-* fM(O,. ) must define a surjection from V to (ker v)*, since otherwise 
there would be a nonzero element z) E ker r with (0, =0 Vq E V; such a z' would have 
support in M-, Q, contradicting unique continuation. Now choose a splitting of this surjection 
(a finite dimensional choice), which defines a subspace KCV isomorphic to (kert)* and 
hence complementary to im t since the pairing of im V with ker t is zero by the Green 
formula. There is a projection map PK of C°O(M, E) onto K given by PKcb =E &(fj, O)fj 
for any orthonormal basis of K. Define }O =V q±PKc. Now if IPO = 0, then 31O = : FPIf0, 
so PKW E (ker t) -nK= {0} and therefore 3PO =0 so 0E ker rn ker PK = {0}. Hence the 
injectivity of 51} is established. Now PK is self adjoint, so the adjoint of V is -V-. Finally, 
the image of V} is closed (factor out K and compare with le), and so the operators TAI} are 
invertible and differ from V only on 1, and by an operator of finite rank (order -oo). Q 
REMARK. The above result also holds in the chiral case, since the chiral Dirac operators 
may be assembled into a nonchiral Dirac operator on E+ e E-. In any case though, the 
resulting operator is only a Dirac operator on MN1, and so some of the results stated below 
will require modification on 0. For ease of exposition, however, I will assume henceforth 
that the Dirac operator on M is the restriction of an invertible Dirac operator on a closed 
manifold M. 
The invertibility of V (between Sobolev spaces or spaces of smooth functions) implies 
that its transpose -V is invertible (between the dual spaces of the Sobolev spaces, or on 
distributions). 
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9 The Cauchy integral formula on a manifold with boundary 
Sufficient background is now in place to begin the study of the behaviour of V at the 
boundary of M, by means of the restriction map ro : C° (M, E-) -* C°° (aM, E-) . 
The 
following definition is a special case of a definition of Seeley [73]. 
9.1 Definition. The Cauchy integral is the operator 
C+ o rö o c(v) : C°O(8M, E) -3 E-), 
where (i) c(v): C°O(aM, E-) -- C°°(9M, E+) is the action of the (weightless) unit normal, 
(ii) r* : C' (OM, E+) -* D(M, E+) is defined by r*0(/) = fan1 (0, ro'), and 
(iii) D(M, E+) - D(M, E-) is the inverse of the transpose (V-)* 
Of course there is a corresponding Cauchy integral C- for E+. The fact that r0 is bounded 
from Li (M, E) to L2(aM, E) and that Tý1-1 is bounded from L? (M, E) * to L2 (M, E) gives: 
9.2 Proposition. The Cauchy integral extends to a bounded linear map from L2(ÖM, E) to 
L2(M, E). 
This simple result will not be used until much later. Instead some more informative 
expressions for the Cauchy integral on smooth functions will be developed, starting with: 
9.3 Theorem (Cauchy integral formula). The Cauchy integral is given by the formulas 
MO, S) = 
fM () + 
fM (, CO(G) =f 
where in the last expression 0 has been extended to M. Hence if q is Dirac harmonic on M 
then C(rop) =0 as distributions on int M. Also note that V(Co) =0 on kN 3M. 
Proof: The first expression is a matter of unravelling the definition: 
CO("P) = «t-)*-1 o ro o c(v) 0) (10) = «r0 o c(v))(ý) «t-)-110) = 
fM 
(c(výý, ýý -1 ý 
The second expression then follows from the Green formula, and hence if +4 = 0, C(ro(k) and 
0 agree on test functions. For the last part it must be shown that (V o C§6) () =0 for any 
test function 'E C' (k, k') with support in int M. But the operator it1+ on distributions 
is given by -(t1)*, so (V+ o Co)(V) = -ro(c(v)O)(') =- fang (c(v)O, rod) =0 since 
r0 = 0. Q 
REMARK. The important aspect of the Cauchy integral formula is that it gives a direct 
expression of the fact that a Dirac harmonic function is determined by its boundary values. 
The Cauchy integral operator itself is of little use unless the operator '-1 is described more 
concretely. In particular, since CO smooth away from OM (by elliptic regularity), it should 
be possible to obtain an expression for its point values. This will be done next. 
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9.4 Definition. Recall that for each xEM there is a delta function öý, E D(M, k-) ® Ex-. 
The fundamental solution of V at xis defined by G' = (V+)*-lax E D(M, E+) ®Ex . 
Now 
(ýI+)* is the action of -V on distributions, and so 
V-G+ =0 outside {x}. Hence over 
{ (x, y) EMxM: x y}, the fundamental solution is represented by the Green function 
G+ (x, y) = Gx (y) E Ey ®Ex , which 
is smooth and Dirac harmonic in y. 
Likewise V- has a fundamental solution G-. 
The following is a simple consequence of the above definition, and will be improved later. 
9.5 Proposition. If bE C°O(M, Eý) then ((Äý)-1&)(x) = Gß(0). If also 7k =0 near x 
then 
0)(x) =f 
EM 
(Gt(x, y)' (y)) 
roof: G'(') _ (( 1t)*-1& )(zI, ) = bý((ýI})-1 )_ ((jý! })-1 )(x). The second part follows P 
immediately because the fundamental solution is represented by the Green function away 
from the diagonal. Q 
9.6 Proposition. For x#y, G- (y, x)T = -G+(x, y) where T denotes the transposition iso- 
morphism Ex- 0 Ey ^_' Ey 0 Eý E. Hence both Green functions are smooth in both variables. 
Proof: It follows from the Green formula that fM ((ýI+)-1ý, )+ fM (0, (t-)-1zli) = 0. 
By the previous proposition this may be written: 
\ 
(G+(y, X), o(x)) , 0(x)) +f 
((x)f 
ý, (G (ý, Y) , ý(Y))) = o. yEM xEM xEM EM 
Since this holds for all 0,0 with disjoint support, the result follows. Q 
It is now possible to describe the Cauchy integral operator slightly more explicitly. 
9.7 Proposition. Away from äM, CO is represented by the smooth function 
G, c(v)) . CO(x) = LM (- 
Proof: For 0 supported away from OM, 
Cý( )=J 
E(c(v)(Y), 
f 
ý(G (x)(x))) 
yÖM EM 
f 
EÖM XýE M 
(0(x) 
, 
(G (y, x)', c(v)0(y)) 
f 
EM yýEOM 
(V) (x) 
,(- 
G+ (x, y) , c(v)0(y))) 
using 9.6 and the continuity of the integrand. Since this holds for arbitrary 0 supported 
outside öM, the result follows. 0 
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9.8 Corollary (1). In the oriented 1-dimensional vector space Ln-1, 
(CO(x), C«(x)) < 
((0, f 
0)) 
(1m 
(G. , G., )) am a 
where the last integral is contracted to lie in L -1 
Therefore the Cauchy integral extends to a continuous linear map from the (conformally 
invariant) Hilbert space L2(DM, E) to C°O(int M, E). 
Proof: This is just the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for the E. '-valued pairing of G., and 0, 
dressed up in conformally invariant language. It immediately follows that the pointwise 
Cauchy integral is continuous, but also since f9M (G., , 
G, ) is smooth for xE int M, it is in 
L2 on compact subsets. Now the Cauchy integral is Dirac harmonic, and so the continuity 
(on the dense subspace of smooth boundary functions) follows from 7.13. Q 
9.9 Corollary (2). If 0 is smooth on M and VO =0 on int M then 
O(x) = Jana 
ý-GX 
, c(v) 
for xE int M. Hence the Cauchy integral on boundary values of smooth Dirac harmonic 
functions is an evaluation map. 
This is the Cauchy integral formula for Dirac harmonic functions. Its relationship with 
the classical formula may be seen by computing the Green function in 11 TZ . Such computation 
is also essential in order to understand the behaviour of the Green function on a general 
manifold more concretely. 
9.10 Proposition. The fundamental solution on 1Rn C S" is represented by the Green func- 
tion G(x, y) = tt T-+-, where wn is the area of Si-1 and x-y acts from E+ to E-, or from 
E- to E+. 
Proof: It must be verified that Gx(V4) = fi(x). Writing the left hand side as (a principal 
value of) an integral gives 
lim 
f 
(G(x, y) , 
vý(y)) = lim 
f 
(c(-v)G(x, y), O(y)), 
r- +O EMNBr(x) r-*O EÖB,. (x) 
since G(x, y) = wn yn is Dirac harmonic in y for y#x (a straightforward verification). 
Here v=y is the outward normal on &Br (x), and so -c(v)G(x, y) = wn 
lyý_ 
. Therefore 
the above integral is the average of 0 over a small sphere centred at x, which tends to q5(x) 
as r --4 0, since 0 is continuous. m 
REMARK. It is interesting to note that on S", the fundamental solution is a conformal 
inversion of a constant solution in the following sense. By the vanishing theorem 7.4, 
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constant spinors on IR do not extend to Dirac harmonic functions on S. Thus, if a 
constant spinor 0 on 1RR is transformed by the conformal map x i-+ x/Ix 2 of Si'', the result 
is a Dirac harmonic function on S" N {0}. Using the transformation law for spinors, this 
function is easily seen to be ýTýn V) i. e. the fundamental solution at 0. This gives an easy 
way of seeing that this fundamental solution is Dirac harmonic away from the singularity. 
The most important aspect of the above calculation is that the fundamental solution for 
the Dirac operator on Euclidean space is represented by its Green function i. e., it has only 
a pole (of order n- 1) on the diagonal not a more singular distribution. This is of interest 
more generally because of the next result, which is the nearest I will get to constructing a 
parametrix for the Dirac operator. 
9.11 Proposition. The fundamental solution of a Dirac operator on a Riemannian manifold 
is represented by a Green function which is asymptotic to the Euclidean Green function in 
the sense that in a normal coordinate chart, 
1 x-y 1 G(x, y) - Wn Ix _ yln 
+o Ix _ yin-2 
In particular G(x, y)dist(x, y)n-1 is bounded. (The notation o(rk) indicates a function van- 
ishing to order k at r=0, i. e., the function multiplied by r-k vanishes at r=0. ) 
Proof: In a Riemannian normal coordinate chart, gib (x) = (ä 3+o(r), where r=I x1. Trivialise 
the spinor bundles using radial parallel transport, so that the symbol of the Dirac operator 
on NI differs from the Euclidean Clifford multiplication by a term vanishing to order 1. The 
connection on M differs from the flat connection by a 1-form vanishing at the origin. Hence if 
the Dirac operator is applied to the Euclidean Green function, the delta function is obtained 
with an error term on Applying V-1 to this term gives the result. Q 
9.12 Corollary (Mean Value Inequalities). If 0 Dirac harmonic near x, then in a nor- 
mal coordinate chart at x, and for all r sufficiently small, 
101. (P(X) l <' rn 1f 8B(x, r) 
Integrating ri-11«(x)l from 0 to r gives 
I«x)I <' 
rn J 10 
1. 
B(x, r) 
Proof: This is immediate from the Cauchy integral formula, and the above observation that 
IG(x, y) l Ix - yln'-1 is bounded. Q 
REMARK. On Euclidean space, C=n, and the above inequalities are obtained from 
equalities for fi(x). See Gilbert and Murray [36] for some of the consequences of these 
equalities. 
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Proposition 9.11 also allows proposition 9.5 to be improved. 
9.13 Proposition. If 0E C°O(M, Et) then 
((tt)-10)x) ='im 
f (G}(x, y), O(y» r-*O E M-, B, (x) 
where Br(x) denotes the ball of radius r with respect to a choice of metric near x. 
Proof: This is immediate from 9.10 and the asymptotic behaviour of the Green function 
and the area of small spheres in M. 0 
This completes the basic analysis of the Dirac operator. In the next section, the boundary 
value behaviour of the Cauchy integral will be studied in more detail. 
10 The Cauchy transform 
Firstly in the section, some abstract functional analysis (taken from Folland [32]) for 
integral kernels will be presented. Here V, W denote finite dimensional inner product spaces. 
10.1 Proposition. Let S2 be an open subset of lR7' and K(x, y) a £(V, W)-valued function 
on Qxft 
(1) If fyEg IK(x, y) I and fýEý ýK(x, y) I are bounded functions of x and y respectively then 
the formula TK f (x) = fyE. K(x, y) f (y) defines a bounded linear map TK from L2 (1l, V) 
to L2(0, W). 
(2) If KE L2 (1 x S2, £(V, W)) then TK is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, and hence is compact. 
Proof: For the first part, consider the estimate 
K(x, y)IIf(y)12)2. ITKf(x)I <f K(x, y)IIK(x, y)If(y)UYEQ IK(x, )I)(f? 
JEQ ESZ 
Now 
I K(x, y)I If (y) 12 < 
(supf I K(x y) I) if 11xE0 yEl yEl El 
and so 
IIAL2 < sup 
E52 
K(x, y)/ 
2 (sup f 
K(x, y) 
)2 
Ify 
ES2 
For the second part, let ff, gj be orthonormal bases for the separable Hilbert spaces L2(Q, V) 
and L2(1 (Q, Wso that h2 (x, y) = (fi(x), .)® ga(y) defines an orthonormal basis for L2(1 X 
S2, £(V, W)). Then the matrix of TK is 
(K (x, y) , 
hij fix, y)} 
f 
(f= (X) 
, 
(TKfj)(X)) _ff fi(x)K(x, y) ff (y) =f 
xES2 xES2 YES2 , yEnxnt 
Hence the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of TK equals the L2-norm of K, and (using the matrix 
representation), TK may be written as a limit of operators of finite rank, so it is compact. Q 
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10.2 Lemma. Let A be an L' function on 1[87' x R"L, supported in { (x, y) : Ix - yI < E}. 
Then fora <m 
IA(x, y)I Wm m-n 
f 
ERm 
Ix - yla m-a 
and similarly for the integral over y. 
Proof: The integral is bounded by IIAII. multiplied by 
L1 dx = w7rm-1-a d7. _ 
w1-yl<E 
Ix - yla 
fo 
7n -a 
for a<m. r-l 
10.3 Proposition. Let 52 be a bounded open subset of R' and K(x, y) a G(V, W) -valued 
function on S2 x S2 such that for some a<m, K(x, y) Ix - yI ' is bounded. Then TK is a 
compact operator, and K is called an integral kernel of order a. 
Proof: For any e>0 write K(x, y) = KE(x, y)+K,, (x, y) where KE is supported in Ix-yj < 
e and K,,, is bounded. Let A(x, y) _ ýKE (x, y) 1. Then by the above results the norm of TK, 
is a multiple of Em-`a, and because 0 and K,, are bounded, K,,,, is in L2. Hence K may be 
approximated in norm by compact operators, and so is compact. Q 
Of course, this result immediately generalises to integral kernels on vector bundles over 
compact manifolds. For integral kernels of order a=m the corresponding integral operator 
will not be compact, but it may at least be bounded. Such operators are called singular 
integral operators, since it is usually necessary to take a principal value of the integral. 
Two manifolds of interest in this section are M and öM, of dimensions n and n-1. The 
Green function is an integral kernel of order n-1. Hence the inverse of the Dirac operator, 
which involves the Green function on M, is of course a compact operator. One consequence 
of this is that it is not strictly necessary to take the principal value in the integral of 9.13. 
By contrast, on YM, the Green function can only define a singular integral operator. One of 
the main goals of this section is to show that it does. 
The first step is to use 9.13 to improve the Cauchy integral formula. 
10.4 Proposition. The Cauchy integral of the restriction of -0 E C°O (M, E-) is given, for 
xE int M, by the following formula: 
COW =O(x)- f (Gx, +O) M Proof: By 9.3, the Cauchy integral paired with a test function 7i supported in int M, is 
given by 
C«M =f (ý, ýG) +f (ý+ý, (ý-)-t ) 
MM 
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Substituting the formula obtained in 9.13 for the inverse of V-, and changing the order of 
integration gives 
Al 
f 
EM M 
which establishes the result. 11 
10.5 Corollary (Borel-Pompieu representation theorem). Any smooth spinor field 
on M is given by the formula 
O(x) -f 
(-G' 
' c(v)q5) +f 
(Ga 
' 
+ýý 
on int M. 
This formula shows that the Cauchy integral may be understood in terms of the integration 
of the Green function over M (rather than M). The next result (and most of the results in 
the remainder of this section) is based on Bell [11], and establishes that the Green function 
provides a fundamental solution for the Dirac operator on int M. 
10.6 Proposition. For 0E C' (M, E) and x in int M let 
O(x) =f (G(X, y) , 
0(y)) 
yEM 
Then to = on int M. 
Proof: Let X be a bump function which is zero on a neighbourhood U of x0 and identically 
1 on a neighbourhood of M. Then for xEU, 
My 
(G(x, ) x() ()) + 
fE 
M 
(G(x, y) , (1- x(y)) (y)) O(x) =fE 
To calculate RIO(x) observe that the first integral Dirac harmonic near x0 (since X vanishes 
on a neighbourhood of the singularity of the Green function). The second integral extends 
by zero to all of M, and so by the previous proposition it equals V-1((1 - X) I'), and hence 
VO(x) = (1 - X(x))'(x) = O(x). Q 
Unfortunately this argument does not provide information about the boundary values of 
O (x). To do this some technical tools are needed to analyse the boundary of M. In particular, 
a defining function p for OM needs to be chosen. This is a function on M such that p=0 and 
dp(v) >0 on äM where v is an outward normal vector. Such a function is easily constructed 
using a partition of unity. The following lemma is the key to Bell's approach [11] to the 
Cauchy integral in 2 dimensions, and also the key to the analysis presented here. 
10.7 Lemma. Let 0 be a spinor field on M. Then for each k>0 there is a spinor field 4k 
which vanishes on 0M, but such that 54k and 0 agree to order k on äM i. e., Ä4k 
pk+IOk for some spinor field 0k. 
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Proof: Let X be a smooth function which is identically 1 on a neighbourhood of (9M but 
vanishes on a neighbourhood of the critical points of p and define c(dp)-' to be zero on the 
critical points. Write 00 = peo so that Voo = ptbo + c(dp)5o. Hence if B0 = Xc(dp)-1b 
then too -0= pOo with 0o = 
t6o + (X - 1)/. Now, continuing by induction on k, write 
Ok = Ok-1 + pk+iek. Then VOk = VOk-i + pk+1RyOk + (k + 1)pkc(dp)Bk _ V) + pkOk-i + 
pk+IVk + (k + 1)pkc(dp)5k. Defining 8k = +iXc(dp)-10k-i gives ÄOk -'0 = pk+Vk + 
(X - 1)pkok-1 = pk+10k for some °k, which proves the lemma. Q 
10.8 Proposition. For 0E C°°(M, E) the integral 
(G(x, y) ,0 
(J» O(x) =J 
EM 
extends to a smooth function on all of M. More precisely, for each k >, 0 there is a smooth 
function Ok vanishing on äM such that V4k and b agree to order k on 8M, and such that 
the formula O(x) _ qk(x) +f ¬M (G+(x, y), ( -'cbk)(y)) defines a L2+1 (in fact Ck+1) 
extension of 0 from int M to M. (Of course the extension is somewhat arbitrary on MNM. ) 
Proof: The existence of such qk follows from the lemma, and the formula follows by extend- 
ing z/& - 
VOk by zero to M, giving a Ck integrand on M. It is therefore in L2 and so applying 
gives a function is Lk+l The fact that this is Ck+1 follows either from LL estimates 
and the Sobolev inequality, or by changing variables in local coordinates and differentiating 
under the integral sign. 13 
10.9 Corollary. The Cauchy integral of a smooth function is smooth on M. More precisely, 
extensions of CO to M are given by O(x) - 4k(x) - fm 
(G' 
, 
V+O 
-)e+'k), where /k is as 
above. 
This leads to the following important definition: 
10.10 Definition. The Cauchy transform on äM is the linear map 
C}: C°°(8M, E") -+ C°O(aM, E'-') 
given by restricting the Cauchy integral to the boundary. 
Since C°O(0M, E-) has a natural inner product, it is natural to ask whether the Cauchy 
transform has a formal adjoint. 
10.11 Proposition. Define (C+)*i = V) - c(v)C- (c(v)'). Then (C+)* is formally adjoint 
to C+. The analogous result holds for C-. 
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Proof: By extending to M, and using the definition of the Cauchy transform. 
(C+O, 0) _f( (x)- 
f (G(X, y)+))aM EÖM CM 
=fff 
((G+(x, 
y) +)) , 
(x)) 
M EÖM EM 
(*)f«, 
ý) -ff 
(V+O(y), ( -G-M EM EBM 
fMf 
EM 
y 
fEaM (c(v)«(y) 
,C 
(ß(v)) (y)) =fM 
which establishes the result, provided that the change of order of integration at (*) is justified. 
The application of Fubini (or Tonelli) at this point is not immediate: it is necessary to look 
back at the explicit construction of the Cauchy transform to see that VO should really be 
replaced by V+O - Tt+cbk. Since this vanishes on the boundary (to order k >, 1), it reduces 
the order of the pole of the Green function, giving a locally integrable function on 0M, and 
so Tonelli's theorem applies. (Alternatively observe that for k >, 71 -1 the integrand is 
continuous. ) Q 
Now the space of boundary values of smooth functions 0 on M with ' /} =0 is a subspace 
of C°O(aM, E) so let H} be its closure in the boundary L2-norm, and P} the orthogonal 
projection onto H. At present CO has only been defined for smooth 0, but for such (P the 
following formula is now straightforward. It will be seen shortly that it holds for all 0 in L2. 
10.12 Theorem (Kerzman-Stein Formula). CO = P(O + (C - C`)q ). 
Proof: Simply check O+Cq-C*q5 = CO+c(v)C(c(v)q). Now CO is in H and c(v)C(c(v)o) 
is in H1 by Cauchy's theorem, and so the theorem is proven. El 
REMARK. Booß and Wojciechowski [15] base their analysis of the Dirac operator on a very 
similar result, namely that P+ =1- c(v) o P- o c(v). However, their proof of this fact 
involves some delicate estimates based on Seeley [73]. 
The beauty of the Kerzman-Stein formula is that C-C* is a much better behaved operator 
than C. To see this, the analogue of a the classical Plemelj formula will be established. First 
of all, a simple proposition (c. f. Folland [32]) summarising the behaviour of the Cauchy 
integral is needed. 
10.13 Proposition. If 0E C' (M, E-) is Dirac harmonic on a neighbourhood of M, then 
/'Mý 
)q)= 
0 forxEM -, M 
ýe Gý, c v 
O(x) for xe int M 
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and finally for xE äM, 
lim (-G. c(v)cb) = 
1O(x). 
r- *O J 1NBr(x) 2 
Proof: The Cauchy integral is zero outside M by Cauchy's theorem, and the interior integral 
is /(x) by the Cauchy integral formula, so it remains to calculate the final singular integral. 
Choose a metric near x (if necessary). Since the boundary is differentiable at x, for any 
e>0 there is ab>0 such that the image Y of TX8M under the exponential map is close to 
äM in the sense that for all yEY fl Ba(x), dist(y, äM) < Er, where r= dist(x, y). Hence 
MnBr(x) = 1Br(x), with an error of order - for r<6. Now the integral over 00M'. B, (x) 
can be replaced by the integral over o 9(M N Br. (x)) provided the integral over M fl OB,. (x) is 
subtracted. The integral over ä(M N Br. (x)) vanishes by Cauchy's theorem, because Gx and 
0 are both Dirac harmonic on MN Br. (x). (The boundary can easily be made smooth with 
only a small error term. ) It remains to estimate Töf 4fnaBrlýi (Gx, c(v)O), where v is the 
inward normal to Br(x). Using normal coordinates and the Euclidean Green function this is 
easily seen to be 20(x). 
13 
The singular integral in the above proposition is a special case of the following: 
10.14 Definition. The Hilbert transform W' on C°O(öM, E-) is given by the singular inte- 
gral 
? +O(x) = 21im (-Grn 5 c(v)ý) r-40 J MNBr(x) 
Of course it is not immediate that Wo exists as a smooth function on M. That it does 
follows from the next result: 
10.15 Theorem (Plemelj Formula). C+q =2 (0 + WO). 
Proof: To verify this formula at a point xE öM, observe that for EMNM close to x 
the Green function G(: ý, x) is nondegenerate and so (contracting with a spinor in Eä) there 
exists 00 such that VO0 =0 on M and 0o(x) = O(x). Therefore 10(y) - 0o(y)l < const. 1y - xj 
for y near x in local coordinates on äM. Therefore C(Qý - 00) (: c) _f (-Gm , c(v) 
(0 - Oo)) 
because the integrand is locally integrable. Hence 
l im CO(x) = COo(x) +ö (-Gm 1 c(v)O) - 
(-Gm, c(U)Oo) 
JOMNBr(x) 
Now COo(x) = Oo(x) = O(x) and by the lemma, the second integral converges to 2Q)o(x) _ 
20(x). Hence the first integral converges and the result follows. 0 
It is now time to prove the analogue of the theorem of Kerzman and Stein [53]: 
10.16 Theorem. C- C* is a compact operator on the inner product space C' (W, E). 
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Proof: It suffices to prove that C- C* is given by an integral kernel of order n-2. By the 
Plemelj formula 2(C4 - C*q) = il4 + c(v)7-l 
(c(v)q). This is given (at x) by the (a priori 
singular) integral: 
lim 
f ((c(vy)Gx(y) 
, 
0(J)) + (G,, (J)c(v,, ), 0(y))). 
r-+O EBMNBr(X) 
Hence it must be shown that 
(c(vy)G(x, y) + G(x, y) c(vx)) dist(x, y)n-z 
is bounded, which is only in doubt for x close to y. To compute the limiting behaviour as 
y approaches x, introduce normal coordinates for M at x, and note that it suffices to work 
with the Euclidean Green function and the Euclidean distance function, since the error terms 
are of lower order. Thus the function to be computed as y -+ x is: 
(c(ii)(x - y) + (x - y)c(vx)) 
wnIx - y12. 
Now to second order, a point y on a geodesic (in äM) starting at x in direction uE TXiM 
is given by y=x+ EU - 
2e2(u, Duv)v. + o(E2), where vv is the normal at x. The e2 term 
involves the second fundamental form, written here in terms of the Weingarten map Dv. Of 
course this also appears in the variation of v, namely vy = vx + EDuv + o(E). The limit as 
y -* x may now be computed as: 
(vy + eDuv)(-eu + 2e2(u, 
Duv)vx) + (-Eu + 
2e2(u lira , 
Duv)vx)Ux 
e->o W, E2U2 
lim -(v,. u + uv., 
) + e((u, Duv) - (Duv)u) 
= 
e-+0 EW,, U2 
This limit exists, since v,, u + uv,, = 2(vß , u) = 0, and is given by 
u(Duv) - (Duv)u 
2u2 
Although this limit depends on the direction of u, its existence means that the required 
expression is bounded, and so the integral kernel is not singular, and C- C* is a compact 
operator. 0 
10.17 Corollary (to the Proof). If A(x, y) denotes the integral kernel of C- C* then 
dist(x, y)"A(x, y) vanishes at y=x and is twice differentiable as a function of y at y=x. 
The first derivative vanishes, and the second is given by 
D2 
, VA =2 
((Su)v - v(Su) + (Sv)u - u(Sv)), 
where Su = Dv, v is the Weingarten map (shape operator) applied to u. 
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REMARK. Booß and Wojciechowski [15] observe that P-C is a compact operator, which 
is essentially equivalent to the Kerzman-Stein result, since by the Kerzman-Stein formula, 
P-C= P(C-C*). Again, though, they rely upon the pseudodifferential operator methods 
of Seeley [73]. Here the leading order term of the integral kernel for C-C* has been obtained 
in an elementary and explicit way. Note that it depends only on the tracefree part of the 
second fundamental form, and so is conformally invariant. 
10.18 Theorem. The Cauchy transform extends to a bounded operator on E2 (äM, E-), with 
image H, and 12-adjoint C*. Hence by the Kerzman-Stein theorem, it is essentially self- 
adjoint. 
Proof: Since C-C* is compact, it extends to a bounded operator on L' (49M, E-). Therefore 
P(I + (C - C*)) is also a bounded operator. By the Kerzman-Stein formula, this defines an 
extension of the Cauchy transform, and the image is H by definition. It is now immediate 
that the adjoint of C is C* since they are formally adjoint on the dense subspace of smooth 
spinor fields. Q 
10.19 Corollary. The Hilbert transform is a bounded operator on 12 (aM, E-). 
Proof: By the Plemelj formula, 31+q5 = 2C+q - 0. El 
It immediately follows that the Kerzman-Stein and Plemelj formulae are both valid for 
arbitrary L2 spinors on the boundary. 
However, it is probably worth pointing out here that neither the Kerzman-Stein, nor the 
Plemelj formula are intrinsic to M, in that they both rely on the choice of Green function 
coming from a closed manifold upon which the Dirac operator is (hopefully) invertible. Of 
course this is no problem when there is a natural choice of such a manifold (for example, a 
domain in R' is a submanifold of S"), but in general the analysis of M should be studied 
in its own right, not as a submanifold of M. Now the Hilbert space H is a (conformal) 
invariant attached to M, and hence so is the orthogonal projection P. These capture the 
intrinsic analysis of M, and the above work establishes three important properties of H and 
P. Firstly, functions in H have well defined interior values, given by the Cauchy integral. 
Secondly, there is the following important theorem, first observed by Booß and Wojciechowski, 
who refer to it as "twisted orthogonality of the boundary data". 
10.20 Theorem. The spaces H+ and c(v)H- are orthogonal cornplements in L2(öM, E-). 
Proof: By Cauchy's Theorem, these spaces are orthogonal. Now 0E Hl implies that for 
all Ali, 0=(, C*cb) and so = c(v)C(c(v)q6) by the definition of C*. Thus 
0E c(v)H. Q 
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Booß and Wojciechowski [15] use this result to study global elliptic boundary value prob- 
lems for the Dirac operator (and its square). 
The third intrinsic result is a regularity result for P. 
10.21 Theorem. If 0 is smooth on öM, then so is Pq5. 
Proof: By the Kerzman-Stein formula PC =C and P(I - C*) = 0. Therefore C, I- C* 
have orthogonal images and so 
II(I +C-C*)ýpII2 = IICOII2+II I-C*)dýII2. 
This is zero if CO =0 and C*O = 0, which only holds if (0,0) = (q5, C*O) = (CO, 0) = 0, 
and so .F=I+ 
(C - C*) is injective. But (C - C*) is compact, and so F is Fredholm of index 
zero on L2, and hence is invertible. Now F and F* both map smooth functions to smooth 
functions, and hence . 
is an invertible map on smooth functions. The result now follows 
because P= CJ 1. Q 
As a consequence of these results, it is natural to define two integral kernels canonically 
associated to M, the Green kernel, and the Szegö kernel of M. To motivate the definitions, 
observe that with respect to M the Green function G,, ý is only really defined up to a Dirac 
harmonic function on M. However, theorem 10.20 allows a natural choice to be made, namely 
the unique such function9 g, whose boundary values are in H1-. For xE int M, the boundary 
value of Gx is the orthogonal projection of G. onto H1. Hence G., = 9x+Ox is the orthogonal 
decomposition of Gx, with ox(y) Dirac harmonic in y, and so for yE öM, c(vy)Gx(y) = 
c(vy)gx(y) + c(vy)Ox(y) is also an orthogonal decomposition. Since -c(vy)g (y) E H, it 
extends to a Dirac harmonic function of y in int M, the Szegö kernel S(x, y) of M. 
The Green kernel is the integral kernel inverting the natural global elliptic boundary 
problem on M namely to = Ali with ¢lan1 E Hl. The Szegö kernel may be viewed as the 
integral kernel of the (interior values of the) orthogonal projection P, i. e., it gives the Cauchy 
integral of functions in H, but not the general Cauchy integral or transform. More precisely, 
0H C¢(x) (x E int M) is a continuous linear functional on the Hilbert space H. Sx is the 
element of H representing this linear functional (Riesz representation theorem). The Cauchy 
kernel -c(v)Gx also represents this linear functional, but is not in H. In fact, whereas on 
the whole of L2 (äM, E), the Cauchy kernel represents CO(x), the Szegö kernel represents 
C(PO)W" 
Finally, note that the Green kernel has a singularity on the diagonal in MxM, whereas 
the Szegö kernel is Dirac harmonic (in both variables) on int M and so only has a singularity 
on the boundary. 
'In the case of a domain in the plane, it is essentially the Garabedian kernel. 
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At the risk of contradicting myself, I should perhaps point out that sometimes it is of 
interest to study the analysis on M as a submanifold of some closed manifold At. In this 
situation the Green function on the closed manifold is once again an interesting object. It 
is also of interest to look at the other half of M as another manifold with boundary. It 
is then straightforward to compare the Cauchy and Hilbert transforms obtained. For more 
information on this see [15] and [73]. 
11 Analytical applications 
The first result concerns the extension of Dirac harmonic functions to submanifolds. Such 
removable singularity results are known to exist for arbitrary differential operators, but the 
proof below is interesting, because it is a simple application of the Cauchy integral formula, 
exactly as in complex analysis. 
11.1 Proposition (Removable singularities). Let S be a compact submanifold of M of 
codimension k >, 2 and suppose V is a smooth function on MNS which is Dirac harmonic 
on int MNS. Then if (x)dist(x, S)1c-1 -+ 0 as x -4 S, 0 has a smooth extension to S and 
is Dirac harmonic on int M. 
Proof: The idea is to extend zp to S using the Cauchy integral formula. To do this the 
boundary of M must be nonempty, but this is not really a restriction, since there is certainly 
a manifold with boundary containing S. Let SE be a e-tubular neighbourhood of S in M so 
that the area of äS6 is bounded by a constant times Ek-1 (S has finite volume). Then for 
xE int M' S choose 8<1 such that xE int(M' Sb). Now for any e<S, 
v) (x) =fM 
uas(G, 
by Cauchy's integral formula on MN Sf. But, for fixed x, Gx is bounded on aSf independently 
of e, and so the integrand is of order o(e-(k-ti). But the area of 8S£ is O(Ek-1) and so the 
integral over 9S, can be made arbitrarily small for small e. Now the rest of the expression is 
independent of e, and so 
O(x) = 
JýM (Gx , c(v)V). 
But this formula defines a Dirac harmonic extension of V) to S. Q 
Note that the above proof is essentially identical to the proof of the standard removable 
singularities result of complex analysis in the plane. 
11.2 Corollary. If instead of the asymptotic behaviour of 0, it is only known that ?EI?, 
then the same result holds, provided that p >, k/(k - 1) i. e., k >, p/(p - 1). 
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The deduction of this corollary is in fact slightly technical, in that it involves a delicate 
use of the mean value inequality on the tubular neighbourhood of S, and so it will be omitted. 
Such removable singularity results are quite classical for arbitrary differential operators, see 
for example Bochner [14]. 
These results suggest that a Dirac harmonic spinor which does not extend to a surface 
of codimension >2 has some sort of "pole" there. Indeed it is possible to develop a simple 
residue theory for Cauchy integrals using the Leray-Norguet residue. This has already been 
done in the flat case by Delanghe, Sommen and Soucek in [27], and the generalisation to 
arbitrary manifolds is completely straightforward. 
11.3 Definition. Let S be a compact oriented codimension k submanifold of an oriented 
manifold M, and aa p-form on MNS with p >, k-1. Then the Leray-Norguet residue of a 
is the cohomology class on S represented by a (p-(k-1))-form r(n) which may be constructed 
as follows: let U be a tubular neighbourhood of S in M and define by r(a) = 7r*t*a where * 
is the pullback by the inclusion öU -4 M and 7r,, is the pushforward (integration along the 
fibres) by the fibration 7r: 8U -4 S. 
Note that although r(a) depends upon the choice of tubular neighbourhood, its cohomol- 
ogy class does not. 
In order to define the residue of a spinor field, another definition is needed. 
11.4 Definition. For Sa submanifold of M, the space H(S) of Dirac harmonic spinors 
on S is defined to be the direct limit of the spaces of smooth Dirac harmonic spinors on 
neighbourhoods of S in M. Hence a Dirac harmonic spinor on S is a gerne of a Dirac 
harmonic spinor on a neighbourhood of S. 
The residue of a spinor field 0 on MS can now be defined to be the functional on H(S) 
given by 
(Res 0) (0) = 
fr(c(. )b) 
where 0 is extended to a tubular neighbourhood U of S and (c(. )O, 0) is the (n - 1)-form on 
U defined by the action of A'-'TM on spinors. Its residue is therefore an (n - k)-form which 
may be integrated on S. The flavour of this definition is slightly at odds with my earlier use 
of weighted vector fields in the divergence theorem, but it is a simple matter to translate the 
differential form language into the dual language of weighted multivectors (in which case it 
is only necessary for S to be cooriented in M). 
Of course the residue is carefully defined so that the following theorem holds: 
11.5 Residue Theorem. Suppose 0 is Dirac harmonic on MNS and 0 is Dirac harmonic 
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on M. Then 
faM (e(v)0, )= (Res 0)([0]), 
where [0] is the germ of 0 along S. 
This formalises the idea that the bad behaviour of 0 is local to S. As a simple example, 
observe that the residue of the Green function G., on the submanifold {x} is just the delta 
function Ste. The above theorem may then be regarded as a reformulation of the Cauchy 
integral formula. 
The next result is deeper, in that it relies upon the orthogonal decomposition of the space 
of boundary functions. 
11.6 Theorem. For 0E C°O (M, E+) and XE CO° (äM, E-) the equation VO =V on M, 
=x on äM, has a solution iff fM( , B) = 
fay 
1(c(v)X, 0) for all smooth Dirac harmonic 0 
on M. 
Proof: By the Green formula, this compatibility condition on (V, X) is necessary. Conversely, 
extend 0 to M and let 4o = V-1V. It suffices to show that Oo -x is a boundary value of a 
Dirac harmonic function. By 10.20, it suffices to show that 00 -X is orthogonal to c(v)H on 
the boundary i. e., for all Dirac harmonic 0, faM (0o - X, c(v)0) = 0. By the Green formula, 
this is precisely the compatibility condition. Q 
This is the prototype for the theory of (global) elliptic boundary value problems. Booß 
and Wojciechowski [15] use the twisted orthogonality of the boundary data to present a 
comprehensive survey of elliptic boundary value problems for Dirac operators. I will not 
repeat their work here, but instead, following Lax [57], I will use the above existence result 
to deduce an approximation property for the Dirac operator. 
11.7 Theorem. Let SZ be an open subset of M. Then any Dirac harmonic function on SZ 
may be approximated (locally uniformly in all derivatives) by restrictions of Dirac harmonic 
functions on M. 
Proof: By 7.13 it suffices to prove approximation in L2 for any lo compactly contained in 
Q. Let Vi be the space of Dirac harmonic functions on SZ and V2 the space of restrictions 
of Dirac harmonic functions on M. To show that V2 is dense in Vi in L2(Sto, E-), suppose 
01 V2 and show that I V1. To do this solve the (adjoint) equation 
on S20; 
0 onMN10. 
Now the compatibility condition holds with X=0, and so there is a solution 0 with 0=0 on 
the boundary of M. By unique continuation, q5 =0 on MN io. Now by the Green formula 
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on any smoothly bounded domain 121 sandwiched between St and Q0, and using any Dirac 
harmonic 0 on S2: 
o=f (c(v)0, B) =f (O) +f (+) =f (V), B) s p, IID 
and so V) is orthogonal to V2 as required. Q 
Using this and the local properties of the Cauchy integral gives: 
11.8 Theorem (Solvability of the Dirac equation). For xEM, ýEE, and aE kerc 
T, 0 EE there is a Dirac harmonic q on M with O(x) =ý and DO(x) = a. 
Proof: First show that for any such a there is a Dirac harmonic function on a neighbour- 
hood of x with O(x) close to ý and DO(x) close to a. To do this let 0 be any spinor field 
with Vi(x) =ý and DV(x) = a, so VV(x) = 0. Now let Br(x) be a small ball around x, and 
form the Cauchy integral for yE Br. (x) 
o(y) =J (-Go , c(v)W) = 4'ýy) -fE 
BT (x) 
(GY(Z) 
, 
v'lz)) 
ö Br (x) 
Now since VO(z) vanishes at x it may be written locally as (z - x)X(z) for some bounded 
spinor field X. Hence for y close to x the integrand is approximated by z 
n_ 
, and so the 
integral over Br(x) is order r2, with derivative of order r. Therefore by choosing r small 
enough, both O(x) and its covariant derivative can be made arbitrarily close to those of 0. 
Next by the above approximation theorem 11.7, the same holds for Dirac harmonic spinors 
on M. Now apply this approximation result to a basis for E,, ® ker c. By making the 
approximation sufficiently good, the corresponding Dirac harmonic spinors will also form a 
basis. Hence, by the linearity of the Dirac operator, the result follows. 0 
This result is in marked contrast to the case of a closed manifold, on which the Dirac 
equation has a finite dimensional solution space if any solutions at all. 
I will finish this section by showing how the analysis of the Dirac operator generalises 
Hardy space theory in complex analysis. The aim here is to show that H really is a space 
of boundary values of suitably well behaved Dirac harmonic functions on int M. To do this, 
using a metric near am, introduce the normal geodesic flow from the boundary (a local 1- 
parameter fämily of diffeomorphisms), which identifies OM x [0,6] with a neighbourhood of 
OM in M, for some small 5. Trivialise E in the normal direction by using parallel transport 
along normal geodesics. Let ME =M-, (aM x [0, e]) and let r denote the restriction map 
from functions on M to functions on äM given by restricting to am, and identifying with 
am. 
The limiting behaviour of Dirac harmonic functions is given by the following result. 
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11.9 Theorem. Let 0 be smooth on M and Dirac harmonic on the interior. Then 
a() 
KfM f 
for some constant K independent of 0 and E. 
Proof: The integral I (E) over äM f is smooth with respect to e, for eE [0,6]. It will be shown 
that I'(E) < Al(, -), for a constant A independent of 0 and E. Integrating this inequality from 
0 to e gives I(E) < ek-I(0) <, e, \61(0). It therefore remains to estimate I'(e). To do this 
identify äME with äM and let vol, be the volume form on ÖME pulled pack to M. Observe 
that the outward normal to äME is identified with the outward normal at W. Therefore 
df 
(Y 
, ý) 
df 
(r. rf0) vol, de , de aM 
= LMe' -2 (D, 0,0) +f (ý , ý) vol' vol aMý e 
=J -2 div (DO, 0) + 
la 
(0 , 0) 
0, e 
Me vol, 
The second integral can be bounded in terms of I(e). Now by the Bochner-Weitzenböck 
formula, the integrand in the first integral is -2 (DO, DO) +2 
(c(2)RO, 0) < const. (q5,4). 
But 4 on ME is given by its Cauchy integral, which is L2 bounded as observed in 9.2, and so 
the first integral is also bounded in terms of I(e). Q 
11.10 Corollary. The Cauchy integral of a function 0 in H (which exists as an L2 Dirac 
harmonic function on int M by 9.2) is a smooth function 0 on int M with rE' bounded in 
0 (0M, E) independent of e. Furthermore rE -> 0 in L2 as e+0. 
Proof: Approximate 0 by restrictions of smooth Dirac harmonic functions cbk. It is imme- 
diate then that the L2 estimate applies to 0. Therefore it also applies to 0- (k and so in the 
estimate 
Ir, CO - OII - II7'eC(O-0k)II+Ilre1k-IkII+II4k-0II) 
the first term is bounded by KI10 - 1k11. Hence like the last term it can be made arbitrarily 
small for large k. Now 11r, -1k - 411 approaches zero with e since it is a continuous function 
of e0 (¢k being continuous on M). Q 
Conversely there is the following result. 
11.11 Proposition. Suppose that b is Dirac harmonic on int M and that f8M (r, ? P, re /i) is 
bounded independent of E. Then ? fi is a Cauchy integral of a function q on the boundary, and 
0EH. 
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Proof: Since, every hounded sequence in L2 has a weakly convergent subsequence (Banach- 
Alaoglu), there is a sequence of values of e converging weakly to a function 0 in L2(äM, E). 
Now z/) is Dirac harmonic on int M and so 
Co-0=Co-C(bIanfe) 
=C 
(O 
- rE ') + 
C(r) 
- 
CE 
\ 
OI 
gm,, / 
The first term can be made arbitrarily small by weak convergence, while the remaining terms 
are small for fixed x in int M because the Green function G., on OME converges uniformly to 
the Green function on M. To see that 0EH it suffices to show that 
, 
ran, (0, c(v)O) =0 for all 
0 smooth on M and Dirac harmonic on the interior. But this follows from 
, 
ra,, 
if 
(V), c(v)O) = 0, 
by taking a weakly converging subsequence, and using the uniform convergence of the Green 
function on OME. Q 
Note that although weak convergence of a subsequence was used in the above proof, it 
immediately follows that rE' -> 0 in norm (i. e., strongly! ). 
Thus H is the space of L2 boundary values of Dirac harmonic functions on the interior, 
and the Cauchy integral is an isomorphism between H and the space of Dirac harmonic 
functions in the interior with bounded L2-norm near the boundary. 
12 An application in conformal geometry 
The analytical results will now be applied to the particular case of the conformally invari- 
ant Dirac operator on a manifold with boundary. The aim is to show that the Cauchy integral 
formula defines a conformally invariant metric on the interior of M, which is complete and 
has negative scalar curvature. This was established by Hitchin [48] in the Euclidean case, 
using arguments which easily generalise to arbitrary spin manifolds with boundary. However, 
in order to show that the conformally invariant metric has negative (rather than nonpositive) 
scalar curvature, the solvability of the Dirac equation is needed, and this relies upon the full 
analytical theory developed above. Also, the results at the end of section 11 give a more 
concrete description of the conformally invariant Hilbert space as a Hardy space, rather than 
an abstract L2 closure. Finally the analytical results give more detailed information about 
the Szegö kernel, which is intimately related to the conformally invariant metric. 
Recall from 9.8 that the Cauchy integral evaluated at x is bounded from the inner product 
space C°O(i9M, E) to E. Now for Dirac harmonic spinors (smooth up to the boundary) 
the Cauchy integral reproduces the function, and hence this map can be thought of as the 
evaluation map evx. Taking the closure in L2 gives a bounded linear map eva :H --+ Ex. 
Now because Ex has an L2-'-valued inner product, the norm squared of evx is an element 
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of L'-1. This would normally be defined by 11 evxII2 = sup{(evx(0), ev., (0)) : faM (cý, ý) < 1} 
(the so called operator norm), but in order to ensure that these norms fit together to give a 
smooth section of L'i-', an equivalent norm will be used here, namely the Hilbert-Schmidt, 
or L2-norm. 
12.1 Definition. Let ev* : EX --* H be the adjoint (transpose) of eve;. Then the Hilbert- 
Schmidt norm of evx is defined by Ilev., 112 S= 
trace(ev* o ev, ), where ev* o ev,; E End(H) 
Ln-1. 
x 
12.2 Proposition. The Hilbert-Schmidt norm is finite and if 4'k form an orthonormal basis 
112 
HS =I 
(Ok 
, Ok)x, where of smooth sections for the separable Hilbert space H, then 
Il ev., 
(. 
, . 
)y denotes the value of the pairing of spinor fields at x. 
Proof: The Hilbert-Schmidt norm is finite because ev* o ev., has finite rank. The second 
part follows from the definition of the trace of an endomorphism of H, namely trace(T) _ 
(Tqk, Ok)" Q 
12.3 Proposition. > (chi , Ok) converges in 
C°O (M, Ln-1) and so Ilevx I defines a smooth 
section IIevil2 of Ln-1 
Proof: Since G., (y) is smooth for xE int M and yE äM, evx is continuous in x, and 
hence so is its Hilbert-Schmidt norm. Thus by Dini's Theorem F_ (Ok , Ok)x converges locally 
uniformly in x, and hence locally in L. Now using the elliptic estimate, it follows (as in the 
proof of 7.13) that the convergence is locally in L2 for all k. Therefore the convergence is in 
COO (M, L'i-1) by the Sobolev Embedding. Q 
REMARK. This almost establishes the main result of this section, since 11 eV 112 is a canonical 
section of Ln-1 defined purely in terms of the conformal structure. It remains to establish 
that it is a trivialisation of L" i. e. it is nonvanishing. To do this, it must be shown that 
given any xEM, there is a Dirac harmonic spinor which does not vanish at x. This follows 
from the solvability of the Dirac equation, but more explicitly, the fundamental solution 
provides such a spinor. 
12.4 Proposition. Given any xE int(M) there is yEM-, M with Gy(s) 34 0. 
Proof: This is immediate from 9.6, for if Gx is zero on all of M '. M, it must be zero on 
M -, {x} by unique continuation. This contradicts the fact that it is the fundamental solution 
at x 0 
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12.5 Theorem. IlevI12 is a trivialisation of Ln-1 over int(M) defined purely in terms of the 
conformal structure of M, and so gives rise to a conformally invariant metric on int(M) and 
inner product on E, denoted (. , . 
). 
Proof: Since Gy is Dirac harmonic on M, there is, for each x, a Dirac harmonic spinor which 
does not vanish at x, so 11evI12 is a nonvanishing section of L"-1. The trivialisation of Ln-1 
is obtained by identifying this section with 1 in the trivial bundle R. Cl 
12.6 Corollary. If Ok form an orthonormal basis for H, then > (Ok , 
ck) = 1. 
In terms of the Szegii kernel, the trivialisation at Lý-1 is the contraction of S(x, x), and 
a 
the metric is [g](S(x, x)) n=1, where the angle brackets denote the contraction and [g] is the 
conformal structure. Hence S(x, x) 0. 
12.7 Proposition. The conformally invariant metric has negative scalar curvature. 
Proof: Let cbk form an orthonormal basis for H, consisting of smooth sections. Then by the 
Lichnerowicz formula 7.4 applied at xE int(M) the following holds for each k: 
(DOk'D95k)x+ 
1K(X)(Ok, 
Ok)x = div(DOk, Ok)(X)- 
But (DOk , 
Ik) + (/k , D0k) = d((kk , Ok), so if the inner product is real-valued: 
(DOk'Dgk)x + 4K(x)(cbk e'Ok)a = -A(OJc'00 (X)- 
(In fact this holds even if the inner product isn't real valued, for the left hand side is real- 
valued, and so the difference (D¢k , 'k) - 
(Ok 
, Dcbk) must be in the kernel of the divergence, 
since its real part vanishes. ) Now sum this formula over k. Since E(¢k , ¢k)., =1 
(locally 
uniformly in all derivatives), the second term is summable, and the third term sums to 
Al = 0. Thus 
1K(x) 
=- >(Dcbk , D0k)x < 0. 
Therefore scalar curvature is negative at a point x if there is a Dirac harmonic spinor on M 
with nonvanishing covariant derivative at x. But such a spinor field exists by the solvability 
of the Dirac equation 11.8. Q 
Discussion. It now remains to discuss the completeness of the metric on the interior. Since 
M is compact, it is complete in any metric in the conformal class. To show that a metric on 
the interior is complete, it suffices to show that this metric blows up sufficiently fast close to 
the boundary with respect to any metric (on all of M) in the conformal class. Therefore fix 
a metric in the conformal class and calculate the norm of the evaluation map with respect 
to this metric to see if it blows up close to the boundary. Certainly 11 ev,, 112 is less than 
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I fang (G,,, Gam) 1, but here a lower bound is needed. To do this recall that G, has a pole of 
order n-1 at x. Now let y be a point on äM and e>0 be so small that y is the closest 
point to x, z=y± Ev(y) (so xEM and zEMN M). Now Gx is Dirac harmonic on M 
and so Gx(x) = eva(9x) = foM(c(v)G.,, Gx). Now IlevxIl2 IGx(x)121I(Gx, Gx)I. But the 
denominator is I faM(Gz, Gz)1, which can be seen to have order 1/0-1, while the numerator 
is clearly of order 1/E2n-2. Thus IlevxII2 > tonst. /en-1, and so the corresponding section of 
L2 is grows as fast as 1/E2, which is sufficient to ensure completeness by standard arguments. 
As an example, I will compute the conformally invariant metric on the unit ball in S" 
using the representation of Möbius transformations by Clifford matrices. 
12.8 Proposition. On the unit ball in Sn with the standard conformal structure, the metric 
defined by the evaluation map (expressed in terms of the flat metric 6ij) is given by: 
1 
9ij(z) = 
Wn _ 
IZ), 
ti. 
This metric is called the Poincare metric, and is well known to be complete with constant 
negative scalar curvature. 
(x)12 = Proof: In terms of the flat metric and an orthonormal basis for H, 11ev, E 112 =A 
(c(v) Gx , ¢, k) I2 =11 >(c(v)Gx , Ok)4k II2, which 
is the L2-norm of the projection of c(v)Gx 
onto H. Now c(v)go =n on the boundary of the unit ball (since v(y) = y), which is the 
boundary value of a constant spinor and hence lies in H. Therefore IIevoII2 = fsi_1 1/wn = 
2 
1/wn, so g1i(0) = 6iß/w,, n, -1. Now the conformal transformation of Sn defined by xH +1 
preserves the unit ball and sends 0 to z. Its derivative at 0 is hH (1 - Iz12)h. In order for 
this to be an isometry of the conformally invariant metric, gzj(z) must be as stated. Q 
Alternatively, the Szegö kernel can be obtained directly, by observing that for JxJ < 
1, iy) =1 the Cauchy kernel is 
-c(vy)Gx(y) = 
Y(Y - x) 
wnly - xJn 
= 
wnl 
1l-- yx 
yxJn , 
which extends to a Dirac harmonic function of y for Jyj < 1. Therefore -c(v)Gx is a boundary 
value of a Dirac harmonic spinor, and so the Szegö kernel for Jxi <, 1, Jyi <1 (and if lxJ _ 
Jyj =1 then x y) is 
S(x, y) =1- 
yx 
wnll - yxln 
The formula S(x, x)2/(n-1) gives again the Poincare metric. 
It is interesting to see the form of this kernel in the conformal chart on Sn which maps 
the unit disc to a half plane en > 0. Using either the transformation law for spinors, or 
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an analogous observation concerning the Cauchy kernel on the boundary (y, e,, ) = 0, the 
following formula for the Szegö kernel is obtained: 
enx + yen 5ýý, yý - 
Wnlenx + yenln 
This immediately gives the half space model for the hyperbolic metric. 
It is possible to carry out further calculations along these lines, but I will stop here. 
13 Further directions 
There are several directions suggested by the above research. Firstly, the analysis of 
the Dirac operator on arbitrary spin manifolds is clearly way behind the work done in the 
Euclidean and two dimensional cases. It would certainly be of interest to pursue this analysis 
in its own right, but I think it would be particularly fruitful to focus on the links with 
conformal geometry and index theory. 
As an explicit example of this, the conformally invariant metric on the interior of M with 
boundary has an asymptotic expansion near the boundary whose coefficients may give rise to 
conformal invariants of the inclusion i: öM -* M. One way to obtain such invariants might be 
to compute the conformally invariant metric on the other side of the boundary (assuming M 
is a submanifold of a closed manifold). The difference between the two asymptotic expansions 
may be finite, or at least have an interesting leading order term. This set up closely resembles 
the rq-invariant for global elliptic boundary value problems. This is not the only link with 
index theory. Indeed, as is well known, the indices of chiral Dirac operators provide numerical 
invariants for compact manifolds. In particular the (conformal) Dirac operator and the 
Hodge-Dirac operator give rise to the A genus and the signature of the manifold. Other 
genera are obtained from twisted Dirac operators. Now the Hodge-Dirac operator decomposes 
into the exterior derivative and its formal adjoint acting between irreducible components of 
the exterior algebra. Similarly, other twisted Dirac operators may be decomposed into first 
order operators between irreducible components, some of which may be overdetermined. It 
might be interesting to see what integrability obstructions arise. 
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Part III 
Curvature for First Order Differential 
Operators 
14 Introduction 
The theory of first order linear differential operators is well understood, and makes an 
appearance in a very wide range of applications. The parts of the theory used, and the 
form it takes, will depend upon the context, and taking the right approach is often crucial. 
In investigations of the theory of the integrability of differential equations, for example by 
Goldschmidt and Spencer (see [74]), a number of very useful ideas have emerged. The purpose 
of this Part is to explore these ideas in a form adapted to explicit applications rather than 
general theory. In particular, one of the main ideas used in the above-mentioned work is the 
notion of integrability obstructions for a differential equation. In a general context, it can be 
shown that many equations have prolongations with no integrability obstructions, and so it 
is natural to start from the hypothesis that the obstructions vanish, and then try to prove 
that the equations are integrable. In a more explicit situation however, the main interest is to 
calculate the obstructions, which will be invariants of the differential operator, and interpret 
their geometrical meaning. 
My aim is to present the theory of second order obstructions for first order differential 
equations in such a way that their meaning can be interpreted easily in examples with little or 
no use of unilluminating coordinate expressions. Most of the ideas herein are taken from the 
papers [37] [38] and [74] of Goldschmidt and Spencer respectively. The notions of prolongation 
and obstruction used here are simply special cases of very natural and general ideas used in 
these papers. I have chosen to concentrate on the first and second order theory for several 
reasons. Firstly, the general results are more accessible when presented in a simpler context, 
and can be illustrated more easily with examples. Secondly, it is only at low order that 
explicit calculations are normally feasible. Finally, the examples feed back into the theory, 
suggesting new ideas which allow the theory to be pushed a little bit further. In particular, the 
notion of a split differential equation is defined, because such equations are seen to be typical 
examples. Furthermore this extra piece of information attached to a differential equation 
allows its properties to be more easily understood. The culmination of all of this is Theorem 
16.8, in which it is proven that the second order obstruction is a composite of two first order 
differential operators. This theorem is of much use in interpreting the geometrical content of 
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a curvature obstruction in specific examples. To illustrate this, the final section is entirely 
devoted to such examples, one of which is the fairly recent notion of a partial connection (see 
for example [35]). 
My original motivation for studying integrability obstructions was in order to analyse 
the obstructions for differential equations arising from the twistor transforms of Part IV. 
As will be seen there, the methods of this Part do indeed provide a useful tool in that 
context. However, the theory here, I believe, is also of interest in its own right, and so in the 
final section, I shall also put my approach in the wider context of differential equations and 
geometrical structures. 
15 Definitions and first order theory 
In this section the basic theory of first order differential operators will be discussed. Jet 
bundles will be described only briefly, simply to fix notation. More detail on the theory of 
jets can be found in [72] for example. 
15.1 Preliminaries on jet bundles. Let M be a manifold and Ea vector bundle on M. 
Then the 1-jet bundle of E is the bundle J'E whose fibre at x is the quotient space (J'E),. = 
C°O(M, E)/{s : s(x) = dsx = 0}. The equivalence class of a section s at x is called its 1-jet 
at x, denoted j's. (J'E)x thus encodes the possible values of a section and its first derivative 
at x, and there is a natural projection 7r1,0 °: J1E -+ E with kernel T* 0 E. This is called the 
1-jet sequence of E. There is also a map jl : C°O(M, E) -4 C°°(M, J1 E) assigning to a section 
s, the section jls which gives the 1-jet of s at each point of M. Furthermore, any bundle 
homomorphism 0: E -4 F has a prolongation j 10: J' E -f J' F. Higher order jet bundles 
are defined analogously; only the 2-jet bundle J2E = C°O(M, E)/{s : s(x) = dsx = dlsx = 0} 
with its projection irE1: J2E -4 J1E will be needed here. Also, the 0-jet bundle of E is, of 
course, defined to be E itself. 
15.2 Definitions. A first order linear differential equation on a vector bundle E -* M is a 
subbundle R' of the 1-jet bundle J1E. A local solution to the equation R1 is a section s of 
E over an open subset of M such that jls is a section of R1. Roughly speaking, R1 is said 
to be integrable if it has sufficiently many local solutions. In particular, at any xEM, the 
local solutions are required to span the fibre E. 
REMARK. Differential equations on E arise as kernels of the bundle homomorphisms PE -4 
F induced by first order differential operators from E to F. Hence in the above definition, 
there is a slight regularity assumption on the differential operator, namely that this kernel 
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has constant rank. Given this assumption, the bundle F can be replaced by the image 
(quotient) F1 of the differential equation. 
Example. The basic example of a first order differential operator is a connection on E. 
This is given by a splitting of the the 1-jet sequence, and hence by a subbundle R' of J'E 
which is isomorphic to E under the projection 7rE°: J'E -4 E. Therefore R1 is the space of 
"flat" or "constant" 1-jets with respect to the connection. The integrability of this space is 
equivalent to the flatness of the connection. It is well known that flatness is characterised by 
the vanishing of the curvature (hence the name). My main aim is to seek an analogue of this 
type of curvature for more general first order differential equations. 
The first obstruction to integrability is the obstruction to finding a 1-jet of a solution at 
a point x, whose 0-jet at x is a given point in the fibre Ex. In other words, to what extent 
does 7r1,0 °: R1 -+ E fail to be surjective? The kernel of this map is gl = T* ®E fl R1, which 
is also the kernel of the symbol of the differential operator v: T* 0E -+ F'. By using the 
image factorisations, and introducing the cokernel K' of the symbol, an exact square can be 
constructed. 
15.3 First order square. The following commutative diagram is exact: 
000 
111 
0- gl " Rl - im Rl -" 0 
0- T"®E- 
IJ1EýE-' 
0 
0 ima F1-ý 
I1 
11 000 
Proof: The only sequence whose exactness is in question is the right hand column. This 
follows from exactness of the rest of the diagram and commutativity of the other three 
squares. Q 
Hence K' characterises the extent to which both the symbol and the map of interest 
7rEO I Rl 
fail to be surjective. 
15.4 Definition. The differential equation Rl is said to be transitive if the map Rl -> E is 
surjective. By the above this holds if the symbol map a is surjective if K1 = 0. 
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Transitivity is a basic and important property of a first order differential equation. The 
above shows that transitivity can be understood at the symbol level, at least once F1 is 
known. Since my main focus is on second order (curvature-like) obstructions, the differential 
equation will usually be assumed to be transitive. This is often the case in practice, and has 
the highly significant advantage that the second order obstructions can be understood at the 
symbol level (R' is quite hard to visualise and compute with, whereas g' is a simple algebraic 
object). The sequence 
0-3g1-+T*®E-F1 -40 
will be called the symbol sequence and g' the symbol kernel. 
Examples 
1. A connection on E is just a transitive first order differential operator with symbol kernel 
gl =0 and hence F1 = T* 0 E. 
2. Let H be a subbundle of T. Then a partial connection on E (along H) is a transitive 
first order differential operator with symbol sequence 
OGHO ®E_T*®E-_H*®E4O. 
This is very similar to a connection, but one can only differentiate along "horizontal" 
tangent vectors XEH. 
3. A first order differential operator from E -+ F is said to be elliptic if for each l; 0 in 
T*, the map o: E -+ F1 is an isomorphism. There is a vast theory on elliptic operators, 
including results which show that they have plenty of local solutions. Hence one should 
verify that any integrability obstructions vanish in this case. 
4. Let M be a Riemannian manifold (although only the conformal structure is needed), 
and Ea bundle of spinors. The symbol of the Dirac operator is given by Clifford 
multiplication, and so the Dirac operator is elliptic. However, by splitting the symbol 
sequence 
0-ýkerCliff-aT*®E-+ E-*0 
using the metric, another example, the twistor operator, E -> ker Cliff < T' ®E is 
obtained. This will be studied in more detail later. 
5. Let M be a (semi) Riemannian manifold with metric g. Killing's equation is the equation 
given by the differential operator k: ý -+ G{g on T, with symbol sequence 
0- so (T) -a T* ®T _ sym(T) -4 0. 
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The Levi-Civita connection is compatible with this equation, in the sense that Dý E 
so (T) for ýE ker k. This gives an alternative description of Killing's equation, and also 
decomposes R1 into a direct sum so(T) ® T. 
REMARK. A connection on E is said to be compatible with a differential equation R1 iff 
the differential operator defined by the connection and the symbol has kernel R. If R1 is 
not transitive there will be no compatible connection. In the transitive case, a compatible 
connection is a splitting of the inclusion gl -4 R1. 
16 Second order theory and curvature 
16.1 Definition. Using the natural embedding j2s N jI(jls) of J2E into J1(J'E), define 
the second order prolongation of R1 to be the bundle R2 given by the intersection of J'R1 
and J2E in J1(. I'E). 
This definition is a little bit subtle. At a point xEM, R2 consists of 2-jets (at x) of 
sections of E which are also 1-jets (at x) of sections of R'. This space is in general larger 
that the space of 2-jets (at x) of sections of E whose 1-jet is a section of R1 (which would be 
2-jets of solutions of the differential equation). But it is in general smaller than the space of 
2-jets (at x) of sections of E whose 1-jet at x is in Rx'. 
The second integrability obstruction measures the extent to which the natural projection 
R2 -+ R1 fails to be surjective. The kernel of this projection is g2 = S2T* ®E f1 T* ®gl. To 
understand this second obstruction, the map R2 -º J1R1 induced by the inclusion of J2E 
into Jl (J' E) will be considered. This leads to the construction of another exact square. 
16.2 Second order square. The following commutative diagram is exact: 
000 
111 
0_ g2 - R2 -º im R2 _0 
1 
0- T* ® Rl -- J' Rl --- R1 -ý 0 
0 -- VAR l2 --j2o 
111 
000 
Proof: As in the first order case, this is a purely formal argument. Q 
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16.3 Definition. The (second order) curvature of R' is the map R1 -+ K2 in the above dia- 
gram. K2 is then the image of the curvature. The curvature decomposes into two pieces: the 
map SZgi: gl -* Rl -+ K2 will be called the symbol curvature and the map E --> K2/ im Q91 
will be called the curvature endomorphism. 
In order to justify this terminology, firstly K2 will be identified as a subquotient of a 
bundle of 2-forms, and secondly it will be shown that this map can be calculated in a similar 
way to the curvature of a connection. 
16.4 Proposition. (1) The bundle F2 is a subbundle of T* A J1 E. 
(9 gi T* AJ1E If Rl is transitive then 
nJ1E A 2T* ®E 
where T* n g1 = 
T* 
T*AR1 T*Agl g2 
Proof: The first part is a consequence of the isomorphism T* A J' E= T*®. II E/S2T*®E 
J1(J'E)/J2E and the fact that R2 = Jl(J'E)flJ'R1. The second part follows from the 
simple observation that transitivity means J'E/R1 ^_' T® ® E/gl. Q 
T*AJIE A2T*® E 
16.5 Corollary. K2 is a subbundle of T*^ R1 or *^ l 
if R1 is transitive. 
El 
Henceforth the term curvature will refer to the map from R1 into this larger space, with 
image K2. Note how the space in which curvature takes its values becomes more computable 
in the transitive case (in fact it is a Spencer cohomology group; see for example [371). 
The above construction of the curvature involved the first order differential operator on 
J1E given formally by the quotient of J'(J'E) by J2 E. This operator is called the jet 
derivative and sends fj1s to df Aj1s. It is transitive, and so, in order to compute the second 
order curvature, a connection on J1E compatible with the jet derivative will be used. Such a 
connection can be constructed from a connection D= DE on E and a torsion free connection 
D on T*. The connection on E induces a direct sum decomposition JIE= T* ®E®E, but 
the obvious induced connection on this direct sum is not compatible with the jet derivative, 
since it does not split the inclusion of S2 T* ®E into j2 E, because of the curvature RE of 
DE. Fortunately, this is easily repaired. 
16.6 Proposition. The differential operator on (T' ® E) ®E defined by 
D(a, s) _ (Da -1 REs, Ds-a) 
is a connection on J1E compatible with the jet derivative. 
Proof: This is a connection on J1E since it differs from the obvious connection by a zero 
order operator. It is compatible with the jet derivative since if (a, s) =j1s, then D(a, s) is 
in S2T®®E. 0 
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In the transitive case, the symbol curvature can now be computed relatively easily by 
choosing a compatible connection on E and a torsion free connection on T*. Then the 
induced connection D on T* ®E is the projection of the connection compatible with the jet 
derivative. The symbol curvature S1gi is therefore obtained from the sequence 
Jlgl -+Jl (T* ®E) -°* T* ®T* ®E 
skew, A2T* 0E- 
A2POE 
T*n gI 
This will be illustrated in the examples in the next section. 
The curvature endomorphism is not quite so easy to handle, since the domain of the 
curvature is still the less computable space R1. However, an extra piece of structure (which 
one often has in examples), can be used to render the entire second order picture more 
manageable. 
16.7 Definition. A first order differential equation is said to be split if the inclusion of RI 
into J1 E is provided with a one-sided inverse which maps T* 0E onto g'. If the equation is 
transitive, it is split if the symbol sequence 
0-vgl -->T* ®E_*F' -+0 
comes equipped with a splitting F1 -> T* ® E. F1 will then be identified with its image in 
T* ®E. 
REMARK. In the case of a connection g' =0 and so the inverse of the isomorphism T*®E -+ 
F1 is the required splitting. Of course if an equation is not split, one can choose a splitting, 
for example, by introducing a metric on T* ® E. 
Although the notion of a split equation is independent of transitivity, it becomes more 
natural in the transitive case. In any case, though, the projection J1E -+ R' may be used 
to extend the domain of the curvature from Rl to all of J'E, so that it becomes a first order 
differential operator on E, which will be called the curvature operator. The symbol of the 
curvature operator factors through the symbol curvature, and the curvature endomorphism 
is then the transitivity obstruction for this new differential equation. The background is now 
prepared for the main result, which states that the curvature operator factors through the 
original differential operator. This seems somewhat surprising at first, since formally, the 
curvature operator vanishes on F1 not Rl (its complement! ). The point is, though, that the 
prolongation of the curvature operator does vanish on R2 = J' R' n J2E. 
16.8 Theorem. For a first order split differential operator D: E -4 F1 the curvature opera- 
tor is minus the composite of D with F1 4 PE -+ T* A PE 
Tý', 
*n ^ 
JOfE 
(the middle arrow 
being the jet derivative). 
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Proof: First it will be shown that the composite, which is a priori second order, vanishes on 
the inverse image of F1 (by 
it ') in J2E, and hence is a first order operator which factors 
through R'. Formally, the composite is given by the following sequence: 
Jz E --> Ji (Ji E) 
Z ý1D JiFi -4 Ji(T* ® E) -> J'(J'E) -º T*A J1E 
T*A. IIE 
T* A R. I 
Because the differential equation is split, the map j1V is the projection obtained by subtract- 
ing the J1R1 component. Now suppose VE J1(J'E) satisfies 7rJ; 
°F 'E F1. Then V) differs 
from an element of J1 F1 by an element XE T* ® R1. Now if 0 is also in J2E, then the jet 
derivative applied to +X annihilates V leaving only an element of T*A R1, which maps to 
zero in the quotient. 
The second part of the proof is to check that the induced operator on R' is the curvature, 
as defined previously. To do this choose any lift of a local section 0 of RI to J2E < J1(J1E). 
At each point this will differ from jlO by an element of T* ® T* ® E. Hence if the section 
j10 of J1 R1 is subtracted, only a further correction in T* 0 g' is required to give a section 
of J'F1. The original lift of j is annihilated by the jet derivative, and the term in T* 0 gl 
maps to zero in the final quotient space, leaving only the image of -j 1 (k, which proves the 
theorem. ED 
16.9 Corollary. If D is split transitive, choose a compatible connection on E and a torsion 
free connection on T*, which give rise to a connection D on T® ® E. Then the curvature 
operator is minus the composite of D itself with the differential operator given formally by 
J'F' -+Jl (T * (&E) 
* T* ®T* ®E Ske * A2T® ®E, 
A2T* ®E 
T*ngl 
Of course, this formula is directly analogous to the usual calculation of the curvature of a 
connection. Note also that the choice of torsion free connection on T* is irrelevant, since only 
its skew symmetric part, the exterior derivative, enters into the computation. Therefore, the 
above formula really involves only the exterior covariant derivative on E. 
Finally in this section, there is one important case in which the curvature of a differential 
operator can be reduced to the curvature of a connection. This is given by the following 
theorem. 
16.10 Theorem. Suppose Rl is a first order linear differential equation such that g2 =0 
and that T*A R1 is provided with a complement inT*AJ1E. Let d be the jet derivative, and 
S2 be the curvature, thought of as taking values in the complement of T* A Rl rather than the 
quotient. Then for a section Vi of R', d4') - 5h1 lies in T*A R' < T* A J1 E. Since the wedge 
product is injective on T* ® R', this is a connection. 
Proof: This is immediate from the original definition of the curvature as the quotient of the 
jet derivative. Q 
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In the transitive case, it suffices to give a complement for T*Agl in A2T *®E. Of course 
if there are no second order obstructions, then T*ARl = T* A J1 E, and the only remaining 
hypothesis of the above theorem is g2 = 0. Killing's equation satisfies these conditions, as 
will be seen in the next section. 
17 Examples 
Now the above theory will be applied to a few examples, in order to demonstrate the 
understanding of curvature obstructions it provides. Firstly, the case of an elliptic equation 
will be dealt with. 
17.1 Proposition. Suppose R1 is an elliptic differential equation. Then T* n gl = A2T*®E. 
Proof: It must be shown that the projection T*®gl -4 A2T*®E is surjective. By the rank- 
nullity theorem, it suffices to prove that the kernel K= T*®g' n S2T*®E is sufficiently small. 
Now if the rank of T is n and the rank of E (and also F') is k, then dim A2T*®E = ln(n-1)k. 
Since the symbol is surjective, dim T* ®gl = n(n - 1)k, and so it is required to prove that 
dimK < 1n(n - 1)k (the opposite inequality automatically holds). This holds because 
ellipticity implies (l; ) 0)®En T* ® gl = 0. More precisely, let e1 .... en be a basis for T, x, 
with dual basis e,, ... Ems, and 
let Ly = ®i 1(Ei) 0 (Ei) ® E. Then dim L,, = nk and if aEL, 
then a(ei, .)E gy n 
(Ei) ® E., for all i, so a=0 and hence T* 0 gl nL=0. This shows that 
KnL=0 and so dim K< 2n(n - 1)k as required. O 
It is straightforward to check out the case of a connection. This is a map D: . 71 E -+ T*®E 
splitting the 1-jet sequence. Hence F1 =T* ®E, gl = g2 =0 and T*A gl = 0. A compatible 
connection on E is the connection D itself. It is now clear that the formula in 16.9 is the 
usual formula for the curvature of a connection. 
The twistor equation 
Let M be a conformal n-manifold, and E-, E+ bundles of (possibly chiral) spinors as- 
sociated to the conformal structure (with conformal weights -2 and 2) such that T' acts 
from E- to E+. Let F1 = ker Cliff: T' ® E- -* E+ and D be the composite of a covariant 
derivative on E- (induced by a metric in the conformal class) and the orthogonal projection 
onto ker Cliff. This is the split transitive twistor operator, and is independent of the choice 
of the metric. g' is a copy of E+ inT*®E-. For simplicity I shall drop the +/- superscripts 
for the rest of this analysis. I shall also assume henceforth that n>2 
The important calculation is the following. 
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17.2 Proposition. For the twistor equation (and n> 2), g2 = T* ® gl n S2T* ®E is zero. 
Proof: Let el.... e,,, be be an orthonormal basis for T,, with dual basis ei,... en, and suppose 
Ei 
j ei (3 -j ®z%zj is an element of g2. 
Then J: j Ej ®2bij is of the form 
F_j Ej ® eyjj where 
eioj must be symmetric in i and j. Now for i j, ei = e? =1 and ejej = -ejei, and so 
ejgj = ejeieiOj = ejejejOi = -ei¢i. But for n>2 this implies qi =0 Vi. Q 
17.3 Corollary. The wedge product mappings T*®gl -4T* A gland T*®Rl -4T*AR1 are 
both injective. Therefore 
AZT* ®E_ T* ® F1 
T*n SZT* ®E where 
S2 T* ®E is embedded into T* ® F1 
g1 
by projecting along T* ® gl (N. B. this space is definitely not equal to T*A F', although it is 
a quotient of this latter space). 
The following result is now easily deduced: 
17.4 Proposition. The symbol curvature of the twistor operator is zero. 
Proof: For a =Eiei ® ejO E gl and a covariant derivative on T*® E, it is easy to calculate 
that Da = Ei j ej 0 ei 0e De3 4 (because Clifford multiplication is covariant constant). But 
this is in T* 0 gl and so is zero in the quotient. Q 
REMARK. If Clifford multiplication were not covariant constant (as happens on a hyper- 
surface for example), then the symbol curvature would measure this. As in the case of a 
partial connection, the symbol curvature really does measure the curvature of the symbol 
(only). 
The vanishing of the symbol curvature means that the curvature operator is an endomor- 
phism. Obtaining an explicit geometrical interpretation requires some detailed calculation. 
Fortunately, such calculation is not essential in order to understand the twistor equation, 
since the conformal inner product on A2T* ®E provides a complement to T* A gl , and so 
theorem 16.10 applies. Therefore there is actually a connection on the bundle R'. As is well 
known, the curvature of this connection (in dimensions > 4) is given by the Weyl curvature 
of the conformal structure. 
Killing's Equation 
Let M be a (semi) Riemannian manifold and consider Killing's equation ý* Gig = 
symmDý, with gl = so(T) 
17.5 Proposition. For Killing's equation, g2 = T* 0 so(T) f1 S2T® ®T is zero. Hence, the 
map skew : T* ® so(T) -+ A2T* ®T is bijective, with inverse 13 N a, where 
29(a(X)Y, Z) = 9(A(X, Y), Z) +9(A(Z, X), Y) + 9(Q(Z, Y), X). 
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Proof: This is every Riemannian geometer's favourite calculation. Q 
17.6 Proposition. For Killing's equation, the second order curvature obstruction vanishes, 
and there is a unique extension of (0, ý) in J1T = so (T) ®T to a 2-jet in R2, whose highest 
order part is X, Y2 (R(X, ý)Y + R(Y, ý)X). 
Proof: The obstruction vanishes because T*Ag' = A2T*®T, and the extension is unique 
because g2 = 0. To calculate the correct 2-jet, suppose 0= jlý. Then skewDO = Rý and so, 
since Do is a section of T* ®so(T), it is given by 
DxO(Y) =2 (R(X, Y)ý - R(ý, X)Y - R(ý, Y)X) = R(X, ý)Y. 
The symmetric part of this is the highest order part of the 2-jet. 0 
17.7 Theorem. There is a connection on Killing's equation given by 
Dx (q, ý) = (Dxß - R(X, ý), Dxý - O(X ))" 
A parallel section of Killing's equation is a Killing vector field. 
Proof: The existence of the connection is given by 16.10. Since the second order curvature 
of Killing's equation vanishes. The connection is given by the jet derivative Rl -+ T* A J'E 
composed with the isomorphism T* A J1 E -4 T*® R', induced by the inverse A2T*® E -* 
T* 0 o(T). The formula is now an easy computation. If 0= Dý then ý satisfies Killing's 
equation. Conversely, a solution of Killing's equation also satisfies DXDý = R(X, ý) by the 
proof of 17.6. Q 
17.8 Theorem. The curvature of the connection on Killing's equation is given by R(cb, 
DAR - 4(R), where 
O(R)(X, Y)Z = O(R(X, Y)Z) - R((k(X), Y)Z - R(X, «(Y))Z - R(X, Y)q(Z) 
is the natural action of so(T). Hence (0, ý) defines an infinitesimal Killing vector field at a 
point if DAR = q5(R) there. Killing's equation is integrable if the connection if flat iff M has 
constant curvature. 
Partial connections 
Recall that a partial connection is given by a subbundle H of T and a map J'E -+ H*®E 
whose symbol is induced by the natural projection T* --+ H* (with kernel H°, the annihilator 
of H). The symbol sequence is 
0-ýHo ®E-+T*®E->H*®E->0, 
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i. e., F1 = H* 0 E, g' = H° ®E and partial connections are always transitive. A splitting of 
a partial connection is nothing more than a complementary subhnndle to H in T. 
A simple calculation gives the following: 
17.9 Proposition. g2 = S2 H° 0E and so 
T*Agl =H*AH°®E='AfjT*®E, 
which is the space of 2-forms (with values in E) vanishing on A2H. Consequently the 
codomain for the curvature is A2H* 0 E. 
The symbol curvature can be calculated without a splitting. It is the mats 011: H° ®E -4 
A2H* ®E given on sections X, Y of H, by 
QH(X, Y)a ®s = DX (a (9s)(Y) - Dl, (a 0 s)(X) = a(DaY - DyX)s = a([X, Y])s, 
where ac H° = (T/H)*. Therefore Q11 (X, Y) is given by the action of [X, Y] mod H, and 
so it is the Frobenius curvature of H, which measures its failure to be integrable (i. e. the 
tangent bundle of a foliation). If it is integrable, then a partial connection is just a connection 
along the leaves of a foliation. Hence, when studying partial connections, one usually makes 
some sort of non-integrability assumption. 
To calculate the full curvature operator, a splitting 1rj :T -a H and a compatible con- 
nection on E will be chosen. Applying 16.9 gives the formula 
DxDys - DyDx s-D,,, [X,,. 1s 
for the curvature applied to a section s of E and sections X, Y of H. It is clear that the symbol 
of this operator applied to ce ®s and X, Y is a([X, Y] - ir1j [X, Y]) ® s, which clearly factors 
through the symbol curvature. For further information on partial connections in general see 
Ge [35]. Here I would like to focus on partial connections on contact manifolds, which (in 
a complexified version) may be of particular interest in the twistor theory of quaternionic 
manifolds [71]. 
For contact manifolds, H has codimension 1, and satisfies the "maximal" non-integrability 
condition that the Frobenius curvature XAYH [X, Y] mod H defines a non-degenerate 
skew form on H. Therefore H has even rank 2m and the manifold M has dimension 2711 + 1. 
The lowest possible dimension for a contact manifold is therefore 3, and in fact S3 is an 
example. 
An important consequence of the non-degeneracy of the Frobenius curvature comes from 
the following: 
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17.10 Theorem (Lefschetz). Let w be a nondegenerate skew form on a vector space V 
of dimension 2m. Define L: A(V*) -+ A(V*) by L(a) =wA o'. Then LP: A"'-/)(V *) -4 
A'+r(V*) is an isomorphism for each p>0. 
Idea of proof: Introduce a compatible inner product on V. Then one finds that [L, L*] = 
H= EP(m-p)IIp where IIp is the projection onto p-forms. It is then easy to see that [L, H] _ 
2L and [L*, H] = -2L*, and so L, L*, H span a Lie subalgebra of End A(V*) isonlorphic to 
SL(2, IR) (or SL(2, C)). The result then follows from the study of the "root strings" of this 
representation. Q 
17.11 Corollary. L: Ak-1(V *) Ak+1(V *) is infective for k <, in, and sui jective for A: > in. 
This is useful in contact geometry, because 77H: T -+ T/H and 5211: A2H -a T/H together 
generate a differential ideal in A(T*) (this can be seen by locally trivialising the line bundle 
T/H, and showing that S1H = drjj in the trivialisation). Writing Lit for the wedge product 
by the (twisted) 2-form 1 H, the exterior derivative then gives rise to differential operators 
AkH* Ak+' H* 
dH 
im LH im Lit ' 
and 
dH: (kerLH)k -> (kerLH)k+', 
where the superscripts denote the k and k+1 form components. The first differential operator 
is only interesting for k<m (otherwise the spaces all vanish) and the second for k> in. 
Rumin [70] has observed that there is a second order differential operator 
H` 
DH: 
A"` 
LH -. 
> (kerLH)m+1, 
linking these two complexes into a single complex. This operator has come to be known as 
the Rumin operator, and the complex is called the Rumin complex. Rnmin [70] shows that 
its cohomology is isomorphic to the deRham cohomology of M (by proving local exactness). 
Now given a partial connection on E, is it possible to twist this complex with E, and so 
obtain a sequence of differential operators associated to the partial connection? The answer is 
yes, but with the small proviso that the "twisted Rumin operator" is not canonically defined 
unless the curvature endomorphism of the partial connection vanishes. 
More precisely, it is well known (see [35]) that the two halves of the complex can be 
constructed for partial connections: one simply picks any extension of the partial connection 
V to a connection t on E and uses the exterior covariant derivative dv. It is easy to see 
that this induces operators on the two halves of the complex independent of the choice of 0. 
For the Rumin operator, the first part of Rumin's construction goes through without 
change: 
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17.12 Proposition. For F_ aj ®sj E ArH*®E there is a unique lift E ('j ®., iE A"`T' ®E 
such that d°a "® 5ý E A71+1TH ®E for any choice of 
Proof: To do this pick any lifts äj E A'T* and recall that L11 is an isomorphisin onto 
Am, +1 H* ® E. Then it is easy to see that 
i a"0sj-ýaj®Si-T1HAfLill(dvE[Yj®, tiý111) 
is the required lift. Q 
Following the rest of Rumin's construction would lead one to define 
DV(Eaj ®sj)dva"®sj. 
Unfortunately, this doesn't quite work, since in the presence of curvature, it isn't in ker L, 1 
and doesn't vanish on im LH. However, using the decompositions 
A'H*=kerLj ®imLN 
A"' TH = ker LH ®im LH 
it is straightforward to project D'ý' so that descends to a second order differential operator 
D° between the appropriate bundles. This leaves just one problem: Dv depends on the 
choice of V. Any two such V differ by 71H ®' E H° 0 End E, and it is easy to compute that 
the difference in the twisted Rumin operators is given by ( ®s H rmt, All P((-V, ) (S) (Ds, where 
P is the projection onto ker LH in AmH*. 
The computation of the curvature of a partial connection V given above allows this 
problem to be understood. Indeed a lift 0 is a compatible connection on E, with curvature 
R, and so the curvature endomorphism of the partial connection is 
s (Rs)ýH mod im LH. 
In particular it vanishes if RIH is a 2-form on H in the image of L, 1. Now the difference in 
the lifted curvatures R for two lifts t is given by Q11 ®1b, and so if hill is in the image of 
LH, for some t then it is true for all, and there is a unique choice of t such that RI 0. 
R may then be viewed as a higher order integrability obstruction of V. 
In three dimensions, the image of LH is all of A2H', and so the curvature endoniorphisui 
is always zero. Hence one always has unique twisted Rumin operator, and a natural third 
order curvature R. This has already been observed by Rumin, but here it is found as part of 
the more general picture that when second order integrability obstructions vanish, one can 
hope to easily compute the third order ones. 
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18 The wider context 
I have examined the general theory of integrability for linear differential equations in 
the simpler context of second order obstructions for first order differential equations. The 
resulting theory is still very general, since it applies to any first order linear equation, laut 
it is hoped that it is more accessible and amenable to calculation than the full theory as 
described in [741. 
In particular, a formally integrable equation comes with a resolution of its solution sheaf, 
called the Spencer resolution (in fact two related resolutions are defined). However, to the 
best of the author's knowledge, no attempt has been made to generalise (in a wide context) 
the exterior covariant derivative sequence induced by a connection with possibly nonzero 
curvature. Such a sequence will only be a complex if some curvature obstructions vanish. 
Theorem 16.8 provides the first two differential operators in such a sequence, namely 
E-ýF1 
T* RI ' 
and indeed the obstruction to it being a complex (at F1) is the second order curvature 
obstruction for the (split) differential equation. In the transitive case the sequence may be 
rewritten as a sequence of Spencer cohomology groups: 
E-ýT*®Eý 
A2T*®E 
91 T*Ag' 
It is therefore natural to conjecture that these first two terms really are part of a longer 
sequence of differential operators, and that if sufficiently many curvature obstructions vanish, 
this sequence will be a complex. The example of the twisted Rumin complex suggests the 
form such a sequence might take. 
Returning now to the twistor and Killing's equation, I would like to finish with some 
comments about the context for these equations. This is the context of geometrical structures 
on manifolds. The existence of the local twistor connection, and the connection on Killing's 
equation are both already known from a number of different points of view. The most 
well-established of these is Cartan's method of equivalence (see for example [19]). In this 
context, the connections are constructed as Cartan connections (parallelisations) on principal 
Lo-bundles, where Lo is a Lie group associated to the geometrical structure. These are 
equivalently connections on a produced principal L-bundle, where L/Lo is a homogeneous 
model space of the same dimension as the manifold. See Guillemin and Sternberg [41] and 
Kobayashi [54] for this theory. 
Killing's equation and the twistor equation are natural equations associated to Rieman- 
nian and conformal geometry respectively. The connection on Killing's equation is then the 
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connection induced by the Levi-Civita connection on the principal L-bundle. For Riemannian 
geometry, Lo can be taken to be SO(n) and then L is SO(n) a W'. Killing's equation is then 
the bundle associated to the adjoint representation. Similarly, in conformal geometry, there 
is a Cartan normal connection on a principal Lo-bundle, and the local twistor connection is 
just a linear representation of the produced connection on the principal L-bundle. There will 
also be a connection on the prolongation of the conformal Killing equation, which will be the 
bundle associated to the adjoint representation. 
Similar methods apply to any geometrical structure of finite type. In [7] Boston constructs 
an analogue of the local twistor connection for geometrical structures associated to simple 
graded Lie algebras of depth 1. The study of such structures goes back to Ochiai [64], who 
shows they admit a Cartan normal connection, provided that the Corson vanishes. Although 
from the point of view of the general method of equivalence, Baston's construction is not 
surprising, it is both direct and illuminating. Notwithstanding the beautiful theory of exte- 
rior differential systems [19], from the point of view of analysis, a covariant derivative is a 
much easier object to handle than a Cartan connection. By constructing directly a covariant 
derivative on the bundle associated to an irreducible representation of a simple graded Lie 
algebra, Baston is able to study invariant differential operators on the classes of manifolds he 
considers. It would be interesting to extend his methods to more general geometrical struc- 
tures. For example Tanaka [77] constructs a Cartan normal connection for simple graded 
Lie algebras of arbitrary depth (and unlike Ochiai, he does not snake any torsion vanishing 
assumptions). This includes several interesting classes of contact strictures, including the 
case of a CR structure. Morimoto [61] has generalised these inethocls still further. In all 
these cases, it would be interesting to compute directly both the "local twistor" connection 
associated to an irreducible representation, and the connection associated to the adjoint rep- 
resentation, which will be a prolongation of the infinitesimal autontorphism equation. This is 
the (linear) Lie equation of the geometrical structure. The study of the corresponding non- 
linear Lie equation (for local automorphisms) is central to the integrability and equivalence 
problems [55] [67]. 
Invariant differential operators, as computed by Baston [7], are also interesting in the con- 
text of the methods I have presented here. This is because they are associated to Bernstein- 
Gel'fand-Gel'fand (BGG) resolutions on the model space, as described, for example in [8]. 
In particular, this is the underlying algebra behind the Rumin complex. From an algebraic 
point of view, it is not actually surprising that one needs a second order differential operator 
to complete the Rumin complex, nor is it surprising that the cohomology is isomorphic to 
the deRham cohomology. For BGG resolutions in general may be thought of as deRham 
resolutions adapted to a particular geometric structure (see [8] for this point of view). They 
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are more efficient, in the sense that the bundles involved have lower rank, but the price to 
pay is that some of the differential operators in the resolution may have order greater than 
1. The Rumin complex fits this model precisely. 
In summary, the methods of this Part only scrape the surface of a number of interacting 
areas of mathematics. However, as with Baston's work, the advantage of the methods I have 
described is that they produce some of the results of more general theories very directly. 
For example, the connection on Killing's equation is surely a pertinent tool for Riemannian 
geometry and general relativity, yet it seems to be seldom used. A more direct approach 
may be helpful in this regard. It would be interesting to see how far such direct. methods 
can be pushed. In particular, the three ways I have mentioned for viewing a connection on a 
geometrical structure (the Cartan connection, the infinitesimal autolnol'pllisln equation, and 
the local twistor connection) are closely related, and their construction should reflect this. 
Looking at geometrical structures and differential equations from all points of view may not 
immediately give new results, but may provide a framework in which new results suggest 
themselves. 
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Part IV 
Twistor Geometry in Even Dimensions 
Twistor geometry provides a way of describing differential equations and their solutions oll 
some manifold in terms of the geometry of an associated complex manifold, called the twistor 
space. It has been most thoroughly developed in the context of 4 dimensional conformal 
geometry [30], but the same ideas apply in much wider contexts (see e. g. [29] [63] [62] [65] [71]). 
However, some of the constructions applied to the 4 dimensional case heroine uninteresting 
in higher dimensional conformal geometry. A particular example is the Ward correspondence 
between certain holomorphic vector bundles on the twistor space and vector bundles with 
connection. In 4 dimensions the Ward correspondence is at the heart of the solution of the 
self-dual Yang-Mills equations in terms of linear algebra (the ADHM construction), but in 
higher dimensions, the connections obtained from the direct generalisation are always flat 
and therefore of little interest. For this reason, it is natural to seek broader analogues of the 
Ward correspondence which are more interesting in higher dimensions. One possibility is to 
look at quaternionic manifolds instead of conformal manifolds [59], but here my aim will be 
to study the higher dimensional conformal case. 
I will focus on the case of the 6-sphere (or rather its complexification), both as a pointer 
towards twistor transforms in higher even dimensional conformal geometry, and also because 6 
dimensional geometry has a number of features of its own related to triality. One motivation 
for seeking analogues in 6 dimensions of the self-dual Yang-Mills equations, is that such 
equations might shed light on the 4 dimensional theory by dimensional reduction. There is 
also a more direct link between 4 and 6 dimensions, namely that the fibres of the twistor space 
in 6 dimensions are twistor spaces of 4-spheres. Thus the internal geometry of 6 dimensional 
twistor theory is 4 dimensional twistor geometry. Following Manin and Minh [60], I shall 
study a class of holomorphic vector bundles, first considered by Atiyah and Hitchin, which 
respect this relation between 4 and 6 dimensional twistor geometry, in that, restricted to 
each internal space, they become 4 dimensional mathematical instantous. This leads to 
an interaction between 6 dimensional geometry and the moduli space of instantons in 4 
dimensions. 
As well as looking down at 4 dimensions, 6 dimensional twistor geometry looks up towards 
8 dimensional geometry. Indeed the 6 dimensional complex quadric is a homogeneous space 
for SO(8, C), and so is relevant as an internal space in 8 dimensions. Manin and Minh suggest 
that such models might be physically interesting, since (for example) it has been suggested 
that triality for SO(8) may be related to the symmetries of particle physics. 
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My work in this area is purely on the analysis and geometry. My aim has been to analyse 
the differential equations induced by the holomorphic vector bundles of "instanton type" 
on twistor space, with a view to providing a one to one correspondence between a class of 
interesting differential equations and a class of holomorphic vector bundles, generalising the 
correspondence between self-dual connections and mathematical instantons. One expects that, 
the differential equations will satisfy an equation analogous to the self-duality or a colltlectiotl, 
and from this obtain an inverse construction of the original hololuorphic vector bundles. This 
aim has not yet been fulfilled, although some progress towards it has been made. 
In their paper, Manin and Minh studied one of the differential equations induced by a 
bundle of instanton type, and showed that the bundle on the correspondence space could 
be reconstructed from the symbol of the differential operator. However, they were unable 
to find conditions on this differential operator enabling them to reconstruct the flat relative 
connection on the correspondence space, and hence characterise the differential equations 
arising from the twistor construction. 
The main progress I have made on this problem is to provide a setting in which the equa- 
tions arising from twistor constructions can be characterised to second order. In particular, I 
have shown that for the class of differential equations studied by Manin and Minh, the second 
order integrability obstructions provide no useful information, at least in an important special 
case. This is in marked contrast to the 4 dimensional situation, in which the integrability 
condition for a connection is that its curvature should be self-dual. I have also obtained other 
differential equations induced by bundles of instanton type, and studied their integrability 
properties. Finally, I have set these individual constructions in the context of the utoduli 
space of instantons. This approach, although technically more difficult, is geometrically more 
natural, and I believe that it will ultimately illuminate the other constructions. 
In the first two sections I shall outline the necessary background for even dimensional 
twistor geometry. This material is all quite standard; a recent reference is Inoue [51], but 
see also [6], [49], [79] for the 4 dimensional theory, and [29] [63] for more general contexts. I 
mainly work in the context of higher dimensional conformally flat geometry, using the alge- 
braic point of view of [8] [29]. In section 19, I introduce the twistor equation on a conformal 
manifold and sketch its relationship with the twistor space. My point of view on the twistor 
equation comes from Hitchin [48] [49] and Baston [7], whereas the description of the twistor 
space in terms of almost complex structures comes from Atiyah, Hitchin and Singer [6] and 
O'Brian and Rawnsley [63]. I provide no proofs, since there are plenty in the literature, and 
in any case I will be concentrating on the conformally flat case where the theory is more alge- 
braic. In section 20,1 discuss the algebraic and geometrical background for even dimensional 
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conformally flat geometry in more detail. Here the main reference is Eastwood [29], and the 
book of Baston and Eastwood [8]. At the end of the section I turn to the specific case of the 
6 dimensional complex quadric Q6, and describe its geometry, emphasising the consequences 
of triality. Manin and Minh give a similar, albeit brief, treatment of this material see also 
Wong [80]. In addition to triality, I shall emphasise the internal geometry of Qc', and its 
relationship to 4 dimensional twistor geometry. 
In section 21 I present the background for the constructions of later sections. Following 
Baston and Eastwood [8], I present twistor transforms in the very general context of double 
fibrations. I begin the section by summarising the geometry of such double fibrations, as 
described in [8] and also in Ward and Wells [79]. I then turn to the study of sheaves. Isere I 
take a slightly different approach to [8], and sketch the derived category approach to sheaves 
on locally ringed spaces. This is standard material, taken frone Kashiwara and Schapira [52] 
and Hartshorne [43], and I have consequently glossed over some (minor) technicalities for 
conciseness. My main purpose is to demonstrate that this approach is very natural in this 
context, since it permits infinitesimal constructions to be carried out at a truly infinitesimal 
level. 
The final part of section 21 lies very much at the heart of this work. Here I define the 
notion of a twistor transform of a holomorphic vector bundle, and show how differential 
operators then arise. I relate these differential operators to the general analysis of Part III, 
and show how certain cohomology groups may be interpreted as integrability obstructions 
for the associated differential equations. 
Section 22 on mathematical instantons in 4 dimensions is again standard material, which 
I include because the ADHM construction is central to the analysis of bundles of instanton 
type in 6 dimensions. 
Section 23 brings together the material from the previous 4 sections in order to study 
twistor transforms of mathematical instanton bundles on the 6 dimensional complex quadric. 
After setting up the relevant cohomological apparatus, I turn to the twistor transform bundle 
H1 (F(-1)) studied by Manin and Minh. I summarise their results, and show that for rank 2k 
bundles of charge k (an important critical case for mathematical lntitantons), the second order 
integrability obstruction is unconstrained by the geometry of the twistor space, contrary to 
expectation. I also show that for bundles of charge k=1, the differential operator obtained 
is a partial connection. The explicit description of the symbol leads to all explicit description 
of the curvature, which I then relate to the twistor construction. Motivated by the need to 
find an equation on the horizontal bundle of this partial connection, I turn to the twistor 
transform bundle H°(F(1)). I study the general properties of this twistor transform for rank 
2k bundles of charge k, and then focus once more on the k=1 case where explicit calculations 
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are again possible. The result of this analysis is that the differential operator on H°(F(1)) 
is indeed constrained, but not enough to provide the inverse construction sought. 
In the final section 24 I turn to the moduli space of mathematical instantons as a natural 
framework for considering bundles of instanton type. Indeed a bundle of instanton type may 
be viewed as a map from (a piece of) the 6 dimensional complex quadric into the moduli space 
of mathematical instantons. This map will satisfy some differential constraint coming frone 
the geometry of the twistor space, and related to the twistor transform H' (End F). About 
a single point in the quadric, this map may be viewed as a deformation of a mathematical 
instanton. This point of view links the differential equation to the Atiyah class of time bundle 
on the correspondence space, and so provides an infinitesimal inverse construction. Unfor- 
tunately, explicit characterisations are much harder to obtain, even for k=1. I conclude 
by suggesting the results that one might hope to obtain, and possible paths towards the full 
inverse construction that the theory still lacks. 
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19 The twistor equation 
Let M be a conformal spin manifold, and E} bundles of spinors induced by a graded 
Clifford module E= IE+ ® E-. 
Given a choice of metric in the conformal class, the Levi-Civita connection may be used 
to introduce two first order differential operators on E- with conformally invariant symbols: 
9 The Dirac operator V with symbol sequence 
Oýkerc*T*®E- ->E+-*O. 
" The twistor operator D with the inverse symbol sequence 
0-ý E+-ýT*®E- -+kerc-*0, 
where the splitting E+ -4 T* ® E- is given by s e; ® eis, where c'Z is a conformal 
frame and ei is the dual coframe. 
The Dirac operator is conformally invariant if E- is attached with conformal weight ": 2: 
11 
whereas for the twistor operator the conformal weight must be - z; see Fegan [31] for a unified 
point of view. (Note also that the weights must be different, for otherwise one could add the 
two operators together and obtain a conformally invariant connection. ) Front now on, the 
focus will be on the twistor equation and so E- will have conformal weight -, 21 and E+ will 
have conformal weight 2. Formally the twistor operator is a splitting of the middle column 
in the following exact square: 
00 
11 
O-kerc -kerc -0 
O-ºT`®E-- JIE- - E- 
1 0 E+ T- ----º E 
111 
000 
-0 
where the (local) twistor bundle T- is the pushout extension (or, using the twistor operator, 
the subbundle of J1E- consisting of formal solutions of the twistor equation Ds = 0). 
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ASIDE. Hidden in the ± notation there is a question of orientation. For there is another twistor 
operator, which acts from E+ (with weight - 2) to 
E- (with weight ). The choice of one operator 
over the other is effectively a choice of orientation, but the way the ± sign is associated with the 
orientation is a matter of convention. I will take the position that the operator from E- to E' is 
the "positive" one, even though I denote the associated equation by T- (since it is an extension 
of E-). In all constructions I will use this positive equation and its solutions. I will assume that 
the associated orientation is defined by the convention that, the twistor space constructed from T- 
relates to anti-self-dual maximal totally null subspaces (another reason for the minus sign). This 
convention is chosen so that the positive twistor constructions are related to self-final objects (since 
their anti-self-dual parts vanish). In particular in 4 dimensions, the positive twist. or equation will 
be integrable if the curvature is self-dual (meaning that it, vanishes on anti-self-dual 2-planes). 
Of course these sign conventions are not at all important, and indeed a virtually identical theory 
applies to the negative twistor equation, simply by flipping all the signs and introducing an "anti" 
in front of all self-dual objects. It is important, however, to be consistent; my choice of sign 
conventions is simply a means to that end! 
I will now restrict attention to even dimensional manifolds and the complex irreducible spinor 
bundles E'ý--. The twistor equation then has an important interpretation, relating to the 
following definition. 
19.1 Definition. Let P(E- )` be the subvariety of pure spinors in the dual space of E" (these 
are the spinors annihilated by maximal null subspaces of the con)hlex tangent bundle). Then 
the twistor fibration over M is defined to be the bundle P(P(E-)*). 
The reason for looking at projectivised pure spinors is that they correspond to maximal 
totally null subspaces of the complex tangent space. In the real case, these correspond to 
orthogonal complex structures: the orthogonal linear maps . 1: TM -* TM with . 
12 = -1. 
(See e. g. Lawson and Michelsohn [56] or Inoue [51]. ) Therefore, in the real case the fibre 
of the twistor fibration at x may be identified with the space of (orientation preserving) 
orthogonal complex structures on TXM. For current purposes, the important aspect of the 
above definition is that the twistor fibration is a bundle over M whose fibre at x is a projective 
subvariety of P((Ex- These fibres will be identified in the next section. Note, though, that 
in 4 and 6 dimensions, any nonzero spinor is pure and so the fibres are CP''s and CH"'; 's 
respectively, establishing the link with [6) and [801. 
Now any element of E. determines a linear functional on (E,, -)*, and therefore a section 
of 0(1) over 1P((E, -)'). The fibrewise 0(1) fit together to give a line bundle over twistor 
fibration, and any (local) section of E- determines a section of this line bundle over (an open 
subset of) the twistor fibration, which is automatically holomorphic in the vertical direction 
(since it's homogeneous of degree 1). 
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If M is a real manifold, then the projectivised pure spinor bundle has a tautological almost 
complex structure (as described, for example, in [6] or [63]). This almost complex structure is 
integrable if the twistor equation is integrable. In 4 dimensions, this holds if M is self-dual, 
whereas in higher dimensions the twistor equation is integrable if M is conforcnally flat. In 
the integrable case, the twistor fibration over a real manifold will be called its twistor space. 
The line bundle 0(1) over the twistor space is holoinorphic, and its sections are precisely 
those sections induced by solutions to the twistor equation. 
From the twistor perspective, however, it is often more converiielit and natural to work 
in the complex category i. e., complex manifolds equipped with holomorphic conformal struc- 
tures, and I will be more interested in that case here. In this case holomorphic sections of 
E- automatically induce holomorphic sections of 0(l) over the twistor fibration (whether 
they satisfy the twistor equation or not). So what then is the interpretation of holomorphic 
solutions to the twistor equation? 
As in the real case (see [6]), the twistor equation determines a subbundle of TI(P(E )*), 
but this is now a complex subbundle with no real structure. The integrability of the twistor 
equation is equivalent to the Frobenius integrability of this suºbbimdle. Hence, in the inte- 
grable (conformally flat) case, the twistor equation gives rise to a foliation of the twistor 
fibration by complex submanifolds, and the solutions to the twistor equation are the sections 
of 0(1) which are constant along the leaves. The twistor space may then he defined to be 
the leaf space, which is a complex manifold. The twistor fibration is then a ('onlpICX fibre 
bundle over both M and its twistor space and so is an example of a double fibration. 
Since these constructions requires the real or complex manifold M to he coiiformally 
flat (in dimension greater that 4), for local purposes, it suffices to study even dimensional 
quadrics. 
20 Twistor geometry of even dimensional quadrics 
20.1 Definition. Let V be a (real or complex) vector space with a (symmetric) inner prod- 
uct. Then the quadric of V is the space of null lines in V. This is the subvariety of F(V ) 
defined by the equation z. z = 0. 
The focus here will be on the real quadric S11 in P(R"+I'' ) and the complex quadric Q'I in 
I (cCn+2 ), although it is also of interest to consider other quadrics, particularly the Lorentzian 
quadrics S'-1"1 in p(R" 2 ). Also, it will be taken to be even, say n= 27n. In fact it turns out 
that these quadrics (be they complex or real of arbitrary signature) all have the same twistor 
space. 
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As quadrics, the manifolds S' and Q" have a natural conformal structure. A useful wady 
to describe them is as follows. Choose a point (null line) x in S" or Q" and represent it, 
as a sum of orthogonal vectors u, v with u. u = 1, v. v = -1. Observe that the subgroup of 
SO(2m + 2, C) or SO(2m + 1,1, III) fixing u is SO(2m + 1) and this acts transitively on S" or 
Q11, whereas the subgroup fixing u and v is SO(2in), which is the isotropy representation of 
SO(2m + 1) on the tangent space at x. Hence 
S" = SO(2m + 1, R)/SO(21r1, R) 
Qn = SO(2m + 1, C)/SO(27n, C) 
This is of course not the conformally invariant way of describing these manifolds, which are 
more naturally quotients of SO(2m + 2, C) or SO(2m + 1,1, IR) by a parabolic subgroup (see 
below), but I mention it because of the following interesting result. 
20.2 Proposition. The diagrams 
U(m) SO(2m + 1) GL(in, C) -º SO(2m + 1, C) 
11 and 11 U(m + 1) -º SO( 't + 2) GL(m + 1, C) - SO(2mma + 2, C) 
are pullbacks. 
This is just a version of the Hopf fibration U(in+ 1)/U(lna) ^-' Sl`+' and its coniplexifica- 
tion. Here, though, I will be more interested in the isomorphism of the horizontal quotients 
in the first diagram, i. e., SO(2m + 1)/U(m) = SO(27n + 2)/U(zn + 1). 
Recall that the twistor space of S' is the space of orthogonal almost complex structures 
on S. Now the space of complex structures on T1; S" is diffeonºorphic to SO(2n z)/U(in) 
and so the twistor bundle is diffeomorphic to SO(2na+ 1)/U(in). Cotusecluently the following 
result is obtained: 
20.3 Proposition. The fibres of the twistor space of S2' 2 are difeomorphic to the (entity. ) 
twistor space of Sem. 
This result relates the twistor geometry of S` to the. twistor geometry of S"-2 and S"+2`' 
The fibres of the twistor space over S" are twistor spaces for S"-2, and the entire twistor 
space is a typical fibre of the twistor space for S"+2. In short I shall say 
20.4 Slogan. Twistor geometry in dimension n relates to the moduli of twistor geometry in 
dimension n-2 and the internal space of twistor geometry in dimension n+2. 
Since the real quadric is conformally flat, the almost complex structure on the twistor 
space is integrable, and so the twistor space is a complex manifold. This is also immediate 
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from the above proposition, since the fibres of the twistor space over S"+2 are certainly 
complex manifolds, and hence so is the twistor space for S". Indeed it can be shown that it 
is the complex homogeneous space given by the quotient of SO(27n. + 2, C) by the parabolic 
subgroup whose reductive part is GL(m + 1, C). This space will also be the twistor space of 
the complex quadric Qn, but it will no longer be a fibration over Q", but rather part of a 
double fibration, with the twistor fibration over Q" as the correspondence space. I will next 
describe the construction of this double fibration. 
Recall that the quadric Q" was constructed as the space of null lines in 'II' _ ýý`+` 
(with its usual conformal structure). It will be convenient to make use also of the standard 
metric (or volume form) on T. An irreducible complex spinor representation for the (even) 
Clifford algebra (and hence the Spin group) will have complex dimension 2"'. A particular 
such vector space may be constructed from the twistor equation. More precisely, since Q" 
is conformally flat, the twistor equation is integrable, and so defines a trivialisation of the 
local twistor bundle T- (since any solution to the twistor equation on Q" is determined by 
its 1-jet at any point). The corresponding vector space T- is then an irreducible complex 
spinor representation for Spin(2rn + 2, C). 
20.5 Definition. Let P(T-)* be the subvariety of pure spinors in the dual space of the T- 
(these are the spinors annihilated by maximal null subspaces of T). Then the, t.? ui5t07" Space 
of Q7 is defined to be the space IZD(P(T-)*). 
Points in the twistor space therefore correspond to maximal totally null subspaces of 
7, which in turn correspond to maximal totally null projective submanifolds of Q", called 
a-planes. In fact only half of the maximal totally null subspaces are obtained (the anti- 
self-dual subspaces), the other half correspond to projectivised pure spinors in the "other" 
representation T+ obtained by changing orientation. The corresponding submanifolds are 
called ß-planes. Since there is an obvious symmetry between a- and f3-planes, I will not pay 
much attention to the latter. 
It is immediate from this definition and 19.1 that the twistor space of Q" is a typical 
fibre of the twistor fibration over Qn+2, but it remains to check that it really is related to the 
twistor fibration over Q". This follows from the fact that the fibres of (E-)* are all subspaces 
of (T-)*, and that the pure spinors correspond. In order to see this, it is convenient to separate 
the cases n2 mod 4 and n ^- 0 mod 4. In the former case, (E-) * E+ and (T-)* T-; 
and so the required inclusion is the inclusion of the symbol kernel of the twistor equation. In 
the latter case (E-)* is isomorphic to E- with weight Z, and r and again there is 
a conformally invariant inclusion (the symbol kernel of the negative twistor equations). The 
fact that pure spinors correspond can be seen by representing a point x of Q" by a pair of unit 
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vectors, one timelike and one spacelike, so that there is a corresponding; isotropy inclusion of 
Spin(2m, C) into Spin(2m + 2, Q. The projectivised pure spinors in (E; )` form a projective 
submanifold of the twistor space, called the twistor submanifold corresponding to the point, 
x in Qn. 
The twistor space as a generalised flag variety 
Baston and Eastwood [8] give a more algebraic description of the double fibration for the group 
Spin(2m+2, C), using the fact that the quadric Q2m, its twistor space, and the correspondence 
space, are all quotients of Spin(2m + 2, C) by parabolic subgroups, or equivalently orbits in 
a projectivised representations. There is a convenient way of denoting such "generalised flag 
varieties" using Dynkin diagrams. The Dynkin diagram for Spin(27n + 2, C) is 
-C which has m+1 nodes. 
The three extreme nodes are associated to the representations 7, T- and T+ (and the 
corresponding parabolic subgroups). Consequently the double fibration may be written: 
X... -le-ý 
µ 1ý 
Baston and Eastwood give a simple recipe for computing the fibres of such filhrations: 
20.6 Recipe. For a fibration of generalised flag varieties, the fibres are obtained by deleting 
from the Dynkin diagram for the total space all crossed nodes and incident edges shared with 
the base space, and then removing all components with no crosses. 
Applying this recipe to the double fibration for Spin(21rt + 2, C), it is immediate that the 
fibres of v are isomorphic to the twistor space of Spin(2nc, (C), whereas the fibres of /i are 
in +1 dimensional projective spaces. This gives a very appealing way of seeing Slogan 20.4. 
20.7']Priality. The main reason I have introduced the Dynkin diagram notation is because 
it draws attention to a special feature of 6 dimensional twistor theory. For in this case, the 
underlying group of conformal transformations is SO(8, C) with Dynkin diagram: 
The order 3 symmetry of this diagram is reflected by the existence of an order 3 automorphism 
of SO(8, C) interchanging the representations T, T- and 7+. In short these representations 
are essentially the same. This is called triality. 
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From a less sophisticated point of view, triality is a simple consequence of the fact that 
these three representations are all 8 dimensional complex inner product spaces, but it is quite 
striking that it appears in such a visual way in the abstract theory of Lie algebras. In recent 
years, triality has been receiving a great deal of attention from theoretical pliysicists, for 
example, as the origin of the symmetry groups of particle physics. I will not address sucli 
matters, but instead will look at the implications in twistor theory. 
Triality in 6 dimensional twistor theory 
The main consequence of triality here is that the twistor space of '2 is also a6 dimensional 
complex quadric. I shall refer to the original quadric as the "geometrical" or "physical" Q, 
and the twistor space as the "twistor" Q6. In this subsection I will describe some of the 
geometry of the 6 dimensional double fibration in more detail. 
The symmetry created by triality can be a source of confusion and notational difficulties. 
I shall try and avoid this by describing everything in terms of the space (T-)* used in the 
definition of the twistor space. In 6 dimensions, (T-)* ^_' T- is an 8 (lilnensional complex 
inner product space, and the twistor Q6 is the corresponding quadric of null lines, a subvariety 
of PT-. I will use 0(-1) to denote the tautological line bundle of ilDT- and its projective 
subvarieties. 
The physical Q6 is of course the space of null lines in 7, but it may be understood in 
terms of T- using its spinor bundles. In 6 dimensions there is a pairing of the complex 
spinor bundles E+ ® E- -4 C and so (E-)* ~ E+. Thus the inclusion E+ -+ T- defines the 
correspondence between a point in the physical Q6 and a mill P3 in the twistor space. It also 
identifies the physical Q6 with a component of the space of null 4-planes in T. Thinking 
of the physical Q6 in these terms, I will denote its positive spinor bundle by T, which is 
the restriction of the tautological 4-plane bundle of the flag variety F`1 (T-). The negative 
spinor bundle is then 7-'. The line bundle of the conformal structure on the physical Q6 
will be denoted L. It is the "same" line bundle as O(-1) on the twistor space. Finally, 
the correspondence space is the subvariety of the flag variety F1, `(T-) given by the positive 
totally null 4-planes. 
In summary, to a point x in the physical Q6 is associated a4 dimensional vector space 
Tom, and P(rx) is a null 3-plane in the twistor space. Conversely, a point z in the twistor space 
corresponds to an anti-self-dual null P3 in the physical Q6, called an (r-plane. This (r-plane 
passes through x if zE P(Tr), and the space of such pairs is the correspondence space of the 
double fibration. 
The bundle T may be used to describe most of the geometry of Q6 as follows: 
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" Since r has weight 2, A4 T ^_' L2. 
" The Clifford action of cotangent vectors from r* to T is skew-synnnetric, and so the 
cotangent space of the physical Qc is A2T. 
" 3-forms of weight +1 also act from T` -4 r, but this time the action is syiºunetric. It 
defines an isomorphism between the bundle of weight +1 self-dual10 3-forms and Ser. 
" The conformal structure on the cotangent bundle is given by the wedge product A2r x 
A2T -a A4T. 
I will finish this section by putting the physical Q6 under the microscope, and looking at a 
single point x. There is a whole microcosm of geometry associated with this single point. In 
particular there are the following two objects: 
" The tautological spinor bundle at x, r, and the corresponding submanifold l(TX) of 
the twistor space. 
" The cotangent space at x, given by A2 rte, and the corresponding 4 dimensional Klein 
), consisting of the null 
lines in A'r.,, which are equivalently the deconlpos- quadric Q4 1 
able 2-forms. 
Since an element of Q4 ) corresponds to a 
2-plane in T, i. e., a projective line to l(T, r), it is clear 
that in this microscopic universe is a4 dimensional twistor correspondence between a physical 
space Q4 and its twistor space I3. This further highlights the observation (Slogan 20.4) that 
the internal geometry of 6 dimensional twistor theory is 4 dimensional twistor geometry. 
1°To see these forms should be viewed as self-dual rather than anti-self-dual, one has to consider the action 
of the weightless complex volume form, which is +1 on r, and -1 on r'. S'T' is then identified with the space 
of anti-self-dual 3-forms. 
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21 Direct image sheaves and twistor transforms 
Let X and Z be manifolds and Ya submanifold of XxY such that the projections v, 11 
are smooth fibrations (which are required to be surjective submersions). Then the diagram 
Y 
iv \; ) 
ZX 
is called a double fibration. This is the general context for twistor transforms. There are 
several important vector bundles which can be defined on the correspondence space Y, the 
most important of which is the normal bundle, which is given by an exact sequence 
0-+Ty ->Tx, z-4N-+0. 
Note that Tx,, z v*T e µ*TZ. Also of importance are the relative tangent spaces, or 
vertical bundles, which are tangent spaces to the fibres of the projections, fitting into exact 
sequences 
0 -* Ty, x --+ Ty -4 v*TX -+ 0 
0 -> Tylz -4 Ty -4 µ*TT -> 0. 
Now T, 1X nT,, IZ =0 and so the map Tylx -3 µ*TZ is infective (and similarly for Tl fir). The 
quotient µ*T7/Ty1x is isomorphic to the normal bundle N. Thus there is an exact square 
00 
0 TylZ --ý Tylz 0 
11 0 -" Ty1X T1, -. ii 'Tx -. 0 
1 0- Ti 1x -+ µ'TT -N -" 0 
111 000 
and the significance of N may be illustrated by its four interpretations: 
1. It is the normal bundle to Y in XxZ. 
2. The images of fibres of .u in X have normal bundle N. 
3. The images of fibres of v in Z have normal bundle N. 
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4. There is an exact sequence 0 -+ Typ 0 Ty/z -> Ty -+ N --> 0. 
Twistor transforms from Z to X arise by pulling back objects from Z to Y (using it) and 
then applying some sort of direct image operation by v. Associated to the direct image of a 
pullback there will be a differential equation, corresponding to the fact that the fullback is 
(in some sense) constant along the fibres of p. 
More precisely, associated to the fibration of Y over Z there is a differential operator 
called the relative exterior derivative. This is the projection of the exterior derivative onto 
1-forms along the fibres. Provided the fibres are connected, a function is constant along 
the fibres if its relative exterior derivative is zero. Similarly, if the fibres are connected and 
simply connected, then a vector bundle on Y is a pullback from Z iff it possesses a flat relative 
connection. 
Henceforth the fibres of Y over Z will be assumed to be connected and simply connected. 
Such an assumption will not be necessary for the fibres of Y over X, but instead it will be 
convenient to assume that the map v is proper. 
In order to establish some of the formal properties of the direct images, an abstract 
framework is needed. As observed in Hitchin [49), it is very convenient to use the formalism 
of infinitesimal neighbourhoods of a submanifold (see Griffiths [40]). The natural context for 
this is the framework of locally ringed spaces, sheaves of modules, and functors categories of 
sheaves. I will describe these well-known concepts only briefly. 
21.1 Definition. Let X be a topological space. Then a sheaf of obelian, groups on X is a 
(contravariant) functor F from the open set lattice of X to the category of abelian groups, 
satisfying an important property given below. F(U) is called the. space of sections of F over 
U, and F. = limU3, . 
F(U) is called the stalk of F at x, its elements being germs of sections 
at x. The stalks fit together to form a topological space over X, called the stalk space, where 
the stalks are given the discrete topology. The fundamental property of a sheaf is that Y(U) 
is naturally isomorphic to the space of continuous sections of the stalk space of F over U. 
Hence a sheaf may be defined by its sections or by its stalks, but the sheaf property must 
be checked. Analogously, one can define a sheaf of (commutative) rings on X, and if 7Z is a 
sheaf of rings on X, the notion of a sheaf of R-modules is also defined. Both of these cases 
are subcategories of sheaves of abelian groups. 
In almost all instances X will be a complex manifold, and the sheaves considered will be 
sheaves of sections of holomorphic vector bundles on X. Given a holomorphic vector bundle 
F over X, the sheaf of holomorphic sections of F will be denoted F. Note that the stalk F 
and the fibre F., are not the same. Elements of the stalk space give complete information 
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about local sections, whereas elements of the fibre give only the point value. There is of course 
a natural evaluation map F -> F. This map may also be written ati a tensor product,, c us 
will be seen shortly. 
21.2 Definition. A (locally) ringed space is a topological space X equipped with a sheaf of 
rings 0= Ox such that each stalk O,, has a unique maximal ideal m,.. A morphisnl of locally 
ringed spaces (Y, Oy) -# (Z, Oz) is a pair (f, f 
0) where f: Y -4 Z is a continuous Illili) and 
fd: Oz -+ Oy is a map over 
f of sheaves of local rings (so that f: Oz, f(.,. ) --> Oj-,., is a local 
ring homomorphism i. e. f,,, 
ý(mz 
f(x)) = my, x). Note the reverse direction of f 
0. 
Again, the locally ringed spaces considered here will generally be complex manifolds and 
the sheaf of rings on X will be the sheaf of holomorphic functions on X (although the sanle 
ideas also apply to smooth manifolds). The morphisms are then holomorphic maps. For any 
point xEX, the maximal ideal mx consists of those germs of holomorphic functions which 
vanish at x. It is therefore the kernel of the evaluation map Ox - (C. The one point space 
{x} is a ringed space with sheaf C, and the evaluation map is the sheaf neap corresponding to 
the inclusion of {x} into X. Now mX consists of those germs which vanish to first order at r, 
and so Ox/m2 is the space JJ (X, C) of 1-jets of holomorphic functions. This corresponds to 
an inclusion of a "thickened" point at x in X. Similar ideas work for higher order jets, and 
also for thickened submanifolds: one simply takes an appropriate power of the ideal sheaf of 
functions vanishing on the submanifold. It is for this purpose that I have introduced ringed 
spaces, the aim being to study the infinitesimal behaviour of various holomorphic vector 
bundles. It will therefore also be essential to have ways of transforming sheaves of modules 
between ringed spaces (such as thickened submanifolds of various orders). 
21.3 Definitions. Let f: Y -3 Z be a morphism of ringed spaces and Fa sheaf of O-"- 
modules on Y. Then the direct image f*F is the sheaf on Z defined by (f*F)((I) = F(f --'U). 
If G is a sheaf of Oz-modules on Z then the inverse image f -' G is the sheaf oll Y defined 
by (f -1F)., =F f(,, ). These two processes are adjoint functors between sheaves of rings (or 
abelian groups) on Y and Z. 
The morphism f0 may be thought of as a morphism of sheaves of rings f -' Oz -> 01- 
over Y, or equivalently a morphism Oz -+ f*O}y over Z. Hence any Oy-module becomes all 
f -I Oz-module, and any f. 01-module becomes an Ox-module. Therefore f*F is naturally 
a sheaf of Oz-modules. However, the inverse image f -I G is only a sheaf of f -1 Oz-modules, 
and so a further operation is required. Therefore define the pullback sheaf f *G to be the 
sheaf on Y defined by the tensor product f *G =f -1 G ®f- i o, Oy .f* and f* are adjoint 
functors between sheaves of Oy and Oz modules on Y and Z. 
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The reason for the name "pullback sheaf" is of course that the pullback of the sheaf 
associated to a holomorphic vector bundle F is the sheaf associated to the pullback bundle. 
If f is a fibration then f -1F is the subsheaf of f *E consisting of holomorphic sections 
which are locally constant along the fibres of f. On the other hand if f is an inclusion of 
a submanifold then f *F is a quotient of f -1F, since the latter contains extra information 
about the behaviour of sections of F in a neighbourhood of the submanifold. In the simplest 
case of the inclusion of a point f -1F is the stalk of F, whereas f *F is the (sheaf of sections 
of) the fibre. Hence the evaluation map is given by a tensor product. If f is the inclusion 
of a first order thickened point, then f *F is OF = Jý (X, F), and similarly for higher order 
points. More generally for a subrnanifold f: W -+ X, thickened to order A:, the bundle with 
sheaf f *F will be denoted Ow F. For k=0 this is just the usual restriction (pullback) of F 
to W, while in general it should be thought of as the kth order jet bundle of F in normal 
directions to W. In particular: 
21.4 Proposition. There is an exact sequence 
0 -> Sk+1 N* (9 C) F _ý Ok+' F -+ C)k F -r 0, 
called the jet sequence on W. 
The proof is essentially identical to the case when W is a point. 
The next result is slightly harder (see [52], [43]). 
21.5 Proposition. Suppose 
Y ii Y 
fl if X 
9 
is a commutative diagram of morphisms of ringed spaces, and E is a sheaf of O)'-modules on 
Y. Then there is a natural morphism of sheaves on X: 
B: g* f. F f. h*F. 
Furthermore, if the diagram is a pullback square and f, f are proper maps and gp is a suitable 
morphism of sheaves of rings (see below), then 0 is an isomorphism. 
Proof: The existence of the map 0 is purely formal: h*F is a sheaf of Off. -modules, and func- 
toriality implies that f. hh*F = g, 
/ h*F; the transpose of the identity neap with respect to 
the adjunction for g, then gives a natural morphism g* f*h*h*F -> f*h*F, and precoinpos- 
ing with the unit of the adjunction for h gives 0. Of course 0 ought to he an Isomorphism, 
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but the hard part of the proposition is finding conditions under which it is. In order to 
do this, the sheaves will be identified at the stalk level. Now (f, F);,, = lim,, z),. (f. F)(U) = 
limf-i tj F(f -l U), where the open sets f -' U are neighbourhoods of the fibre f -' (x). If f 
is a closed map, then for any neighbourhood V of f -1(x), with f (V) CW and W open, 
the set U=WN (f -1(W) N V) is an open neighbourhood of :r with f --' UCV, and so 
(fF)x = lim,, E)f-ý(x) F(V). If i is the inclusion of the fibre, then this shows that (f. F), 
consists of those global sections of i-1 F which extend to a some neighbourhood of f -' (r). 
But the fibre is a manifold, and so the extensions defined by the germs may he patched 
together. Omitting the restriction map i-', this gives (f. F). = F(f '(x)) 
If the diagram is a pullback then the fibres of f may be identified with the fibres of 
f. Also, the (opposite) diagram of sheaves of rings must be a pushout, and so Of. _ 
h- iO}y ®f -iCS t. Unravelling all of these functors and tensor products gives, for : r. E 
i-19-10X 
ý9* f"F')ý = F(f 'g(, k)) ®O 
'o °X, q( ) 
(f*h*F)j = f. (h-'F ® f-10.0 
f- ý y-jpy. 
= (f*h-'F 0^ 
9-' or 
= F(f-19( )) ® d\,,. 0X. Y(fl 
where the penultimate equality requires that 0. be a sufficiently nice (Hat. ) q- I 0v-module 
(via ga), and also that the map f be proper. Slightly more precisely, the tensor product by 
0 over g-1Ox needs to be an exact functor on an suitable category of modules (see [52] 
for details). 0 
This proposition will be applied to the case when Y -> X is a fibration, and X is a 
thickened point x of X. In this case 0x is an ideal in O x, s, and so is not a flat module, but 
this will not cause any problems, since I will only consider direct image sheaves which are 
vector bundles (locally free), and of course the fibrations I use are always he locally trivial. 
The aim behind the use of this proposition is to obtain differential equations on the 
direct images of certain bundles on Y. However, I will also need to take higher order direct 
images (fibrewise cohomology groups), and the above proposition will need to be extended. 
In order to do this I will introduce higher order direct images and cohomology in the context 
of derived categories and functors. The advantage of this method is that it avoids the use 
of spectral sequences, such as the Leray spectral sequence, and allows infinitesimal results 
to be established directly, rather than as a consequence of local results (obtained for Stein 
manifolds, for example). 
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I will take the point of view that the theory of derived categories and functors is purely 
formal, and will therefore give only heuristic definitions; I hope that the formal constructions 
(i. e., abstract nonsense) underlying them will be fairly clear. A concise, but rather dry, 
reference is [52]. 
21.6 Definitions. Let C be a category of sheaves of abelian groups on a manifold. Then the 
derived category RC of C is the category obtained in the following two steps from the category 
C' of complexes of sheaves in C. 
Step 1: Identify morphisms which are chain homotopic. 
Step 2: Adjoin formal inverses of quasi-isomorphisms (morphisms which are isomorphisms 
in cohomology). 
Hence the objects of the derived category are complexes of sheaves i. e., sequences (F", (i` )EZ 
where do : F' -> F"+1 is a morphism of sheaves and d"+1 od" = 0. Only complexes with F" = 
0 for n<0 will be considered here. The nth cohomology of F' is H" (F') = ker (C' / und". 
A morphism of complexes f: F' -+ G' is a sequence of morphisins f": F" -* G" such 
that the obvious squares commute i. e., d" o fn = fn+1 o d" Such a sequence induces maps 
H"(f): H"(F') --- Hn(G'). f and g are said to be chain homotopic if there is a sequence 
h": F` -+ Gn-1 such that f" - g" = h'b+l o d" + d"-t o h". It is easy to see that if 
f" is homotopic to zero then H"(f) is zero, and so the equivalence classes of morphitims 
induce well defined maps in cohomology. The morphisms in the derived category consist 
of these equivalence classes, together with formal inverses for those classes [f] such that 
H"([f]) is an isomorphism for all n. The objects (complexes) in the derived category are 
therefore isomorphic iff they have isomorphic colhotnology. Finally note that there is a functor 
Q: C' -* RC, which is the identity on objects, and assigns to a iuorphism of complexes its 
equivalence class. 
Certain functors between categories of sheaves naturally induce "derived functors" be- 
tween the derived categories. Naturality of the induced derived functor means that it can be 
characterised by a universal property. 
21.7 Definition. Let A: C --* D be an additive functor. Then A induces a functor between 
the categories of complexes, and hence a functor Qo A*: C' -* R. D. Consider pairs (A, ? I) 
where A: RC --+ RD is a functor on the derived category, and 71: Qo A' -4A oQ is a natural 
transformation between functors C' --* RD. These pairs are the objects of a comma category, 
and a derived functor of A is an initial object in this category. 
Conspicuously absent from the above definition is any question of the existence of a de- 
rived functor, and for a general functor A, there may indeed be no derived functor. However, 
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it does follow from the above that when they exist, derived functors are unique up to natural 
isomorphism and so any construction with the required properties will do. One particular 
case in which the derived functor exists is when the original functor is exact, i. e., maps exact 
sequences to exact sequences. In this case, the induced functor on complexes of sheaves re- 
spects the cohomology and so maps quasi-isomorphisms to quasi-isomorphisms, which implies 
that it extends directly to a functor between the derived categories. The inverse image of 
sheaves is an example of such a functor. 
However, the direct image functor f only preserves kernels, not necessarily cokernels, it 
is said to be left exact. It is in this case that the derived functor involves some interesting 
cohomology. Although f* is only left exact it will map an exact sequence of sheaves (zero in 
negative degrees) to an exact sequence provided that sheaves in the sequence are sufficiently 
nice (e. g. "injective" sheaves). Hence to compute Rf, of a complex, one should replace the 
complex by a complex of nice sheaves with the same cohomology, and then apply f. to these 
sheaves. The most important case is Rf(F), where F is a single sheaf ill degree zero (tile 
rest of the complex being zero). In this case a complex Z' isomorphic to F in colwmology is 
given by an exact sequence 
which is called a resolution of F. As long as every F has an nice resolution, there is no 
problem constructing the derived functor. The ftibrewise cohomologj) groups or higher degree 
direct images of F are then the "components" Rif. (F) = H2Rf. (F) in the derived categoryc 1. 
If f is the unique map Y -- {"} then f* is the global section functor, and the i, th component 
(cohomology) of Rf, (F) is simply called the ith cohomology group of F, written H`(Y, F). 
For a general morphism f: Y -+ X of ringed spaces, a higher order direct image R' f. (E) 
will have fibres over Y denoted by Ht(Y,  F), which explains the terns "fibrewise cohoniology 
groups". For example, if F is the sheaf associated to a (holomorphic) vector bundle, then the 
direct image sheaves may not be bundles. However, the fibrewise cohrnnology groups show 
that there is an underlying fibration and in order to have a bundle, it suffices to check the 
constancy of the rank. 
The pullback map has the opposite problem: since it is the composite of the inverse image 
with a tensor product of modules, it is only right exact in general. However, I will only ever 
apply this functor to locally free sheaves (which are "projective"), and it is exact on this 
subcategory. 
Proposition 21.5 may now be extended to direct images of higher degree (provided they are 
locally free), by using the naturality of derived functors and exactness of pullback functors. 
In the derived category a complex is isomorphic to the complex of zero maps between its cohomology 
groups, and this is the only way to give a well defined meaning to the components of the complex. 
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The natural map 
RO: g*(Rf*)F -+ (Rf*)h*F, 
will be an isomorphism if 0 is. (Of course I am assuming the existence of igjective resolutions 
here, but the categories of sheaves I shall work with all have plenty of infective objects, so 
this is not a problem. ) 
The final piece of sheaf theory which will be needed is the long exact sequence of coho- 
mology groups. This is the main tool for computing direct image sheaves. 
21.8 Proposition. Suppose f: Y -4 X is a fibration and 
G-4H-+ O 
is an exact sequence of (locally free) sheaves. Then there is a long exact sequence 
0 -3 f. F -* f. G -a f. H 
4 R1 f. F -4 R1 f. G -+ R1 f, H -6 +R2 f, F -+ 
Furthermore the construction of the long exact sequence is natural (fnnctorial). 
The proof of this proposition involves constructing the connecting map 6 by means of 
simple homological algebra (such as the snake lemma). In the context of derived categories, 
it is most natural to introduce triangulated categories and functors (see [521), but I will not 
do this here, since it would take me too far afield. The long exact sequence is of course very 
well known in a variety of contexts. 
Instead, I will now return to the differential equations on direct image sheaves of pullback 
bundles. Recall that the context for this is a double fibration: 
Y 
ZX 
Twistor transforms for holomorphic vector bundles 
21.9 Definition. Let F be a holomorphic vector bundle on Z. Then the twistor tryuasjorn&s 
of F are the direct image sheaves (Rtv. )p*F. Under constant rank conditions, these will he 
vector bundles on X. 
REMARK. It will also be important to consider twistor transforms of F tensorecl with 
natural line bundles on Z. These will all be referred to as twistor transforms of F. 
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The twistor transform bundles have differential equations defined on them, induced by 
the relative connection 
Dy1z: Jl(µ*F) -4 TTl7 0 Ii*F 
on the pullback bundle over Y. Taking the quotient by TT jx (since directions along the fibres 
over X are not involved) allows the relative connection to be interpreted as an operator on 
01 1,1xµ*F, which is the 
first order neighbourhood sheaf of p*F on the fibres of Y over X 
given by the extension 
0---> (v*Ta)*®p*F-+OYIaµ*F-*µ*F-a0. 
Note that over xEX, 0j1,, x µ*F is 01, i*F i. e., the restriction of F to the thickened fibre. 
The relative connection then becomes an operator with (reduced) symbol sequence: 
0-ýN*®µ*F-4 (v*TX)*®/c*F-pTylz 0IL*F-*O. 
Now taking direct images, and using the result that 
(Rzv*)O , xfi*F = "Tl((R'v. )p`F), 
gives the first part of the following: 
21.10 Theorem. The differential operator on E= (Rzv*)Fd*F induced by the relative eon- 
nection is the map J1E -> (RZv*)(T, Iz ® tC*F), whose symbol sequence is given at xEX by 
the image factorisation of 
H' (Y, N* ®ltF) Tx* ®H1(Ya, {t*F) H`(S'T, 7j /N ®/t'F) -ý ... 
which is part of the long exact sequence in cohomology. Note also that the differential operator 
is transitive if the map Ht (Yx, tL*F) -* H'+' (Y,,, N*(&ti. *F) (again in a long exact cohomology 
sequence) is zero. 
The proof of this theorem is simply to take take the long exact sequences associated with 
the following exact square (where the pullbacks have been omitted). 
000 
!11 O-ºN"®F-º0i F =F-' 0 
1 
0-ýTj-®F-"011., xF- 'F'0 
1 TIlZ®F--ºTy17®F 0 
1+ 
00 
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(Here OZIa F denotes the differential equation induced by the relative connection on F over 
Y; restricted to Yý it is the first order neighbourhood sheaf of F on the image of Yr in 
Z. ) The obstruction to transitivity is then the obstruction to extending a cohoniology class 
in H2(Y, p* F) to a class in H'(YX, 011, *F) (the first order neighbourhood of the fibre). 
This is given by the connecting map in the long exact sequence and takes its values in 
Hi+l (Y,, N* ® y* F). Note that the ambiguity of the extension (when it exists) is given by 
HZ(YX, N* ®µ*F). 
Finally, in this section, I will sketch the second order curvature theory for this differ- 
ential operator. This is related to the obstruction to extending a cohomology class in 
H2(Yr, 0}ý, µ*F) to one in H'(YY, 0YXµ*F) (the second order neighbourhood of the fibre). 
This obstruction arises by taking the long exact sequence of 
0> S2N* 0 µ*F -4 02 Ix/i*F -+ 01 yli* F -a 0. 
Recall that for a differential equation R' the second order curvature is obtained as a map 
from R' to the Spencer cohomology group A2T*®E/T `A gI. In the present context this map 
is constructed from the following diagram: 
21.11 Proposition. The following square is exact and commutative: 
00 
111 
0- S2 N* = S2Ta -- QK 0 
0 -º Tk ® N* - Ta ® 77X --º Ta ®Tj*, f -ý 0 
0- 77 N* -A -º Aý LZ 2Tä 
11i 000 
The construction of this exact square is a matter of simple linear algebra. The space QK 
is best described by its position in the square as the quotient and kernel of the two short 
exact sequences. Note that the middle column of the diagram is a pullback from X and so 
is exact in cohomology even when twisted by a nontrivial bundle F. (Alternatively observe 
that it is a split exact sequence. ) The first column may be understood as part of another 
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exact square: 
oo 
1 
0- S2 N* - S2 N* 0 
0-N*®N*-Tk"®N*--ºT}17®N*-º0 
1 
0- A2 N* - Tk- A N* - T)*, 17 0 N* -º 0 
11i 
000 
21.12 Theorem. Tensoring the exact square in 21.11 with F and taking long exact sequences 
in cohomology gives rise to maps 
HZ(SZN*(&µ`F) ß S2TT ® Hi(, i*F) nT ®Hi(N*(&li*F) 
and 
Hi(Tä" AN"®F) -> A2T\, 0 Ht(F) 
These induce a map from Hi+l (S2N* 0 F) to the Spencer cohomology group. Applying this 
reap to the connecting map 
Hi(O 1xi*F) -+ Hi+' (S2N* ®F). 
gives the second order curvature of the differential operator on Ht(F). 
This theorem is fairly self-explanatory. The second order curvature must factor through 
the connecting map, since this is the obstruction to extending a 1-jet of a solution to a 2-jet. 
The bundle T*Agl will be obtained from the image of TX" ® Hi(N*(9 F) in A2T ® H`(F). 
There is a slight complication coming from the fact that the map (*) may not be surjective 
(at least for i> 0), but the nature of this difficulty will be clear in the examples. 
The techniques of this section can be summarised by the relationships between the coho- 
mology groups of F and the differential equations on X. Suppose that the twistor transform 
under consideration is the fibrewise cohomology Hi(Y,., ii*F), denoted H'(F) for brevity. 
Then: 
The differential equation is Ry; (F. ) = H'(0ýýýF), where OZI. F is the first order 
neighbourhood sheaf of F on Y, in Z given by the extension 
0-4N*®F-+OTIXF->F-*0. 
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" The symbol kernel gH; (F) is the image of 
Hz (N* ®F) --+ Ta ®Hz(F). 
" The first order (transitivity) obstruction is the connecting map 
HI (F) Hi+1(N*®F). 
" The second order symbol kernel gH; (F) contains the image of 
Hi(S2N`®F) -BTX ®HZ(N*®F) =T\" 0 gFl ; (r. ). 
9 The second order (curvature) obstruction is the connecting map 
H'(O F) -4 H=+i (S2 N* (9 F) 
*. ® H` F 
" Hi+1 (S2N*® F) is mapped to a subbundle of 
A2 T* ) 
by means of the tiequellce Ta Agli(f ) 
Tý ® Hi'(N* 0 F) -* Hi (Tä n N* ®F) -i Hi' (SLN* ®F), 
and the map 
H'(TX" nN*® F) -4 A2T OH' (F). 
The fact that the second order curvature takes values in a subbundle of the usual Spencer 
cohomology group is one manifestation of the constraints imposed on the bundle F by the 
geometry of the twistor space, as reflected in the nontriviality (in general) of the normal 
bundle N. However, in some cases the constraints may not appear at second order, since 
there is no reason to suppose that the subbundle of the Spencer cohomology group is proper. 
However, the long exact sequence construction of 21.12 does at least show the following: 
21.13 Proposition. The inverse image of Hi+1(S2N* (9 F) in A2T7, ® H'(F) lies in the 
kernel of the map to H'(A2TT IZ ® F). 
Indeed one expects this to be an equality, as will be seen in examples. 
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22 Instanton bundles on P3 
In this section I will review the Ward correspondence in 4 dimensional twistor geometry, 
and some of the properties of the instanton bundles with which it deals. This material is 
all very well-known (see [3], [79]) and I include it here for two reasons. Firstly, the Ward 
correspondence presents a model on which to base higher dimensional twistor transforms of 
holomorphic vector bundles. Secondly, the 6 dimensional analogue which I will study in the 
next section relies heavily on the properties of instanton bundles in 4 dimensions. Such a 
reliance ties in with the idea that the internal geometry of 6 dimensional twistor theory is 4 
dimensional twistor geometry. 
I will work in the complex category throughout this section. The real case is obtained by 
introducing real structures, but I will not do this here. Hence the "geometric" or "physical" 
space will be the 4 dimensional complex quadric Q4. Its twistor space is IE°';, and the corre- 
spondence space is a lP bundle over Q4 and a)1D2 bundle over hll''. I will call (the images of) 
the P''s in ]l3 twistor lines. They are parameterised by Q4. Similarly the 1P2's descend to 
totally null submanifolds of Q4 called a-planes. 
22.1 Definition. An instanton on (an open subset of) q' is a holonlorphic vector bundle 
with a connection whose curvature is self-dual. Equivalently, the connection is flat over each 
a-plane (see [791). 
Normally the term "instanton" is reserved for a real form of these bundles, equipped with 
a structure group such as SU(2), and having finite action with respect to the Yang-Mills 
functional, but since I will not be considering these, it will be convenient to broaden the 
definition. 
I will now briefly describe the Ward correspondence for these bundles, as an example of 
a twistor transform. Hence let X denote an open subset of Q4 whose intersection with each 
cr-plane is connected and simply connected, let Z denote the corresponding union of twistor 
lines, and Y the correspondence space. Let or denote the 2 dimensional complex spinor bundle 
on X such that Y= ? (Q). 
22.2 Theorem (The Ward Correspondence). There is a 1-1 correspondence between in- 
stantons on X and holomorphic vector bundles on Z whose restriction to each twistor line in 
Z is trivial. 
This correspondence is obtained by associating to a holomorphic vector bundle F on Z 
the twistor transform v*µ*(F) on Q4 whose fibre at xE Q4 is H°(P(. W F). The inverse 
construction of F from an instanton is obtained by defining Fz to be the space of flat sections 
of the instanton over the corresponding a-plane. 
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The fact that the above twistor transform produces instantons can be established by 
studying the conormal bundle, exactly as described in the previous section. In turns out that 
in this case N* ^_' Q(-1) and so H°(1P , 
N* (& F) and H1(IPl, N` (& F) are both zero on each 
twistor line IPl in Z. From this it is immediate that differential operator on the direct image 
sheaf H°(IP', F) (of global sections along the twistor lines) is a connection. The rest of the 
proof involves characterising the connections which arise as being precisely the instantons. 
In order to obtain a real instanton on a real form of Q4 it suffices to construct an instanton 
on any open subset X of Q4 which is a neighbourhood of the real form. It turns out, however, 
that the conditions on the holomorphic vector bundle F are generic in the sense that F will be 
trivial on every twistor line, except for some "jumping lines" paranieterised by an exceptional 
subvariety in Q4 (on which the instanton will acquire singularities). This global version of 
the Ward correspondence will be the model and tool for the twistor transforms of the next 
section. More precisely, the bundles I will consider are the following: 
22.3 Definition. A mathematical instanton bundle of rank l and charge k on lP is a holo- 
morphic vector bundle F of rank l satisfying the following conditions 
" For every x in P3 there exists a twistor line (linear PS) through x over which F is trivial. 
" dimH1(F(-1)) =k 
" H°(F(j)) =0 for j -1, HI(F(j)) =0 for j <, -2 
" J3 (F(j))=0forj-3, H2(F(j))=0forj>, -2 
Often F will also be assumed to possess no (nonzero) global sections. 
These are the bundles that give rise to instantons (with singularities) on Q4, and there 
is a famous and important description of them in terms of linear algebra, called the ADHM 
construction. This characterises instantons by means of a "monad". In order to describe this 
monad construction, I will first recall some elementary projective geometry. 
The Euler Sequence. Suppose I= P(r), and let T also denote the rank 4 trivial bundle 
over P. Then there is an exact sequence of bundles over 1' 
-ýT*-ý0(1) ->0 
called the Euler sequence, which induces an isomorphism between -r* and H°(O(1)). The dual 
Euler sequence is 
0-+ O(-1)->T-4T(-1)--*0, 
and this induces an isomorphism between 7- and H° (T (-1)) . 
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22.4 Proposition (Serre Duality on p3). The canonical bundle on IP(T) is O(-4)®A4T`. 
Therefore, for any holomorphic vector bundle F on p3 = IS(T), 
H2(P3, F)* = H3-i(Il3, F*(-4)) ® A4T* 
by Serre duality. 
Proof: The canonical bundle is the top exterior power of the cotangent bundle. By the 
Euler sequence this is A3 ((T/O(-1))* 0 O(-1)) ^_' A4(T*(-1)). 0 
REMARK. In the context of 4 dimensional twistor theory, it is natural to choose a volume 
form on T and hence trivialise A4 r. In the next section, however, the space rr will he replaced 
by a bundle with fibres rr., parameterised by a6 dimensional quadric. A trivialisation of 
A4rr will then correspond to a choice of metric, which is an unnatural thing to do -- indeed 
there does not exist such a choice globally, since in the holomorphic context, A47- Will be a 
nontrivial line bundle. 
22.5 Definition. The monad of F is given by the vector spaces 
. F, = H1(F(-1)), 
20 = H1(T*®F), . -t = Hl(A2T*® 
and the linear maps 
. F-1 ®T -4 gyp , 
ý1 0 *, 
obtained by contraction of the cup product with -r ^_' H°(T(-1)). 
By the Euler sequence, these maps induce bundle homomorphisms (over P3) 
1(-1) x. 7'0 
4, x'1(1), 
whose composite is zero. Furthermore a is injective and fi is surjective. 
Conversely given such a sequence of bundle homomorphisms (where F±1 are k dimen- 
sional, and FO has dimension 2k + 1) a vector bundle F on I3 may be constructed as the 
cohomology ker Q/ im a. The fundamental property of the monad description is that these 
constructions are mutually inverse. 
22.6 Duality and tensor products. A mathematical instanton bundle F is intended to 
capture the properties of a self-dual connection on S4. It should therefore be expected that 
F* and tensor products of F, F* are also mathematical instantons. Indeed it is clear from 
Serre duality that if F is a rank I instanton of charge k then so is F*. It is easily seen that 
the monad of F* is 
. 
F, *(- 1) + . C'p Fl 
(1). 
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Taking the tensor product gives End F= F* ® F. Generically, this will also be an mathe- 
matical instanton bundle, although it will, of course, always have global sections. Whenever 
necessary, I will make this genericity assumption. Furthermore, I will also assume that F 
and F* are isomorphic, though I will usually not assume that a distinguished isomorphisin 
(bilinear form) has been chosen. End F is automatically isomorphic (naturally! ) to its dual. 
The importance of the bundle End F comes from consideration of the deformations of 
mathematical instanton bundles. Indeed it is classical that the moduli space of instantons 
will be, near a generic instanton F, a manifold of dimension 
W (End (End F), and indeed this 
space will be the tangent space at F (the space of first order infinitesimal deformations). 
The formal aspects of this is easy to see: a deformation of F on P" is a holonlorphic vector 
bundle on P3 X C, equal to F on P3 x {0}. To first order, this is given by the first order 
neighbourhood sheaf F1 which is an extension 
FO 
with trivial conormal bundle. Equivalence classes of such extensions are given by their Atiyah 
class, which is the element of H1 (End F) obtained by applying the connecting homoInorphisnl 
to the identity in HO (End F) (i. e., tensor the above exact sequence with F' and consider the 
long exact sequence in cohomology). 
In the next section I will be interested in deformations of F with nontrivial couormal 
bundle. In the final section I shall relate such deformations to the moduli space. 
23 Holomorphic bundles of instanton type on Q6 
I will now turn to the study of 6 dimensional twistor theory. Twistor theory in 4 di- 
mensions generalises very well to even dimensional conforrnally flat geometry, as shown for 
example in the hook [8] of Baston and Eastwood. For example, these authors demonstrate 
that cohomology groups on the twistor space correspond to solutions of zero rest mass field 
equations. There is, however, one important way in which higher dimensional twistor theory 
is unsatisfactory at present, namely the theory of twistor transforms for holoniorphic vector 
bundles. Baston and Eastwood describe a direct generalisation of the Ward correspondence, 
but observe that it is not interesting, since it only produces flat connections. 
More precisely, recall that instantons in 4 dimensions are described by holomorphic vec- 
tor bundles on (a suitable open subset of) lln'3 which are trivial on the twistor lines. The 
most obvious generalisation to 6 dimensions is to consider holornorphic bundles on (a piece 
of) twistor space which are trivial on the twistor p's. Unfortunately any such bundle is 
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holomorphically trivial. Therefore one would like to find other classes of holomorphic vector 
bundles on the twistor space for which there are more interesting twistor constructions. 
One such alternative was proposed by Atiyah and Hitchin in the early 80's, and studied 
by Manin and Minh in [60]. The class of holomorphic vector bundles these authors consider 
are the following: 
23.1 Definition. A holomorphic vector bundle F is said to be of instanton type iff its re- 
striction to each twistor p3 is a mathematical instanton bundle. 
In this definition F is a bundle over a suitable open subset of the twistor Q612. More 
precisely, let X be an open subset of the physical Q6 (which will be assumed to be suitably 
convex where necessary), and let Y denote the inverse image of X in the twistor bundle. Let 
Z be the image of Y in the twistor Q6. 
23.2 Notation. For xEX let lP ) be the corresponding submanifold lP(rr;. 
) of twistor space. 
This is the projection of the fibre YY into Z, which I will use to identify Y,,, with )1 "lW. For a 
bundle F on a neighbourhood of l xs, 
the restriction of F to )1D3 will be denoted by Oý°ýF, 
and its higher order neighbourhood sheaves on Fx) (in Z) will be denoted 0(;. )F, 
O(l)F,... 
(The first of these is essentially the bundle denoted by O'I F in section 21. ) 
Z is the union of 1) for xEX and is an open subset of the twistor Q6. F is then a 
bundle on Z whose restriction O(, )F to each Ifý(3 ) 
(for xE X) is a mathematical instanton 
bundle. 
REMARK. The above definition fits in very well with the point of view that at each point 
xcX there is a microscopic 4 dimensional twistor correspondence between the Klein 
quadric Qmm) in A2TX and its twistor space IfDýf). A bundle of instanton type induces a 
mathematical instanton on each I =), 
for which there is "microscopic" Ward correspondence, 
giving rise to an instanton with singularities on 1-)4 Q(. ) 
It is useful to introduce a class of bundles over Y to which the pullbacks of bundles of 
instanton type belong: 
23.3 Definition. A holomorphic vector bundle F on Y is will be called a fibrewise instanton 
iff its restriction (which I will also write F) to each fibre Y. is am athematical instanton. 
As an immediate consequence this definition, there is a monad description of F on each 
12I will not address any global questions here, although similar bundles have been studied on P2"+l by 
Spindler and Trautmann [75] 
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fibre Y,, given by 
Eý = H1(Yý, P(-1)), 
Vý=H'(YX, T1%0P) 
Wý = H1(YX, A2Tl*,, ®F(1)), 
(which are the fibres of direct image bundles on X) and monad maps 
a,: WW(-1) -4 VT 
Qý : Vý E.; (1) 
(which are bundle homomorphisms over Yom, parameterised by xE X). 
Thus if U(x) =Vom/ im a,, then there is an exact sequence of bundles over Y,.: 
, (1)- 0 
If F= p*F is the pullback of a bundle F on Z, then the monad spaces become 
Eý = Hl (H>(3, ), 
0(0) F (- 1», 
Uy= H1( 
), 
TT 
c3 
®Oý°ýF) 
ri 
W = H1(1P ), A2T; c3 
®O«» F(1)). 
=) 
The bundles E, V, W and the monad maps between them will be constrained by the condition 
that µ`F is a pullback. This is reflected by the existence of a flat relative connection on ji'F, 
which gives rise to differential operators on some of the direct image bundles. 
In particular the bundle E is a twistor transform of F(-1) from Z to X and will have a 
differential operator defined on it. The aim of this section is to study such twistor transforms 
from Z to X, and their associated differential operators. According to the recipe in section 21, 
the first step is to identify the normal bundle and calculate some cohomology groups. 
Identifying N on X is straightforward: since X is a conformal manifold there is a holo- 
morphic line bundle L and a metric on TX 0 L. From this it is easy to see that there is an 
isomorphism of exact sequences over Y 
0 N' Ta - TylJ 0 
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0 Tylz0L2-i TxOL2-- N®L2 -0 
The upper sequence is the identification of N as the normal bundle to the (Y-planes in X 
parameterised by points in the twistor space. The lower sequence is its twisted dual. Because 
of this isomorphism, the all-important sequence associated to the inclusion N" -a T becomes: 
0 -+ N'-ºTk-ºN®L2*0. 
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On 1F) = YY this sequence becomes 
0-ýNs) -4Tx*,. -*Ný)®Ly-40, 
which may also be viewed as the skew-symmetric square of the (twisted) Euler sequence on 
IF) by identifying T 
,, 
with A2T. and Nx) ® L2 with (A2N(*)) (2). 
N is also the normal bundle to the twistor P3's in Z. Because of triality, the twistor 
space is also a complex quadric and so Z also has a holomorphic conformal structure. More 
precisely, it is the space of null lines in T-, and so the conformal structure is given by a metric 
on TZ(-1), where O(-1) is the tautological bundle. Therefore T? T-(-2) and there is an 
isomorphism of short exact sequences over 1P : 
O- N*) Tz - TT3 
0- Tp3 (-2) - Tz(-2) - NT)(-2) -ý 0 
where Nz) denotes the normal bundle to 11 s) 
in Z. One consequence of this is that A2(1 .) 
L2) = N(*) (2) ® Lx (which follows from the identification of the canonical bundle on pt'). ). 
It also allows the normal and conormal bundle cohomology to be calculated from the 
Euler sequence on 1P . 
23.4 Normal and conormal bundle cohomology. From the 
(twisted) Euler sequence 
0- N(s) "4r (1)-40(2)-40 
and its dual 
0 -4 
O(-2) -i T1(-1) -3 
Nom) 
-) U 
the following tables of vanishing cohomology groups for mathematical instantons on IPI (111) 
obtained: 
.. - HP-i(F(j+2)) -~ HP(Nr) (9 F(i)) - H'(F(j+1)) ® T: * - HV (F(J+2)) -. " 
p=0 jý-2 j<-2 -3 
p=3 j>-4 j>-4 j>-4 j>-5 
Hp(F(j-2)) -ý Hp(F(j-1)) ®Tx -ý H''(Ný) ®F(J)) -ý Hn+'(F(J_2)) 
=p jý1 jýO j<() j<() 
p=1 j<O j< 
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Proof: The vanishing of certain cohomology groups of F(j) on 1 is purely a matter of 
the definition of a mathematical instanton, and all of the remaining vanishing results follow 
immediately, apart from the fact that H1(N*) ®F(j)) and H2(N) ®F(j)) vanish for j <, -2 
and j> -2 respectively. These bonus vanishing results (which are dual to each other) are 
consequences of the exact sequence 
OýNxýýTXý-*NTý®L2 -+0 
on 13W, whose long exact sequence relates the cohomology of N (*x) to that of N (X). This gives 
the vanishing results stated, and also the final isomorphism in the corollary below. Q 
This result applies equally to bundles of instanton type on Z, and fibrewise instantons on 
Y (by thinking of 1P as Y,, etc. ), but I shall use the notation of the former in the following. 
23.5 Corollary (1). There are the following isomorphisms between cohomology groups: 
Hi(Psi, I\) ®O(r)F) Hl 0«»F(- 1» 7- 
H1(P ), ! 
%) 0 0«»F (-1)) H2( =), 
0«»F(-3» 
H2 (t), Nx) ®Oý°ýF (3)) H1( s), 
0ý°» F(-1)) 
H2 (p Nt) ®O(°) F (4)) ^_' H2(P ), Oý°»F(-3)) 07. 
H1(1I ), N(. ) ® 
Oý°» F (-2)) ' H2(JP ), (® 0«» F(-2)) ®L7 
z 
where the final isomorphism is induced by the short exact sequence in the proof of 23.4. 
23.6 Corollary (2). For j>0 the following sequence of cohomology groups over lýrý is 
exact: 
0 -+ H°(Nz) ® (9)F(i - 2)) - H°(O(°)F(j - 1)) 0r -* H°(O(°)F(j)) 
H'(Nx) ®G(? )F(j-2))-+H1(O? )F(? -1))0 Tý-ýH'(O)F(. i))-->0. 
In particular, the cup product map H1(O(°)F(j - 1)) (9 7-, * -+ H'(O(O)F(j)) is surjeetive for 
j>0i. e., the H1 cohomology groups of F are generated by H1(O(? )F(-1)). 
23.7 Corollary (3). In the critical j=0 case, the exact sequence becomes 
0 -ý H°(O(°)F) --* H1(Nz) 0O(°)F(-2)) -+ H1(O(0)F(-1)) ®rr., * -+ H1(O )F) -> 0. 
from which it follows that 
dimH1(Q(°) F) - dimH°(O(°) F) = 2k - 1. 
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23.8 Corollary (4). The following sequence of cohomology groups is exact: 
0 -3 H°(0«»F) ® Try -* H°(Pv) 0 0«»F(1)) 
-4 H1(G(? )F(-1)) -* H1(Q(2)F) 0 T -- 
H'(1'7 ® 0(? ) F 
(1» -+ 0, 
and it follows that 
dimHl(I\) ®c F)F(1)) - 
dimH°(J\) 0 O(° )F(1)) =k -1. 
These last two corollaries are obviously particularly useful when 0(°)F is assumed to have 
no nonzero global sections. 
The property of the H1 cohomology groups of F given in Corollary (2) is related to the 
monad construction, and motivates the choice of H1(iF ), 00 F(-1)) as all interesting direct 
image sheaf. This is essentially the direct image considered by Manin and Minh in [60] 
(although for some reason they chose to use the dual version H2(O(I)F(-3))), and is the first 
direct image I will consider. 
Firstly, though, in order to analyse the second order obstructions, the cohomology of 
S2Nz) will be investigated. The key to this is the symmetric square of the Elder sequence, 
which gives: 
0 -a r x(-3) -+ 
S2Tx(-2) -+ S21V -+ 0. 
This leads to another table of vanishing cohomology groups: 
-º HP(F(j_3)) 0 'res -º HP(F(j-2)) ®S2Ta - 
HP(S2N* 0 F(J)) -- Hn+1(F(ß_3)) 0 Tx. 
p=O j<, 2 j, <1 j<1 j<1 
p-1 j<1 j<0 j<-2 j>1 
p_2 j>1 j>O j, >O j>() 
p=3 j>0 j>, -1 j>-1 
As in the case of the conormal bundle, these vanishing results are all immediate, except 
for H1(S2N2) 0 O(°)F(j)), which is established from the symmetric square of the inclusion 
PQ -> TX y. 
I will not need to use this fact, but will instead note that there are isomorphisins: 
Hi (S2N*) ®QX)F(1)) H1(O(°ýF(-1)) ® S2 r, 
Hi (S2N*) 00(x0) F) ^' H2(q , 
F(-3)) 0r 
and an exact sequence 
0 -4 Ht (S2N*) ®O(°)F(-1)) -- H2((7(O)F(-4)) ®TX -* 
H2(O)F(-3)) 0 S2rs 
-º HZ(S2Ný) 0 O(o)F(-1)) -+ H'; (O«°ýF(-3)) 0, r,. 
The bundle S2ry is the bundle of self-dual 3-forms. Hence just as in the case of twistor 
theory in 4 dimensions, the differential equations which arise from twistor constructions have 
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a second order curvature which is in some sense self-dual. It will be seen in examples that 
this may or may not have implications for the differential operator. 
I will now turn to the first such example. 
The twistor transform H1(O(')F(-1)). 
23.9 Proposition. The differential operator on H1(O(O)F(-1)) is transitive. 
Proof: H2(N*) 0 (9ý, )F(-1)) = 0. 0 
23.10 Proposition. The symbol sequence of the differential operator on H1(O)F(-1)) is 
the given by the image factorisation of central map in the following exact sequence: 
0 -4 H°((, ®O(°)F(-1)) ® L2 -4 H1(J ) ®O(X)F(-1)) 
-+ H1(O)F(-1)) 0 Tk, X -> H1(NX) 0O(o)F(-1)) ®L2 -4 0. 
In particular, if H°(NX) ®O(°)F(-1)) =0 then the symbol sequence is given by the short exact 
sequence remaining. By 23.4, this will be the case if O(° )F has no nonzero global sections on 
jý3 
ICT). 
Proof: This is the long exact sequence associated to 
0-ýZ\ )-ýTä-ýýNrý®Lä-*Oý 
tensored with 0ý°ýF(-1), so the result follows from theorem 21.10.0 
REMARK. From this exact sequence it follows that 
dimH1(Ns) 0 O(° )F(-1)) - 
dimH°(N,, ) ® O(° )F(-1)) 
= dimH'(F(-l)) ®T: X- 
dimH'(] ) 0O(O)F(-I)) = 5k. 
One of the reasons this particular twistor transform is natural and easy to analyse is that the 
symbol sequence (at x) is closely related to the monad construction of F (on Recall 
that the monad of 0(0 ,)F may 
be given in terms of a complex of maps 
Wý ® res -4 Vý -+ Ea ®rý, 
where 
W= H1(A2T11 0 0«»F(1)) = H' (A2IV) 0 C)(°)F(-3)) = H' (Ni, 0 O(r', F(-1)) ®L; -2 
V. = Hl (T; (3 
0 0(0) F) = H1(Nx, 0 0«»F(-2)) 2) 
Eý = H1(O°)F(-1))" 
Since the composite map Wx ®Tx -3 EE ® Tx* is zero, the induced map W. -+ E, ® T. ®T7 
2 has its image in ATi. 
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23.11 Proposition. The symbol kernel map (tensored with L; 2) 
H'(N*) ®O(o)F(-1)) ®L-2 -3 H1(O(? )F(-1)) ®Tt, ý 
is the monad map W., -+ E® ® A2rrr (up to a normalisation constant). 
Proof: Heuristically, this result is obvious, in that both maps are related to the skew- 
symmetric square of the Euler sequence. Manin and Minh [60] give a detailed proof in 
coordinates. Rather than repeat this here, I will make some remarks which help to show 
further why this result is true. Firstly observe that the symbol kernel is the kernel of the cup 
product 
H1(Cýý°ýF(-1)) ® H°(N )) -4 H1(,, 0 O(o)F(-1». 
(using the fact that TX A2Tx* ^_' HO(Nx)). ) The monad map E; (9 is also the 
kernel of a cup product, this time from H'(O(O)F(-1)) ®res to H'(O(, °)F) (where of course 
-rx* = H°(0(1)). Tensoring with -rx* gives the monad composite 
Wx * Vy ®Tý -ý Ey ®Ta ®T?, 
with skew-symmetric image. The result is then related to the fact that Hl (N,. ) ® O(O)F(-1)) 
maps onto the kernel of the cup product H1(O(? )F) ®T? -* H'(O(O)F(1)). Q 
This is really a result about fibrewise instantons on Y, since it involves only the symbol of 
the differential operator, which comes from the symbol of the relative connection. A fibrewise 
instanton F on Y does not need to possess a relative connection in order for this symbol to 
be defined. The proposition then asserts that one of the direct images of this symbol mal) is 
the monad map. This has an important consequence, which is the main result of Manin and 
Minh's paper: 
23.12 Theorem. [60] The fibrewise instanton F on Y may be recovered from the symbol 
map on the direct image H1(Y,,, F(-1)) (provided that the fibres of F have no nonzero global 
sections). 
Proof: The proof is simply that the symbol gives enough information to reconstruct the 
fibrewise monad of F. From the map W -* E ®A2r*, one only has to define V= (W (9 r)/K 
where K is the kernel of the induced map W®r -* E® T* (see [9]). Q 
It remains to characterise the condition that P= µ*F for some F on Z. Assuming 
that the fibres of Y over Z are connected and simply connected (as I always will), this it is 
equivalently the existence of a flat relative connection on P which must be characterised. One 
necessary condition of course, is that there should be a differential operator on Ht (Y;,., F(- 1)) 
with the appropriate symbol, but this will not be sufficient. 
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The statement of the above theorem is slightly incomplete, in that Manin and Minh 
also characterise the possible symbols that can occur given that F is a fibrewise instanton. 
Indeed, the map W,, -4 E., 0 A2rr., * may be interpreted in terms of the 4 dimensional twistor 
correspondence between mathematical instantons on IXE and self-dual connections over Q4 ), 
the space of null lines in A27ý = TX X. 
Here points in Q xý correspond to liDl's in I, ý, and 
singularities of the self-dual connection correspond to jumping lines of O(O)F (on which it fails 
to be trivial). This is what the bundle homomor hism Ws -> Ex1 over precisely P () Q, ) 
encodes. In fact if Ox: A2TX WW 0 Ex is the obvious transpose of 'yr, then for [p] E Cýý?, 
the following are equivalent (see Atiyah [3]): 
" [p] E supp ker y,, = supp coker yý (a divisor in Q4 
" E[p] is not injective/surjective/bijective. 
" 0(°)F is not trivial on IP C Il, 3 x [p] 
" If p= Ark then there's a holomorphic section of Ow F vanishing at [ý] but not [rj] in 
P1 . [P] 
Now since by assumption, through every []E px) there is a lP i on which OF is trivial, 
it follows that for every ýE Tx there is an 77 in r,, such that p= 7- A71 is not in the divisor 
supp ker ry, i. e., O, [p] is an isomorphism. Now [ý] E Ixt corresponds to an a-plane (piece of a 
null p3) through x in X. The tangent space to this a-plane has an annihilator in TV *, x given 
by those vectors in A2Tx which are divisible by ý. Hence the generic triviality property of F 
implies: 
23.13 Proposition. For any E Tx there is an rt E Tx such that ýAi is not a characteristic 
vector i. e., the map Ex -+ WW ® A2rr, *, 
eve W., is an isomorphism. 
In particular, if k=1 so that W.,, and E,, are 1 dimensional, then if (-)[p] is not an 
isomorphism, it must be the zero map, and so the kernel of E), determines a5 dimensional 
subspace W-l. of Tx,., ^_' A2rr, ý 0 Lx 
2 which cannot contain the tangent space of an aY-plane. 
The symbol kernel is then W. f° ®E.,, and the differential operator is a partial connection. 
I will look at this case in detail shortly. 
Firstly, however, I will consider the second order theory. As described in section 21 this 
is obtained from the connecting map obstruction taking values in Hl(S2Nr® ®O )P(-1)). 
It is expected that this will restrict the second order curvature of the differential operator. 
Unfortunately the restriction may turn out to be vacuous, essentially because H' (N;,, 
c )F(1)) may vanish. More precisely, by theorem 21.12 one should consider the following 
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diagram of cohomology groups (on Tx) ^_' Yx, omitting almost all of the subscripts! ): 
00 H°(N*®F(1))OL2 
111 0= H1(S2N*®F(-1)) S2Tk®H1(F(-1)) H'(QK®F(-I)) 
j*OF(-I)) 
0 Tj{®H1(-º TX®TX®H1(F( 1)) -+ TäNHl(NN1 (-l))NL2 
11 (*> 11 Ho(N*®F(1))®L2 -º H1(TXAN*®F(-1)) -º A2TX®H1(F(-l)) --+ H1(N*OF(1))0L2 
111 H1(QK(&F(-1)) - H2(S2N*(&F(-1)) 0 
1 0 
As stated in Theorem 21.12, the image of the map (*) is Tk- AgHl(F(-1)) (note though that 
H'(S2IV) 0 q)F(-1)) may not quite be all of gHl(F(_1)), but the rest of the second order 
symbol kernel is factored out when the map to A2TX 0H1(O(')F(-1)) is applied). Therefore 
H1(S2N*) 0 
X)F(-1)) can only map 
to a proper subbundle of the Spencer cohomology 
group only if H1(Nx) ® O(O)F(-1)) 0. I now wish to demonstrate that this cohomology 
group vanishes in an important special case. 
Instantons of critical rank 
I will assume throughout the rest of this section that O(x)F is a mathematical instanton 
bundle of rank 2k and charge k with no (nonzero) global sections over lF (and similarly for 
O(O)F*). This is a generic restriction, and such bundles form a significant class of charge k 
bundles, since rank 2k is the highest rank n at which there are irreducible Sp(nn,, C) or SL(n, C) 
instantons of charge k (see [6]). The prototype for such bundles is the 1-instanton, which is a 
rank 2 bundle of charge 1-such a bundle automatically carries a conformal symplectic form. 
By 23.7 this is equivalent to the vanishing condition HO(O(0)F) = H1(0(? )F) = 0, from 
which it immediately follows (see 23.6,23.7 and 23.8) that: 
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23.14 Proposition. For instantons of critical rank, 
H°(Nz) ® (9)F(-1)) =0 
H°(O(O)F(1)) H1(Nx) ®(9(2)F(-1)) 
H1(O(°)F(j))=0 forallj>0 
T2 H1(Nýý ®O(° )F(-2)) = H'(O(O)F(-l)) 0 
Hi (S2P )® 0(o)F(-1)) =0 
H2(S2Nx) ®0 X)F(-1)) 
H2(O(0)F(-3)) ®S2Tx H1(JV) ®(ý(°) F(-1)) ®S2T, 
H°(PQ) ®O F(1)) H1(n(0)F'(-1)) 
Hi (A )® 0(? )F(1)) = 0. 
One great technical advantage with instantons of critical rank is that the monad con- 
struction simplifies, thanks to the above isomorphism of V1 with E,. ®r . From this (and 
the dual result) it immediately follows that the map W,; ® T; r -* E ® 7-f is an isomorphism, 
and so the reconstruction of the monad from the map W, -> E,, ® A2 -r* is straightforward. 
Recall from the beginning of this section that the monad gives rise to an exact sequence 
0, 0 -+ O(r)F, --i (Ur», -p E, ® 0(1), -4 
where (Ux)), is the quotient of V, by the image of W® ® O(-1), z. Now if V,. is identified with 
W., 0 T-, then (Ux))z = Wý ® Tx/z where z is the tautological line. Furthermore, z0 rx/z is 
isomorphic to TxIF'? j 0 L2 = 
(N=))Z where IE ] is the a-plane corresponding to z. Therefore, 
the monad construction reduces to the following: 
23.15 Proposition. There is an exact sequence (over I; ý) 
0 -ý O(x) F Ns1 (1) ®WT -`ý E: r(1) -a 0 
where (A )), z is the annihilator of 
the a-plane corresponding to z, which is a subspace of T* 
. and (*) is the map induced by the monad map A2T,. -4 
W0E, 
In the 1-instanton case, the map (*) becomes a little more explicit, as will be seen later. 
Returning now to the second order questions which motivated the consideration of in- 
stantons of critical rank, it follows from the final identification in Proposition 23.14 that the 
second order integrability obstruction is free to take values in the whole Spencer cohomology 
group of the differential equation on HI (O(O)F(- 1)). 
This perhaps explains some of the difficulty experienced by Manin and Minh in finding 
conditions on the differential equation with the given "admissible symbol" which ensure 
it arises as a twistor transform. In short, these conditions may not arise as second order 
integrability obstructions. 
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1-instantons and H'(O(°)F(-1)) 
To see what is happening in more detail, I will restrict attention to bundles of charge 
k=1. (Of course, if k=1, one may as well assume the rank of F is 1 or 2, since otherwise it 
will have global sections, and will be given by an extension of a lower rank bundle. Since line 
bundles can easily be described as elements of cohomology groups, it is the rank 2 case- the 
1-instanton case-which is more interesting, and this is the case I am considering here. ) 
REMARK. Tensoring a 1-instanton with a rank k trivial bundle gives a bundle of rank 2k 
and charge k. All results about 1-instantons also apply to these rather special charge k 
bundles. This does at least provide an example of a higher charge bundle where everything 
is explicit. However, this example is not at all generic. 
As observed above, for 1-instantons, the differential operator on H1(O(°)F(-1)) is a partial 
connection. 
The second order diagram may now be written 
0 
0 S2Tý ®Ex 
(ß-l0)2®Ex -. S1(Tj XAPv)®F(-1)) - 
A2Tä"X®Es -0 
11 
Str ®W°®Ex 0 
{ 
0 
The curvature of a partial connection takes values in A2? -1*. ® E, which is the quotient of 
A2Tk- 
x® 
Ex by the image of (*). It is not hard to see from this diagram that the map from 
the space of self-dual 3-forms to this space of 2-forms on Wx is an isomorphism. In fact, using 
the identification of A2 Uz ® E2 with the space ANT y® 
f' ® E, of "horizontal" 3-fortes, 
there is an obvious isomorphism obtained by restricting the orthogonal projection on 3-fortes. 
It is likely that these two isomorphisms are the same (up to a constant factor perhaps). 
It seems, therefore, that in the 1-instanton case, the partial connection is not the ideal 
differential operator for producing an inverse construction, although it may be that some- 
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thing interesting happens at third order. Instead of following this line, I will look for other 
differential equations which seem more promising. 
Firstly, it is worth considering more carefully what is being sought. Mania and Minh 
have successfully reconstructed the fibrewise instanton P on the correspondence space Y by 
means of the fibrewise monads. It remains to reconstruct the flat relative connection. 
As observed above, the monad for 1-instantons can be written down quite explicitly as 
an exact sequence 
O-*F-+Ns)(1)®Wy--*Ef(1) -a0, 
where the map from 1V -4 W, ®Ey is induced by the quotient map of A2 rr;, by fl W,. a L' 
(using the conformal structure). Consequently F is recovered as (W, n T"Pjl ]) ® W, (1) ® L, x. 
(note that WW ^_' E® ® L; 1). To summarise: 
23.16 Theorem. If 7, arises from a twistor transform of a 1-ins/anton, then there is a flat 
connection on (fly n 11) ® E. ® L,, over each a-plane 11Djzi. 
In a sense this provides an inverse construction, but it is not a very interesting character- 
isation, since it is a much too direct restatement of the existence of a flat relative connection 
of p*F(-1). The goal is to seek characterisations which are more intrinsic to differential 
operators on X. 
Now, in this 1-instanton case, the cohomology group H°(O(°)F(1)) (the first nonvanishing 
direct image sheaf of global sections) is related to the bundle 7-t,; of the partial connection. 
In order to obtain an equation on the partial connection, one possibility is to consider this 
direct image sheaf as a twistor transform. This will be done next. It will he seen that this 
time, there are some constraints on the second order integrability obstructions. 
The twistor transform H°(O(°)F(1)). 
23.17 Proposition. The differential operator on H'(O(? )F(1)) 
is transitive and has symbol 
kernel H1(O)F(-1)). 
This proposition is immediate from 21.10 and the identifications in 23.14 for rank 2k 
instantons of charge k. 
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Next, one can write down the second order curvature diagram for this twistor transform: 
0 
0 TX®H°(N`6)F(1 
0 H°(Tj AN'®F(1 
1 H°(QK®F(1)) - H'(S2N'®F(1); 
0 
00 
l1 s2T;; ®H°(F(1)) - H°(QKOF(1)) 
11 Tý®T ®H°(F(1)) - T*®H°(No? F(1))®L2 
(#> 11 ý) -º A2Tý ®H°(F(1)) - 11°(N'®F(3))OL2 
o 
Now HO(Nxý 0 00 F(3)) is not expected to vanish in general, so this diagram suggests that 
quite a strong constraint is placed on the second order curvature of the differential operator 
by the geometry of the twistor construction. 
In order to analyse and interpret this constraint, it will once again be expedient to focus 
on 1-instantons, when everything becomes more explicit. In this case the differential operator 
on H1(O(°)F(-1)) is a partial connection along a5 dimensional subspace ýlT of the tangent 
space, and H1(N() ®0(0)F(-1)) 0 L2 X®E. 
Hence H°(O( )F(1)) ^_' ? -lx ® E. 
The differential operator on ? -l., 0 EE is easily seen to have symbol sequence 
0-ý[TX >W, ]0 E, BTX0W, 0 E, -+(Tä, ý, 
0 71., )if0 E, --> 0, 
where [Tx,, -Iý 7-Li] denotes the span of the orthogonal projection, and ()t f denotes the 
natural complementary space of "trace-free" maps from Tx,., to R. 
This is a rather unusual looking differential equation. If the differential operator is denoted 
by D then the Leibniz rule for D is 
D(fX®s)= fD(X®s)+(df ®X os- 
Idf(X)p®s), 
where p: Tx,., - 7-h is the orthogonal projection. Thus D is almost a connection. The hope 
is that restricted to subbundles of R-l. it may induce a connection. 
Interpreting the meaning of the second order curvature of such a differential equation will 
not be straightforward. The methods of Part III allow the curvature map to be computed 
using compatible covariant derivatives. Understanding the expression produced requires extra 
work. Here I will look only at the symbol curvature, since the symbol kernel is the obstruction 
to the differential operator being a connection. 
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First of all, note that gHO(F(l)) =0 (which fits in with the vanishing of H°(S2J\ ) 
0 
(r)F(1)) in the above diagram), and so the wedge product (skew-symmetrisation map) from 
Tx ®gfO(F(I)) to A2TX ® H°(O(O)F(1)) is injective. 
Trivialise the line bundle E (locally) with a flat connection. Now choose a compatible 
covariant derivative on 7-l, and extend it to a covariant derivative D'ý' on TX using any 
connection on 7-l1. This connection will not in general be torsion free, but subtracting the 
torsion gives another covariant derivative D=D+C on TX. The symbol curvature of V 
can now be obtained by differentiating the element pE TX ®f of the symbol kernel by the 
tensor product connection b=D® D7. Now by construction Dlip =0 and so the only 
nonzero term is the contraction of C with p. Computing this term and skew-symmetrising 
gives (AltDp)(X, Y) = p(C(X, Y)) (where C is minus the torsion of Du). The symbol 
curvature applied to p is this 2-form modulo 2-forms (with values in 7-l) of the form aAp. 
Using the conformal structure of X, this curvature can be converted into a trilinear form, 
namely 
X, Y, ZH (p(C(X , 
Y)) mod {a A p}, Z). 
The constraint on the symbol curvature would therefore seem to be that this form is alter- 
nating (it is automatically skew in X, Y), and self-dual. 
From this one can deduce that the subspace 9L fl TPi of fa is preserved by the skew- 
symmetrised connection, but this is not quite enough to provide the flat connection needed. 
Continuing in this vein, it is possible (in principle at least) to study all sorts of differential 
operators, and compute their integrability obstructions. I will not do this, however, since it 
seems to me that none of these equations will tell the whole story. Instead I will seek a more 
natural context in which to analyse the twistor transforms of bundles of instanton type. This 
context is provided by the map to the moduli space of mathematical instantons. 
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24 The moduli space of instantons and 6 dimensional twistors 
In the previous section some particular twistor transforms of F were considered. Their 
theory is still somewhat unsatisfactory, since I have not been able to characterise the equations 
which arise as twistor transforms in order to give a satisfactory inverse construction. The 
problem, in my view, is that these twistor transform constructions are somewhat ad hoc. 
Why take a particular direct image sheaf of a particular twist? There are infinitely many 
possibilities. One possible way out of this impasse is to look again at the moduli space of 
instantons as a unifying perspective for the twistor transforms of bundles of instanton type. 
24.1 The map to the moduli space. If F is a fibrewise instanton on Y, then associated 
to each point xEX there is the mathematical instanton Fl,, . This defines a holomorphic 
map from the open subset X of Q6 to the moduli space M of rank 1, charge k instantons. 
Conversely, any such map will determine a holomorphic vector bundle F on Y up to gauge 
equivalence. 
If F is a pullback of a bundle of instanton type on Z, then there will be some constraints 
on the map to the moduli space. Hence the question of whether 
P descends to Z should 
be answerable in terms of what special properties the map from X to the moduli space has. 
Indeed one hopes to find differential equations characterising the maps 0: X -* M which arise 
from bundles on Z. The most obvious way such an equation might occur is as a condition 
on the derivative dB,: Tx,., -4 TM, o(ý, ). 
Since I am studying only local (indeed infinitesimal) questions, I will restrict attention to 
a point xEX over which F(x) = 
Ply, is generic, in the sense that End F(x) is a mathematical 
instanton, and the moduli space is a manifold (of the expected dimension-see below) at 
F(x). If X is a small enough neighbourhood of x, then the map 0 to the moduli space will be 
a smooth map between manifolds with 0(x) = F(x) . 
One way to view this situation is as a deformation of F(, parameterised by X. The 
tangent space to the moduli space is then the space of all possible infinitesimal deformations. 
As observed at the end of section 22, infinitesimal deformations of F(x) are parameterised by 
elements of H1(End F()), so this is the tangent space to the moduli space at F(x) (its rank 
being the expected dimension). Hence the derivative at x of the map to the moduli space, 
dOt: TX -* H1(EndF(, )) 
is the map parameterising the infinitesimal deformations by Tk. 
Now if F= µ*F then the deformation of F(., ) is constrained by the geometry of Z. 
This constraint is given by the flat relative connection on F, which induces a flat relative 
connection on End F. 
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Now the tangent space to the moduli space at F(es) is the fibre at x of the twistor transform 
(Rlv#)(p* End F). Hence the relative connection on EndF induces a differential equation on 
this bundle, whose symbol kernel will be a subbundle of TX ®® TM B(x). Therefore the map 
to the moduli space satisfies this differential equation, in the sense of the following theorem: 
24.2 Theorem. For bundles of instanton type, the derivative of the map to the moduli space 
is an element of the subspace of Hom(TX, X, TM o(X)) ^_'Tý., ®H1), End 00 F) given by 
the following exact sequence over pyW: 
0 Ta- ® H° (End0(o) F) -* H°(N, ) 0 End 0(o) F) ® L2 
H1(A )® End O(o)F) -+ TX ® H1(End O(°) F) -+ H1(Nr) ® End O(o)F) ® L2 +0 
Proof: The map to the moduli space must satisfy the differential equation on H1(End O(O)F), 
since the subbundle of J1 (TM) associated to this equation is the first order neighbourhood 
sheaf of F on Ixe in Z, representing the infinitesimal behaviour of p*F on Y. 
By Theorem 21.10, the symbol of this equation is the image factorisation (at Tx" 
H1(End F)) of the long exact sequence associated to 
0ý Ni ®EndQ(o)F-4TX., ®EndO(°) F-4Nx) ® L2®EndO(o)F-º0 
There is therefore only one minor point to verify: namely the vanishing of H°(Nr) (&End O( 0) F) 
and H2(N*) ® End 0(0) F). But these are vanishing results for mathematical instantons, of 
which End F is an example, by assumption. 0 
There is another interpretation of this result (which perhaps clarifies it a little) in terms 
of the Atiyah class of P on Y. Assuming X (and all the pieces of a-planes in X) to be 
contractible, the only obstructions to F admitting a (relative) connection will be along the 
fibres of Y over X. Along the fibres, F is a nontrivial bundle, but here I am interested in 
differentiation in conormal directions. The conormal bundle to Y', in Y is v*Tý , and so the 
appropriate relative Atiyah class is that associated to the exact sequence 
0a v*Ta ®F -+ Oj, ýa 
F 
-+ 
F 
-i 0, 
namely the image of the identity section under the connecting map 
Ho (Y-., End F(2)) -+ v'T. 0 H' (Y, End F() ). 
Now if F= µ*F then it is automatically trivial along the fibres of Y over Z i. e., in the 
T* N® L2 directions. Therefore the quotient class in H' (Y,., N(,, ) ® End F()) ®Ls Y/Z 
associated to the exact sequence 
0-aT, z®E 4J,, z 
E +O 
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(where JY/Z denotes the jet bundle along the fibres) vanishes, and the Atiyah class takes its 
values in the image of 
H1(YX, N (X) ® End F()) TX ý, 
® H1(Y, End Fý». 
This is precisely what the differential equation on the map to the moduli space is saying. 
This gives, in some sense, an infinitesimal inverse construction, since if one knows that the 
map to the moduli space satisfies this equation, then one knows that the relative Atiyah class 
takes values in H1(Yx, ] (D End F(x)) (i. e., the obstruction in H1(YX, N(x) 0 End F(ýi) ® L2 
vanishes) and so there exists a relative connection on F over Y. The space of possible such 
connections is H°(YY, N(x) ® End F(,, )) ®Lx. 
Unfortunately, this space is hard to compute. Even in the critical rank case, where 
most of the dimensions can be found in terms of k, I have only been able to show that 
dim H1(N ® EndF(,, )) - dim H° (N (&End F(., )) = 8k2. 
For 1-instantons the exact sequence of the above theorem gives dim H°(N®End Fi-. l) > 6, 
while the monad inclusion F* -+ N*(1) ® E. shows that dim H° (N ® End F(, )) < 21. 
Generically, one expects spaces of global sections to have minimal dimension, and so it is 
natural to conjecture that 6 is this minimal dimension, but if this is true, then H1(N 
End F(T)) is only 14 dimensional, which still leaves a lot of freedom (16 dimensions out of 30) 
for the derivative of the map to the moduli space. For 1-instantons a more explicit approach 
may still be possible, though. Indeed, as is well known, the moduli space in this case is 
(complexified) hyperbolic 5-space. Its tangent space at F(,, ) is H1(End F(., )) W. 0 fx 0 
Ex* ®Ex. 
Closely related to this are some of the final comments in Manin and Minh's paper. They 
ask, for example, whether it is possible for the obstruction in H1(YX, N( End F(, )) 0 L2 
to ever be nonzero. Amongst arbitrary F on Y, it seems to me to he perfectly possible that 
there will be bundles with nonzero obstructions. These will then definitely not be pullbacks 
from Z. 
Manin and Minh also ask whether the affine map from the space of relative connections 
to the space of differential operators with "admissible symbol" is injective. In the light of my 
work on these questions, I would suggest that this may not be the right question, since the 
twistor transform H1(O(O)F(-1)) may not be the best place from which to reconstruct. F. 
As mentioned above, the relative connections along Y., form an affine space modelled on the 
H° (N) (9 End Fi,, i) ® L2. The derivative of the map to the moduli space lies in the image of 
H1(Ny) ® End F(x). The exact sequence of Theorem 24.2 is a manifestation of the fact that a 
change of relative connection does not affect the map to the moduli space. It should change 
the differential equation on H1 (End F), but it is not clear how. 
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Thus even the infinitesimal (first order) inverse construction is not entirely satisfactory. 
Furthermore, such an inverse construction is incomplete in two important ways. Firstly the 
symbol of the differential equation on H1 (End F) has not been characterised, and secondly, 
nor has the flatness of the relative connection. 
Manin and Minh suggest that to proceed further one may need to introduce a real struc- 
ture. The approach I prefer to take is related, in that I make genericity assumptions which 
real instantons satisfy, such as the vanishing of cohomology groups, or the existence of skew 
(or symmetric) forms, but it should not be necessary to leave the complex category except 
for interpretation. 
A more careful study of the monad construction for End F (or one of its subbundles) 
may well be the next step, since then one could study twistor transforms related to these 
bundles using the methods I have applied to F. More speculatively, one of the difficulties 
in generalising the Ward correspondence (and indeed twistor theory) to 6 dimensions is that 
self-duality happens at the level of 3-forms, whereas curvature usually arises as some sort of 
2-form. Thus one might look for geometric objects whose curvature invariants are 3-forms, 
for example the gerbes of Giraud as described in Brylinski [20]. It might be possible to find 
such an object at the heart of the above constructions. I shall not do this here, but it remains 
an interesting line of future research. 
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